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FOREWORD

The report contains a collection of recent fusion technology papers on

the STARFIRE Project, the study of alternate fusion fuel cycles, a maintain-

ability study, magnet safety, neutral beam power supplies and pulsed super-

conducting magnets and energy transfer.

This collection of papers contains contributions for Argonne National

Laboratory, McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company, General Atomic Company,
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Introduction

The basic objective of the STARFIRE Project1 Is
to develop a design concept fcr a commercial tokamsk
fusion electric power plant based on the deuteriun/
trltlum/llthlum fuel cycle. The key technical objec-
tive Is to develop the best embodiment of the tokamak
aa a power reactor consistent with credible engineer-
Ing solutions to design problems. Another key goal
of the project is to give careful attention to the
safety and environmental feature! of a commercial
fusion reactor.

The basic design guidelines for STARFIRE assume
the successful operation of a tokamak engineering test
facility (ETF) and a demonstration power plant. STAR-
FIRE la considered to be the tenth plane In a series
of commercial reactors. It is, therefore, assumed
that a veil established vendor industry exists and
that utilities have gained experience with the opera-
tion of fusion plants.

The STARFIRE Project1 waa Initiated in Hay, 1979,
with the goal of completing the design study by
October, 1980. The purpose of this paper is to pre-
sent an overview of the major parameters and design
features that have been tentatively selected for
STARFIRE. Several papers presented in this
conference provide nore details on the design char-
acteristics of key reactor components.

Ksior Parameters

A primary goal of the STARFIRE study Is to se-
lect the most attractive set of design parameters and
concepts that make cokamaks economically competitive
and environmentally acceptable. Results provided by
and experience gained from previous fusion reactor de-
sign studies in the United States and worldwide have
provided an excellent starting point for this project.
In addition, extensive trade-off studies2 were per-
formed to support the design selection process for
STARFIRE.

Figure 1 shows a cross section of the reactor.
A summary of the major reactor parameters and design
feature* Is given in Table 1. The reactor thermal
power Is •<• 3800 Hf and the net electrical power Is
i- 1150 MW. Thla power level Is expected to be in the
most desirable range of power rating to the utilities
In the STARFIRE time f r

The neutron wall load is 3.5 MW/m2. Baaed on
results "from detailed systeme studies, this moderately
high wall load is a reasonable choice that results in
a small size reactor without excessive requirements
on the first-wall cooling capability, maximum toroidal
magnetic field and frequency of structural material
replacement.

A D-ehaped plasma with a height-to-width ratio
of 1.6 has been selected. This was found to be nearly
the highest elongation that Is consistent with the
STARFIRE goal of locating almost all the equilibrium-
field (SF) coils outside the toroidal-field (TF) coils.

With an aspect ratio of 3.6 the major radius is
7 m. The average plasma toroidal beta is 0.067 and
the maximum toroidal magnetic field ia 11 T.

Operating Mode

Steady-state has been selected as the node of
operation for STARFIRE. Although experimental infor-
mation on plaama current drive by means other than
inductive OH colls are very limited, results from
recent theoretical atudies justify the assumption that
continuous plasma burn can be achieved in the STARFIRE
time frame.

The potential advantagea of steady-state reactor
operation include: (a) Increased component and system
reliability, (b) eliminating fatigue as a serious con-
cern for the structural material in the first wall and
blanket, (c) no thermal energy storage is required and
the need for an intermediate coolant loop is reduced,
and (d) no electrical energy storage is necessary.

Pla» i Engineering

Work supported by the D.S. Department of Energy.

The basic plasma parameters of the STARFIRE de-
sign are listed in Table 2. Lower hybrid waves consti-
tute the reference plasma current driver due to the
more developed theoretical understanding of this
option. Other wave drive candidates considered include
relativlstic electron beams and magnetosonlc wavea.

The ratio of fusion power to rf power (Q) re-
quired to maintain the steady-state toroidal current
of t tokamak Is limited by the plasma's accessibility
to lower hybrid wavea. In particular, low density
plasmas are more easily penetrated and reault In higher
Q than high density plasma. This is the reason ihat,
for a fixed Bt, relatively high temperatures and low
densities are attractive for STARFIRE. However, for
T > 15 keV the fusion power density decreases so quick-
ly that relatively high magnetic fields arc necessary
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Table 1. STABFIRE Major Design Featuraa

Net electrical power

Gross electrical power

Fusion power

Thermal power (nominal)

Thermodynamlc efficiency

Overall availability

Average neutron wall load

Major radius

Plasma half-width

Plasma elongation (b/a)

Max. toroidal field (nominal)

Number of IF colls

Plasma burn node

Current drive oethod

Plasma heating aethod

TF colls material
Wall structural materiel

Blanket structural material

Vail coolant

Tritium breeding medium

Blenket coolant
plasma impurity control -

i

Primary vacuum boundary

1150 MW

1600 MU

3200 MW

3800 MW

41*

75Z
3.5 MH/m*

7.0" m
1,9* m

1.6

11.0 T

12

Continuous

rf
rf

m>]Sn/NbTl/Cu/SS

Ferrltlc steel

Ferritlc steel

BjO

LijO

•ellum

Low-Z coating + limlter
and vacuum system +
enhanced radiation +
field margin

. At inner edge of shield

Table 2. STARFIRE Plasma Parameters

Major radius

Plasma half width

Elongation (b/a)

Plasma .shape

Average toroidal beta

Plasma current

Safety factor (center)

Safety factor at edge

Toroldel field on axis

Average DT ion density

Average electron density

Average Ion temperature

Average electron temperature

Fractional impurity concentration

Fractional alpha concentration

Fractional burnup

! • ; •

a - 1.94 m

K - 1.6

"D"

Bt - 0.067

I - 11 MA

qo - 1.4

«, - 4.2

'to " i M T

SjĴ  - 1.0 x 1 0 " m-

5^ - 1.3 x 10" •"*

T^ - 17 keV

f^ - 22 keV

n^/il^ - 0.C4

» , % T • <>•<»

• » o.u



to keep the reactor aizc attractively small. A related
strategy to maximize Q Is to drive the highest current
densities where the plaema denalcy is low, i.e., near
the plasma surface. Particular attention must be given
In this case to the MHD stability of such current
density profiles.

Of the two cendldata rf sources,, crossed-fleld
amplifiers (CFA) and klystrons, the foraer may promise
to operate at higher efficiencies (70-901), but, due
to the large anounts of power dissipated In the rf
structure, the CFA option nay Increase the engineering
difficulties. The transmission line is envisioned to
be a high power pressurized waveguide with a power split-
ting labyrinth to provide the grill phase shifts. The
system will be designed with the ECR layer In the high
pressure region; the vacuum window will be placed out
of the direct line-of-sight of neutron radiation.
Phase shifters will be included to provide spectral
turning for the reactor startup period.

Our basic approach for impurity control Is to use
a system with fairly low renoval efficiency, t> 30Z.
This Is sufficient to maintain a stable operating
point, while at the sane tine reducing the amount of
pumped tritium.

The reference system chosen is a llmlter/vacuun
system which together serves to concentrate and pump
some of the plasma particle outflux. In addition, the
IF field coil Is designed with enough field margin to
contain the ixeess pressure of the alpha particles and
electrons. There are two other basic features of the
Impurity control system; lot— Z coatings are used on
all exposed surfaces; and the plasma is operated so
as to maximize the heat radiated from It and to mini-
mize the transported heat. This approach, therefore,
results in four techniques working in unison. These
are: (a) low-Z coatings, (b) magnetic field margin,
(c) enhanced radiation, and (d) limitcr/vacuum system.

First/Wall Blanket

The technological and design aspects of various
flrst-wall/blanket concepts have been considered In
the selection of potentially viable designs for
STASFIRE. The major enphaais has been placed on the
development of a blanket design that is safe end
environmentally acceptable. The primary guidelines
established to meet these criteria sre low tritium
Inventory In the blanket, minimal long-lived acti-
vation products and ninlmal stored chemical energy.

A comprehensive assessment of potential tritium
breeding materials, coolants and structural materials
was carried out. The scope of assessment Included
material properties, neutronlca, compatibility and
operating temperature limitations, generic safety
aspects and tritium recovery methods. Based on the
results of this assessment, the most viable combi-
nations of breeder/coolant/structural material/neu-
tron multiplier are given in Table 3. The reference
blanket system Is selected on the basis of perceived
safety advantages associated with helium coolant and
the solid breeding materials. Helium is selected
only for the blanket coolant since water provides
several advantages as the first-wall coolant. The
ceramic breeding materials with their high tempera-
ture properties arc most appropriate for the helium
coolant. Lithium oxide is proposed as the breeding
material since it is the only ceramic with potential
for breeding without a neutron multiplier. The
ferrltlc steels are compatible with both helium and
water coolant and are selected for both first-wall and
blanket-structure. A low pressure helium purge stream
over the LljO is used for tritium processing since
direct contact of high pressure helium coolant and
L12O Is not acceptable.

Since the thermal-hydraulic characteristics of
pressurized water are superior to those of helium In
temperature-limited systems, an alternate first-wall/
blanket materials option is proposed. The alternate
concept utilizes D2O coolant In both the first wall
and the blanket. Lithium oxide is retained as the
breeding material and ferritic steel as the first-
wall/blanker; structure.

Liquid lithium, which can be used as both coolant
and breeder, provides a unique blanket option. How-
ever, the Inherent- safety of this system has been
questioned and maintenance-related problems have been
identified. An Intermediate coolant loop may also be
desirable. However, because the thermal-hydraulics,
neutronics, radiation behavior, and design simplicity
of this system are generally regarded as superior to
other blanket materials options, this system Is
suggested aa a backup. The backup design will be con-
sidered If irresolvable technical or engineering prob-
lems are Identified in the early phase of the project
for the reference and alternate designs. Selected
vanadium alloys, which are proposed for the structural
material, are believed to be the most resistant to
radiation damage of the-candidate structural materials,

Table 3. Selected First-Wall/Blanket Materials Options

Coolant

Xeference

Alternate

Backup

FR

DzO

D20

ti

Coolant

Blanket

He

D20

Li

Breeder

U 2 O

L12O

11

FH

FS

FS

V

Structure

Blanket

FS

FS

V

Neutron
Multiplier

PbO**

PbO**

Auatenltlc stainless steal Is an alternate selection for the first-wall struc-
ture and both austcnitlc stainless steel and titanium alloys are possible alterna-
tives for the blanV«!t structure.

If required.

Hot required.



produce low long-tern activation products, are compati-
ble with lithium, and possess adequate elevated
temperature mechanical properties. Long blanket life-
time may be attainable since the liquid lithium Is not
sensitive to radiation damage and tritium-release from
the liquid also does not present a problem.

Two mechanical design concepts are being con-
sidered for the reference blanket. In the first con-
cept, the module walls are pressurized to the coolant
static pressure. The solid breeder is held in sealed
tubes, arranged in a staggered rod bank pattern, which
are cooled by cross-flowing the helium over them. In
the second concept, the helium coolant flows inside
tubes each of which is surrounded by solid breeder
throughout the module. In both concepts, the tritium
produced in the solid breeder is removed continuously
through a helium purge gas system. The two concepts
will be compered in the near future after further
evaluation to determine which is superior from an over-
all reactor design standpoint.

Heat Transport System

The thermal energy deposited In the blanket and
first wall Is delivered via the heat transport system
to the power conversion system where electricity is
generated. The heat transport and power cycle systems
consist of the primary helium (blanket coolant) loops,
primary water (first wall and nonbreeding regions
coolsr.t) loops, auxiliary cooling loops, and the
ateam/power conversion system as shown schematically
in Fig. 2.

With the vater-cooled first wall and Inboard
blanket, approximately 40 percent of the thermal
energy is in the form of 300*C heat. This energy
Is utilized in the power conversion system for feed-
water heating and for stiara generation. The remaining
60 percent of the thermal energy is transported via

tha helium blanket coolant to the steam generators.
The primary loops consist therefore of both helium
and water circuits.

Because STARFIBE operates steady-state rather
than In a pulsed mode, a thermal energy storage sys-
tem is not required. Furthermore, no Intermediate
coolant loop Is provided and the helium loop inter-
faces directly with the steam generator. The con-
sequences of steam Ingress Into the helium loop were
previously addressed for the high-temperature gas
cooled reactor (HTOR). It was found that adequate
safeguards against steam inleakage can be provided.
A calculation of permeation losses from the helium
coolant through the steam generator was performed.
It has been concluded that, due to the fact that the
tritium is predominantly In the oxidized form, and
due to the fairly low temperature, tritium permeation
losses will be very small and an intermediate coolant
loop is not required.

Vacuum Pumping System

The primary vacuum boundary of the STARFIRE
vacuum system is at the inner wall of the shield.
A pair of i 60 meter long toroidal limlters pass
circumferentially around the outer edge of the plasma
region, and deflect ions from the scrape-off zone into
the adjacent slots in the first wall. A cross-sec-
tional view of these slots is shown in Fig. 3. The
slots are 60 meters long and 20 cm wide and penetrate
the first wall and blanket. The location and con-
figuration of. the llmiter is optimized to maximize the
probability of a molecule entering the slot after
striking the limlter. Each slot contains a step to
reduce neutron streaming as shown in Fig. 3. In the
molecular flow region this step has minimal effects on
the conductance, the only consideration being the
additional slot length required to provide the step.
A large volume plenum exists between the outside of the

«e»enATon | |
MAIN *7SAM

Ht emeuuaon

neaoiun

Bto nnup

flMHBAT
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fig. 2. Power conversion system schematic.
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first wall blanket and the inside of the shield.
Twenty-four 1.7 meter diameter, 1.5 meter long vacuum
ducte.penetrate the shield and provide access for
liquid helium cryogenic pumpa.

The liquid helium cryogenic pumps will be of the
compound variety in vhich hydrogen and lta isotopes are
puaped by cryocondensation on a liquid helium cooled
panel and helium is cryosorbed on a 4.2*K molecular
•leve surface. The cryosorption surface on such a
pump can become saturated vlth helium and will require
regeneration after approximately eight hours of opera-
tion. Regeneration will be accomplished by stopping
the liquid helium flow and allowing the sorption sur-
face to warm whereupon the helium Is released and
pumped away by another pumping system.

Other Engineering Features

The reactor magnet system design Includes twelve
11 Tcsla TF coils. The EF coil system includes 4
segmented copper coils Inside the TF colls for plasma
stability control, but moat of the EF colls are super-
conducting and located outalde the TF colis for
plasma equilibrium. The plasma startup, heating and
current drive Is accomplished by a lower hybrid rf
system. The shield Incorporates dielectric breaks
to prevent toroidal currant flow and permit the EF
colls that are located Inside the TF coll to have
adequate response time for plaama stability control.

The reactor shield it designed for life-of-plant
and Is oat removed for normal maintenance operations.

The shield concept is shown in Fig. 4. The reactor
shield is water cooled and serves as the primary
vacuum chamber. The shield protrudes between the
TF coils at the top and bottom of the reactor to pro-
vide a vacuum duct to 24 cryosorption pumps. The
vacuum duct opening through the shield is oversized
to permit routing of coolant lines through the open-
ing without significantly restricting pumping
capacity. Each helium coolant line Is shielded at
the penetration through the shield by a bed of rods
in a staggered pattern that limits neutron leakage.
The shield contains poloidal dielectric breaks under
every third TF coll. The dielectric Joint, which is
at the outside of the shield and completes the vacuum
barrier, is exposed to about 10 1 0 rads irradiation.
The dielectric break will also be redundant and
incorporate Intermediate pumping. The shield pieces
are designed to keep all seal welds between shield
pieces in • single plane without welded corners, In
order to improve reliability and simplify the in-
stallation operation. The shield doors utilize re-
dundant Buna-N seals to provide the vacuum barrier.
The seals are located near the outside of the shield;
however, degredatlon by exposure to tritium and neu-
trons Is expected to reault In the need for seal re-
placement each time the door la removed during mainte-
nance.

The rf wave guides form a near continuous toroidal
ring at the base of the reactor. Approximately 100 MM
of rf power la required to start and drive the plasma.
The power density at the plasma Is 8 HW/m2. A mech-
anical rf waveguide connector Is required to permit
blanket removal.
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The blanket system Is divided Into 24 wdege
shaped sectors to obtain a size that permits removal
of sectors between IF colls* Each blanket sector
Incorporates an rf waveguide, two limiter segments,
and two stepped toroidal slots 20 cm wide for vacuum
pimping. Each sector Is mounted on an air bearing
pad to permit removal and replacement.

The reactor building is metal lined to provide
a boundary against tritium release to the atmosphere.
Acsess doors are provided to the Interior through
airlocks to permit Ingress of reactor components.
Continuous cleanup of the reactor building air environ-
ment Is provided. The building Is designed for a aaxi-
num overpressure of 3 psi which could result from an
accident in which the liquid helium from one IF coll
and the coolant front one first wall/blanket sector are
released into the building.

Maintenance Approach

Availability goals have been established as
85Z for the reactor and 75* for the complete plant
Including the reactor. These goals provide a basis
for design of maintenance equipment. The maintenance
scenario incorporates the current utility practice of
•hutting down annually for one month and a four month
shutdown approximately every 5-10 years.

' The design philosophy being followed Is to mlnl-
aite the radiation levels within the reactor building;
to design all components for complste remote mainte-
nance, and to Identify contact maintenance operations
where personnel can safely be used with significant
economic savings.

The number of different maintenance operations
planned In the reactor building are minimized by using
a component "remove and replace" approach. This
permits each maintenance action to be preplanned and
designed for use with simple push, pull, etc., opera-
tions. This approach Increases the confidence In the
•peed of maintenance operations and simplifies mainte-
nance equipment design requirements. Once the damaged
or end-of-life components are removed from the reactor
they are transported to a hot cell where more time is
available for checkout, repair or disposal.

Redundancy.la planned for reactor auxiliary sub-
systems to permit continued operation of the plant
until a scheduled maintenance period or until the
component can be replaced in-service. More details
on the maintenance plan for STARFIRE are given in
another paper in this session.
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Extensive system and tradeoff studies were per-
formed to support the selection process for the major
parameters and design features of the STARFIRE commer-
cial reactor. With a thermal power of 3800 MW, a neu-
tron wall load of 3.5 MW/m2 results In a relatively
small-size reactor without imposing excessive require-
ments on the first-wall cooling capability, maximum
toroidal-magnetic field, and frequency of structural
material requirements. This moderately high-wall load
requires that the first-wall coolant be liquid (water
or lithium) and the lifetime of the structural mate-
rial is >15 MW-yr/m2. With moderate plasma elonga-
tion and beta the required maximum toroidal-field is
•vll T. STARFIRE is operated steady-state with no OH
coil. The absence of an OH coil makes it possible to
design the reactor with a low-aspect ratio ("v.2.5) and
small major radius. However, higher aspect ratios
(^3.5-4) are favored when the plasma current is driven
with rf because the power required for the current
drive, Prf, is much larger at lower aspect ratio.
Since Frf increases at lower plasma temperature, the
optimum design for STARFIRE requires operation with
plasma temperatures higher than those normally selec-
ted for de'saB with OH-driven current.

1. Introduction

Previous fusion reactor design and systems stu-
dies have demonstrated the presence of a wide range of
design parameters and a diversity of design concepts.
A primary goal of the STARFIRE study1 is to select,
based on present knowledge, the most attractive set of
design parameters and concepts that make tokamaks eco-
nomically competitive and environmentally acceptable.
In addition to experience gained from design and sys-
tems studies in the United States and worldwide, exten-
sive tradeoff analyses were carried out to guide the
selection process for STARFIRE. A primary tool for
these tradeoff studies is a comprehensive systems com-
puter program that is capable of predicting the perfor-
mance characteristics and economics of the entire toka-
mak power plant. The ANL Systems Code2 supplemented
by the MDAC Code3 was utilized for this purpose.

The major design parameters that chracterlze a
tokamak reactor are the reactor power, the neutron wall
load, aspect ratio, plasma elongation, major radius,
plasma beta, magnetic field, scrape-off region thick-
ness, and blanket/shield thickness. A brief rtvlew of
the considerations that were factored into selection of
these maj.or parameters is presented in this paper.

2. Reactor Power

It has been shown that tokamak rtactora exhibit
an economy of scale; i.e. larger power reactors have
lower cost of energy. However, three considerations
important to the utilities limit the desirable power
rating of a plant. The first Is the difficulty of
raising the capital for larger power plants. The

second relates to the cost of reserve electric power
capacity that the utility must provide to compensate
for scheduled and unscheduled outages. The cost of
reserve capacity increases with the size of the indi-
vidual pover plant. The third is the maximal capacity
of a single turbine generator. Based on recommenda-
tions by the Utility Advisory Committee for STARFIRE,
the most desirable power rating at present is In the
range of 3000-4000 MW for thermal pover and tl250 Mtf
for electrical power. Therefore, the fusion power for
STARFIRE was selected as 3200 MW. This corresponds to
a noi~J.nal thermal power of 13800 MW, based on a 21-MeV
per fusion reaction, and a net electric power of *vll50
MW. The recoverable thermal power will be modified by
the addition of rf power for current drive and the
loss of low-temperature heat such aB that in the liml-
ter system.

3. Meutron Wall Load and Structure Life

A key parameter that has a substantial impact on
the physical size of the reactor is the neutron wall
load,
fusion power, P_, as

The neutron wall load, Pnw, is related to the

V
where Ay is the surface area of the first wall, P is
the average fusion power density in the plasma, and V
is the plasma volume. For the same Pf, higher Pnw

results in a smaller surface area, higher power density,
smaller reactor volume, and potentially lower cost.
This underlines the motivation for developing designs
with higher wall loads. Figure 1 shows the relation-
ship between the major radius and the neutron wall load
for ?{ » 3200 MW and plasma elongation of 1.6.

There are limitations, however, on both the ability
to produce and the ability to use high-wall loads. The
upper limits on the use of high-wall loads are dictated
primarily by the first-wall cooling capability and the
structure lifetime. Constraints such as the maximum
operating temperature and thermal stresses place an
upper bound on the allowable wall load. For typical
structural materials such as ferrltic steels in pulsed
reactor systems, the neutron wall load should be
limited to ̂ 2.5 MW/** for helium coolant. Higher wall
loads are possible with water and lithium coolants. In
general, the maximum allowable wall load Is higher for
reactors such as STARFIRE operating in a steady-state
mode.

For a given fluence lifetime, the neutron wall
load should be limited so that the frequency of struc-
ture replacement is not excessive. In order to limit
the fractional increase In the cost of energy due to
the plant downtime for replacement of the structural
material to 6, the structure lifetlae must be suffi-
ciently long to satisfy the following Inequality:1*

Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energy.



NEUTRON WALL LOAD, MW/fiT

Fig. 1. Major radius as a function of neutron wall
load at four values of the aspect ratio.
Results baaed on: fusion power - 3200 MB
and plasma elongation - 1.6.

where t,, is the structure lifetime in years and ta is
the total cumulative downtime in days for replacement
of the structural material. For example, in order to
limit the increase in the cost of energy to 10Z (I.e.
S • 0.1) when the downtime is 125 days the structure
lifetime nust be greater than 3.4 yr.

For a given structural material and a fluence
lifetime, the loss of energy production resulting from
choosing high Pnw and short t^ must be weighed against
the economic gain realized by deaigning a email size
reactor. Figure 2 shows the cost of energy as a func-
tion of the neutron wall load at two values of the in-
tegral neutron wall load, lv, of 5 and 20 tW-yr/m

2 and
at two different values for the total cumulative down-
time, Cj, for replacement of the structural material.
For Iy - 5 MH-yr/m2 and downtime of 125 days the neu-
tron wall load should be kept in the range of 2-2.5
MW/m2. For I,, •v 20 MK-yr/m2 the coat of energy de-
creases significantly aa the neutron wall load is in-
creased from 1 to 2 Mf/m2. A saaller, but significant,
saving in the cost of energy {COE) is realizable by in-
creasing P_u from 2 to 3 MH/m

2. A slight change is COE
is noticeable in the range Pnu t 3-4 HW/m

2. The rea-
sons for the modest increase In COE as Pnw is increased
beyond i4 MW/m2 will become evident from discussions
later in this paper.

It is clear from Fig. 2 chat Che achievable life-
time of the structural material has a significant
Impact on the cost of energy. By eliminating short
plasma pulses and designing STAVIRE for steady-state
operation, it la anticipated that a fluence lifetime of
20 Mtf-yr/m2 or greater la obtainable with selected can-
didate structural materials. There ere several impor-
tant advantages for such long life: (a) the coat of
energy Is Substantially reduced becauae of laea fre-
quent replacement and higher availability factor; and
(b) when the frequency of replacement la substantially

NEUTRON WALL LOAD, HW/m'

Fig. 2. Cost of energy as a function of neutron wall
load. Ij, is the Integral neutron wall load
In HW-yr/m2 and td is the total downtime In
days for replacement of the structural mate-
rial. Results are based on fusion power of
3200 (W, aspect ratio of 3.6, plasma elonga-
tion of 1.6, and St - 0.067.

reduced, the cost of energy becomes less sensitive to
moderate variations in the downtime. This Is quite
important as It permits flexibility in the reactor
design not available otherwise for designs driven pri-
marily by the need for achieving very short downtime;
(c) a less frequent replacement of the structural mate-
rial results in a lower inventory of radioactive mate-
rials for which storage haa to be provided. (It should
be noted that even for the candidate structural mate-
rials with no long-term activation, adequate radioac-
tive storage is necessary for two to five decades); and
(d) the demand on material resources is less with
longer life.

For a given fusion power, plasma elongation and
aspect ratio, a higher wall load iapllas a higher plas-
ma density, P.. This varies as Pp T. a

2!1*. Since the
plasma B Is limited by stability considerations, a
higher ?m is obtainable only by providing a higher
magnetic field at shown In Fig. 3. this figure shows
the *"»<—•- toroidal magnetic field, t^, required as a
function of aspect ratio and neutrc. wall load. The
two different scales for Bj, on the left and right of
Fig. 3 correspond to two different lasma impurity con-
trol schemes as discussed In Sec. S. For Pnu > 2 Mf/m

2

there is tl I increase in the required i- for every
1 tW/m2 increase In P . The economically attractive
range for t m of 3-4 w/m 2 requires a •—»<—•- toroidal
field in the range 10-12 T which la considered accepta-
ble for the STAJtHRE design as discussed shortly.
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Fig. 3. Bj, as a function of A at several values of Pnw.
The LHS scale Is for iv/nDT » 0.01 and the KHS
scale is for na/nDT - 0.15. (Pf - 3200 MW, 6t
- 0.24 A, 4* " I-2 m, A - 0.1 •, T • 8 keV,
K - 1.6. B S

4*
B S

In lijht of the above considerations, a neutron
vail load of 3.5 MH/m2 has been selected for STAMIRE.
This moderately high-wall load appears to be a reason-
able choice that makes it possible to design a rela-
tively small-size reactor without excessive require-
ments on first-wall cooling capability, maximum toroi-
dal magnetic field, and frequency of structural mate-
rial replacement.

4. Plasma Beta

Previous systems studies- have indicated signifi-
cant economic benefits for operating at high-average
plasma-toroidal beta, Bf However, the maximum reali-
zable 8t is limited by plasma stability considerations.
Based on recent theoretical analysis, the relationship
3g « 0.24/A, where A is the aspect ratio, has been
assumed for the STARFIKE study.

5. Toroidal Magnetic Field

Figure 3 shows the maxiuun toroidal field (B.)
required as a function of aspect ratio and neutron wall
load for P£ - 3200 MW, K • 1.6, Bt - 0.24/A, Ay • 0.1 m,
and 4* - 1.2 m. The scale on the left side of Fig. 3
shows Che required B, if an efficient plasma Impurity
control nechsnlsm* (e.g. divertor) ia provided such that
n^/nnT is M).01. The scale on the right shows the B a

required if less efficient plasma impurity control mecha-
nism (e.g. llmtter/vacuum systen, see Kef. 1) is uti-
lized such that ng/nnf is t0.15. Figure 4 provides
more details about the variation of tn with the impurity
level for the case of P D V - 3.5 Mtf/m

2, aspect ratio of
3.6 and T^ •v T€ - 14 keV. The rf power required to
drive the plasms current decreases with Tc as discussed
shortly. The dependence of ft, on T, is shown in Fig. 5.

There exists at present considerable experience
with NBTi superconductor. However, ie has b a n shown
that a magnetic field of *10 T is the -"'-nm practical
limit for n i l cooled to 4,2 T. at atmospheric pressure.
On the other hand, !ft>3Sn Is capable of generating
higher fields. Although present experience with HbjSn
is limited, the progress in the current technology
development program Indicates that the M>3Sn technology
will be available in the STAIFIKE time frame.

.25

Fig. 4. Variation of the maximum magnetic field with
the alpha-particle concentration, ng/nj)^, and
other Impurity concentration, na./n.p. (Pf -
3200 MH, P - 3.5 M » / B 2 , K - lTS, A - 3.6,

St - 0.067, i, i. T. • 14 keV, &l - 1.2 m,
\, - 0.1 m, R - 7 m.) B s

Fig Variation of the — - < — — magnetic field and
plasma current with the average electron
temperature, T.. (t. - 3200 W, < - 1.6, A
- 3.6, » - 7 m, Bt - 0.067, ii " *-2 •»
A - 0.1 m.) w



Therefore, the 10-T llalt of NbTi wa* not Imposed a* a
constraint In the STARFIRE study; the required value of
the toroidal field was determined from engineering and
economic tradeoffs for the overall reactor system.

6. Fla Elongation

The elongation (< - b/a) of a D-ahapcd plasma has
a significant impact on the plasma performance, the
reactor design characteristics, and economics. In par-
ticular, at higher K the achievable 6t is higher but
the required EF coil system becomes more complex and
costly. Based in previous vork,^'6 a value of K - 1.6
was selected for STARFIRE. This is believed to be
nearly the upper limit on elongation if the important
design goal of locating most of the EF colls external
to the IF coils Is to be achievable.

7. Power Requirements for Current Drive

Since STARFIRE will operate in a steady-state mode,
a particularly Important aspect of the design is the
mechanism for plasma current drive. As discussed in
Ref. 1, lower-hybrid rf is the selected option for cur-
rent drive. Relativistic electron beams are also being
examined as a backup option. An important impact of
the current drive system on the reactor performance and
economics is the electrical power requirements for this
system. The dependence of the magnitude of this power
for the rf system on key plasma and reactor design
parameters is discussed below.

The theory of lower-hybrid-wave-drive currents7'8

indicates the ratio of rf power density to current den-
sity is proportional to the electron density. Thus, rf
power is reduced by operating at higher plasma tempera-
tures (lower densities for a fixed beta). However, as
the plasma temperature increases above M.0 keV, the
fusion power density starts to decrease and the ratio
of rf power to fusion power is a minimum in the range
15-18 keV.8'9 In surveying reactor operation at vari-
ous temperatures, the desire to minimize rf power calls
for considering temperatures above 10 keV, but larger
toroidal fields needed to keep the total fusion power
at 3200 MW must also be acknowledged at these higher
temperatures (see Fig, 5).

In determining the dependence of reactor design on
aspect ratio (A), for a fixed total power and wall load
and for 8t « A"

1, the total current increases going to
lower aspect ratio, while the major radius and plasma
density decrease. Based on the analytic formula"

Prf - c R He i ,

where R is the major radius, ne is the average elec-
tron density and I is the plasma current, the rf power
required to drive reactors for a series of equilibria
in the range 3 <_ A <^ 4 was computed. Th« coefficient
C is a function of the plasma profiles, spectral width,
and degree of current penetration; for typical reactor
parameters, and for both centrally peaked and surface
current density profiles, the rf power Increases by
30-501 if the aspect ratio Is reduced from 4.0 to 3.0.
Hence, large values of A are preferred from the rf
power point of view.

3. Major Radius and Aspect Ratio

With the fusion power and neutron wall load salu-
ted, the surface area of the plasma is defined. For a
given x, tbe aspect ratio (A) or the major radius (R)
should be selected in order to fully define the plasma
geometry. As shown previously In Fig. 1, at P w -
3.S tf?/mz, the major radius increases from 6 m to
1.7.3 m If A Is increased from 2.6 to 4.0.

The size of the reactor building, length of piping,
etc., arc strongly affected by the size of the reactor,
In particular, by the value of R + a, where a is the
plasaa minor radius. Notice that tbe variation of
R + a as the aspect ratio is changed is lass than the
variation in R alone. Despite the reduction in the
capital cost of several items sensitive to size when R
is smaller, economic optimization does not necessarily
favor the selection of »<fHiii R. This is true for
both pulsed and steady-state reactors although for dif-
ferent reasons.

For pulsed reactors, the optimum sire is signifi-
cantly affected by the central core radius, rv. For a
given magnetic field for the OH coil, decreasing r
reduces the available volt-seconds and shortens the
burn time resulting in a lower reactor electrical out-
put.

For steady-state reactors with no OH coil the prob-
lem of the central core radius disappears. In this
case, the plasma current has to be driven by external
means (e.g. rf or REB). If the electrical power
requirement for the current driver were negligibly
small, then the smallest aspect ratio should be chosen
so that the major radius is minimum, provided of course
that there is adequate space on the inner side of the
torus to accommodate the TF coils and support cylinder.
This is Illustrated by the case Frf - 10 MW in Fig, 6
which dlsplaya the cost of energy as a function of the
aspect ratio.

2.6 2.8 3.0 32 3.4 3.S 3.8 4.0

ASPECT RATH
Fig. 6. Cost of energy as a function of aspect ratio

for a steady-state reactor in two cases for
the electrical power, Prf, required for the
current-drive system: Prf - 10 and Prf -
502-84 A where A Is the aspect ratio and Prf
is In (We.

As discussed earlier In Sec. 7, tbe electrical
power requirement, Prf, for the rf current drive system
appears to be relatively lerge and Increases with loner
apsect ratio. Flguk-a 6 shows the dependence of the
case of energy on aspect ratio for the case where Trf -
502-84 A, with Pcf la Mr electric. In this case the
cost at energy decreases as A increases up to A ^ 4.
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It la anticipated, however, chat aa a taault of furthar
work the rf power requirement! will be reduced signifi-
cantly. Thla would reduce the optimum aipect ratio
somewhat below A - 4. Therefore, A • 3.6 waa adopted
for STARFIRE. Thla reaulta in a major radlua R - 7 a.
The maximum magnetic field required la nearly minimum
at A • 3.6 aa evident from reaulta in Fig. 3.

A major Incentive for considering relativiatic
electron beans (REB) as a backup option for plasaa cur-
rent drive ia the much lower electrical power require-
ments compared to chose needed for Che rf system.
Present estimates Indicate that REB electrical power
requirements are in the range 10-20 MM compared to
"'150-200 MH for the rf system. Assuming that the capi-
tal cost is roughly the same for both systems, the cost
per unit power ia ^8Z lower with REB compared to that
with the rf system. However, the present state-of-Khe
art for KEB makes it difficult to quantitatively evalu-
ate the technical and operational problems that might
arise as the concept is investigated in aore detail.

9. Inner Blanket/Shield Thickness

The thickness, i| , of the blanket and shield on
the inner side of the torus, or more precisely the dis-
tance In midplane from the plasma side of the first
wall to the location of the maximum toroidal magnetic
field, has a substantial impact on the reactor size,
the required strength of the magnetic field and reactor
economics. A comprehensive investigation of the opti-
mum value for A £ S has been carried out previously. "
The details of tnis previous work will not be reported
here, but the results are briefly stated.

For a. given Pr, Pnw, 2t, and major radius, the ad-
vantages of a smaller CA are (1) lower maximum magnetic
field; and (2) larger central core (OH) radius, rv. In
pulsed tokamaks, the Impact of the value of l|e on rv

is large and becomes critical for low Pe-high Pnw

designs. In a steady-state tokamak with no OH solenoid,
the primary incentive for reducing Ag- is to reduce the
maximum magnetic field required.

On the other hand, there are several penalities
for making A*« too small. The increase in the radia-
tion field when A* ia decreased results in (a) in-
crease in the resistivity of the stabilizer oaterlal
and a need for Increasing the amount of the stabilizer
to satisfy the cryogenic stability requirement*; (b) a
decrease in the critical current density of the super-
conductor necessitating the use of more superconduc-
tor; and (c) an Increase in the heat-generation rate in
the TF coil since the Increase in the power require-
ments for the TF coil cryogenic system can be so large
that the reactor net electrical power output is seri-
ously reduced.

For the reference design of STARFIRE, a value of
A,s > 1.2 m waa selected based on careful considera-
tions of the above tradeoffs. This value Includes i25Z
void to account for the vacuum gap in the TF coil and
the use of helium coolant In a portion of the inner
blanket, if necessary. The shield consists of a combi-
nation of tungsten, boron carbide, lead, and a struc-
tural material.

10. Outer Lit of the TF Colls

For a given major radius (R), plasma inner radlua
(a) and Inner blanket/shield thickness (AJ.) the posi-
tion of the inner leg of the TF coll is defined. In
order to fully define the D-shape of the TF coll, tha
slxe of the vertical or horizontal bora sust be selec-
ted, tfe will discuss thla choice in terms of %2, tha
major radlua of the midpoint of the outer leg of tha
TF coll. R^ Is the SUB of tha major radius, first-wall

minor radius, outer blanket/shield thickness (4gs>,
clearance (Ac) in the midplane from the outer edge of
ths shield to the TF coll and half of the TF coil
thickness. The choice of Rj has a significant impact
on many of the reactor characteristics and cost aa dis-
cussed below.

With the reactor parameters defined In the previ-
ous sections (R, a, \,, R,, &|O the only remaining
parameters that affect R2 are Agg and Ac. The necea-
sary value of AgS varies with blanket and shield mate-
rial and coolant choices. As a goal, the materials in
the shield should be chosen to have inherently low long-
lived radioactivity even if they are less efficient in
radiation attenuation. For typical material choices,
the required A 8 S IS -V.1.3 m and M..8 m for blanket with
water (or lithium) and helium coolants, respectively.
The clearance from the outer edge of the shield to the
TF coils is required for several engineering reasons;
the most dominant of which is to accommodate the cool-
ant manifolds. The required R2 is "'12 n for water or
lithium coolants compared to t/13 m necessary for
helium coolants.

The economics analysis shows a substantial penalty
for increasing R2. The cost of energy increases by i3Z
for each additional aecer increaae In the value of E2

beyond 12 a. The cause of this penalty is that the
value of R2 directly Influences the size and weight of
the TF coils and their support structure, the size of
the reactor building, the length of the piping for the
heat transport system, and the size of the externally
located EF coils. For example, by Increasing R2 from
12 to 14 m, the aupere-turas and stored energy in the
EF coils nearly double.

It should be noted that in order to keep the field
ripple at the plasma to an acceptable level, the value
of R2 should be greater than a certain minimum. The
minimum value for &2 *-s larger for a smaller number of
TF colls. A relatively small number, 12, of TF coils
hut been chosen for STARFIRE to enhance reactor main-
tainability. This makes extending the TF colls as a
means of satisfying the field ripple criteria economi-
cally unattractive. Therefore, the alternative of an
Imposed r'ield-ripple correction system (e.g. saddle
colls or iron blocks) will be provided if necessary.
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The STARFIRE impurity control system is bssed on a
low-Z coatsd limiter/vacuum system which collects and
pumps about 301 of ths particle flux at the edge of the
plasma. This 'pumping efficiency, when combined with
about a 1.5-T additional margin in the toroidal mag-
netic field, Is sufficient to maintain the steady-state
helium concentration to VI0Z while permitting a tritium
burnup fraction at ^10Z. In order to keep the heat
load on the limlter to reasonable limits, about 80Z of
the alpba-partlcle energy is radiated to the first wall
by Injecting a very snail amount of appropriate Impu-
rity ions.

Introduction

STARFIRE is a conceptual design stud;' of a commer-
cial toksuric fusion reactor.1 The aajor parameters of
STARFIRE are R » 7 e, A - 3, K » 1.6, Ip » 11 HA, and
6 • 0.07. The fusion power is 3200 HU and the net elec-
trical power Is -<.115O MWe. The reactor is operated in
steady state using a lower-hybrid rf system to Induce
and maintain the plasma current. In keeping with tha
general goal of this project, the impurity control sys-
tem has been designed so as to b: as simple am possi-
ble. Another goal is to minimize the plant tritium in-
ventory and this has also Influenced the choice of the
impurity control system. The reference impurity con-
trol system is based on a limiter/vacuum system to-
gether with low-Z coatings used on atl exposed surfaces.

Linlter/Vacuum System

The function of the limiter/vacuum system is based
on the general principles outlined In Ref. 2 which 1*
basically to collect outward diffusing particle on the
limiter and to pump some fraction of them. The limlter/
vacuum system is shown conceptually in Fig* 1. Two
"belt-type" llaiters are used, located at about the top
and bottom of the plasma chamber. The toroidal llmi-
ters are fairly small in the pololdel cross section;
typically the total limiter area would be less than 5Z
of the first-wall area. Each limiter has an adjacent
vacuum slot which also extends around the torus and
penetrates the first vail and blanket. Each slot con-
tains a step, as shown, to reduce neutron strssmlng.
In the molecular flow region this step has ^<m»»i
effects on the conductance, the only consideration be-
ing the additional slot length required to provide the
step. A large volume plenum exists between the outside
of the first-wall blanket and the inside of the shield.
Twenty-four 1.7-m diameter, 1.5-m long vacuum ducts
penetrate the shield and provide access for liquid
helium cryogenic pumpe which ere used for all of the
pumping. The liquid helium cryogenic pump will be of
the compound variety in which hydrogen and Its Isotopes
are pumped by cryocondenaation on a liquid helium-
cooled panel and helium is cryosorbad on a 4.2-K molecu-
lar sieve surface.

The limiter 1B Fig. 1 Is shown aa triangular for
illustration only. While the limlter has not been

(fork supported by the U. S. Department of Energy.

designed In detail, the actual shape should resemble
that shown in Fig. 2. The key factor affecting the
design of the limlter and its feasibility is the peak
heat load on the limiter leading edge. The peak load
depends on the scrapa-off thickness, the heat trans-
ported to Che limicer, and on the limiter shape. These
have been analyzed aa follows:

Scrape-off Thickness

The width of the scrape-off thickness can be com-
puted by considering a single limlter, for slnplicity,
and using the coordinate system shown in Fig. 2. Con-
sider a test particle that, on its orbit around the
plasma, has just missed the limiter and is Initially at
x " 0, y - 0. In order to return to the vicinity of
the limiter, the particle must make one revolution
pololdally and q revolutions toroidally, where q is the
safety factor. In doing so, the particle diffuses out-
ward radially and so does not return ro x • 0 but In-
stssd hits the limlter at a distance, % • "&" from the
front face. This distance which can be Interpreted as
an e-folding length for particle transport in the scrape-
off zone can be computed by:

t ' (1)

where D^ is the.parallel diffusion coefficient charac-
teristic of the edge region, and i is the "flight" time
for the particle to return to the limiter. For a path
length, L, and using the ion thermal velocity, T is
given by:

L/V. (2)

where V. »\/KT./m,. Using a Bohm diffusion coefficient
for DT ions:

(3)
T.(eV)

D1(m
2/s) - 0.0625 —

B(T)

The distance t i s found from Eqs. (l)-(3) to be:

«(m) • 3.176 » lO"3 >L7B X T*/4 . (4)

For the system of two llmltsrs each edge particle only
has to go half as far and so L » wRq. For STARFIRE,
q • 3.6, L « 80 m, and Bo * 5.6 T in the plasma center
which can be taken as an avsrage B for use in Eq. (4).
Based on the estimated heat flux (to be discussed),
particle flux, and on the sheath model of Ref. 4 under
the aaaumption of space-charge limited electron i • mala
slon at the limlter, the computed electron-*dge tempera-
ture is T. > 1500 eV. These parameters give 5 - 7.5 cm
from Eq. (4). This value of 6 Is for the particle flux
in the scrapeoff. Although theoretically one might argue
for a faster fall-off for tha energy flux, recent meas-
urements3 for PLT show nearly identical particle and
energy fall-off rates and this has been assumed for this
study.
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Heat Flow

The heat flow to the Halters con be estimated
using two power balance equations, one for Che core
plasma and one for the edge region where the latter
night be defined as perhaps the last 5 or 10Z of the
plasma volume. For the core region:

P. + P,RF
PTR prad

(5)

where Pa 1» the alpha-heating power, P ^ is the radio-
frequency power used to drive the steady-state plaaaa
current, PS8™ ** t n* transport power leaving the core,
and Pra§' *• c n* power radiated from the core. Equa-
tion (5) must be satisfied for the plasma to be in over-
all thermal equilibrium. Our approach to satisfy Eq.
(5) and at the saae time to minimize the transport
power, Is to radiate as much power as possible, by In-
jecting small amounts of hlgh-Z material into the plas-
ma. One of the noble gasae would be a typical material
for this purpose. This "enhanced radiation" mode not
only makes the llmiter design easier,- by reducing the
transport heat to it, but may also be more attractive
than enhancing the energy diffusion by such means as
ripple coils or the like.

The transport power from the core Is given by:

Fig. 2. Limlter geometry. 'TR
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where Oe and t^ are the electron and Ion kinetic energy
contents In the plasaa, respectively, and T ( and -]_ are
the electron and Ion-energy containment times. It is,
of course, not clear what the containment tlaes will be
In future tokamaks but the connon prescription of using
Alcator-type scaling for the electrons and one-third
neoclassical scaling for the ions Is a typical choice
that might hopefully yield conservative estimates. For
STARFIRE this gives:

10-21

BAN

3

9.8
• X —

3
19 s ,

where t,
Ref. 5.
and U^ •

^ refers to the banana regime scaling law of -
The plasma kinetic energies are: Ue " 620 MJ
553 MJ, which yield P§gie . 184 MW.

120 MW, the required, q
is then Pgf : 650

t

Since Pa - 640 MW and gp
radiation power, given by Eq. (5), gf
MK. A global analysis using typical peaked temperature
ami density profiles aud using the coronal equilibrium
radiation modol of Etef. 6 indicates chat this amount
of radiation can be achieved with sO.1% of xenon added
to the plasma or a somewhat higher amount of krypton.
This level of xenon seens acceptably sms!.l but the
general question of profile control needs to be exam-
ined more closely.

The power balance for the edge region can be writ-

ten as:

TO
P
*TR rad misc/*

(6)

llm
where PTj[ is the input power to the edge, PT- is the
transport power from the edge to the limlter, Pcx is
the power associated with charge-exchange events, P^aj

:

is the edge radiation power, and the last term is a
miscellaneous power which would include, for exaaple,
ionizatlon of refluxing ions and Impurities. Because
of the terms in the brackets of Eq. (6), Pli" will be,
in general, sone fraction y less than one of PJgre
Using a typical value of y • 0.5 then gives forKthe
transport power to the limiters: pj|" - 92 MW. The
power flux to each limlter is determined from this
power and from the limlter geometry. Since there are
four limiter surfaces, the heat flux, along the plane
y - ±a is:

lim -x/6

q(x) for 0 < x

for which 6 » 0.075 m gives:

q(x) - 7.0 (MW/m2) (7)

The heat flux on the surface of the limiters "ill
be decreased substantially by the area factor associ-
ated with the sloped surfaces. However, the leading
edges will receive the full heat flux and so the loca-
tion of the leading edge is a critical choice In the
limiter design. Using « criterion, for example, that
the peak heat load not exceed 4 HW/m2, the leading
edge must be displaced a distance of b * s/2 from the
front face. In addition to the transport heat flux,
the limiter will receive an X-ray radiation flux of
t.0.7 MW/m2 from the plasm* and a neutron flux of 3.5
MH/a2. Because of tb* high heat load, the leading edge
will be constructed of a high thermal conducdvity
tube, such as AMZIRC Copper Mo. C15000. This alloy

(OHFC copper plus zirconium) is suggezted because it has
higher creep strength than OHFC alone. Analysis of a
OHFC tube for the General Atomic TNS Halter' under
similar conditions has shown chat a 1.25—cm diameter *
0.125 ca wall tube with 10 M/S cooling water resulted in
a maximum metal temperature of 280°C. At the predicted
stress and temperature the OHFC capper would elongate
•-1" in 2 yr of operation. The rest of the limiter could
be constructed of a double-wall sandwich with water
coolant. The smaller heat load on the rest of the limi-
ter will result in significantly lower temperatures
which should avoid the creep limitations of copper. It
should be noted that heat transfer and heat transport
offer no extreme design hardship up to 8 Mlf/st2 for
medium-to-high thermal conductivity materials. The limi-
ter lifetime with these, materials is most dependent on
radiation damage. Several design geometries are now be-
ing investigated along with the prospects of realisti-
cally considering the use of the molybdenum alloy TZM,

Further design and analysis efforts are required to
quantify the limiter configuration and lifetime. Both
the time required to replace a limiter and its lifetime
are critical to its viability in power reactor opera-
tions. A life goal of 4 yr has been established for the
limittrs.

Limiter Performance

The number of particles removed by the limlter/
vacuum system depends on three factors: (1) the frac-
tion f of the particles from the pla3na impinging on
the back surfaces of the limiter, i.e. b <_ x £ c;
(2) the probability that an ion impinging and reflecting
oif the back surface (as a neutral) will enter the vac-
uum slot; and (3) the probability that an ion entering
the vacuum slot till ulitmately be puoped out.

The net removal probability depends on a combina-
tion of these factors. Considering the fact that par-
ticles can make multiple bounces between the vacuum
slots and the liniter surface, the cumulative proba-
bility that a particle, diffusing from the plasma will
be pumped is:

P - /(PiP2 + PiU - P2)PiP2 + P?

x (1 - P2)P2 + . . .1 ,

which sums to:

- P2)
(8)

In general, the vacuum slot, port conductance, and pump
capture probability, and hence F2 Is fairly low, but Pj
can be made fairly high so that atoms can have many
chances to enter the vacuum slots and be pumped. A prob-
lem common to all impurity control schemes is that it is
easier to pump hydrogen than heliua; just the opposite
of the desired situation. Nevertheless, calculations6

using the vacuum system described earlier Indicate that
a value of P2 - 0.25 for helium is obtainable. For a
llaiter design with b - 0.55 and a width c * 26, about
40* (c-"'s) of the particle flux will hit the front
faces and about 103! will be lost to the first wall,
giving a fraction / • 0.5 going on the back surfaces.
The probability Pj depend* on the limlter width to vac-
uum sloe height ratio and depends on the scattering
angle distrubution for Ions and neutrals impinging on
the. limlter surface. Preliminary calculations show that
a value of Pi » 0.85 is obtainable without using an ex-
cessively large vacuum sloe. This combination of param-
eters results in an overall probability of P - 0.3.
Alternately, this result means that the reflection coef-
ficient for helium Is R - 0.7.
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Helium Concentr«tIon

Tht staady-state heliua concentration la the
plasat can be found by equating the alpha-particle pro-
duction rate with the heliua reaovel rate:

K V
(9)

where Ia la the alpha-production rate, Na la the aver-
age helium denaity in the plaamc, V ie the plaama vol-
ume, and T_ la the particle containment tiae. Solving
Eq. (9) £or the fractional helium concentration glvea:

V. (10)
NDT

For Che STARFIRE parameters:

. Ia - 1.1 « 1021 s-'

T p - 2 .

V - 820 m3

N D I - 1.0 * 10 2 0 a"3

and for Rg - 0.7, the fractional concentration of
helium is about 10X.

Sputtered Impurity Concentration

For the STAEFIRE design all surfaces exposed to
the plasms, i.e. the first wall and Halters, arc
coated with a low-Z material. The motivation for low-Z
coatings have been discussed in several reactor stud-
ies, e.g. Ref. b. Unless the plasma-edge temperature
can be kept very low (s50 eV) there may be too much
radiation from the sputtered bare metal (copper, molyb-
denum, etc.) to permit Ignition.5 In addition, at
even moderate edge temperatures there Is the possibil-
ity of a runaway sputtering situation because the sslf-
•putcoring coefficients of the bare metal can be
greater then unity.9 Low-Z coetlngs avoid these prob-
lems: the self-sputtering coefficients arc considera-
bly leas than unity,9 for all edge temperatures; and
secondly, the low-Z lona will be fully atrippad over
all or moat of the plasma resulting in much less radi-
ation than from the bare metal. A typical choice of
coating materiel is beryllium but others such as BeO,
BijC, C, and SIC are also candidates. (For convenience,
the coating material will be referred to as beryllium.)

A key concern of the low-Z costing Is the question
of the erosion of the coating by sputtering. However,
this concern may be aaeliorated by the fact that beryl-
lium (and other materials) tend to stick very well to
themselves. If the sticking probability were unity,
which it nearly la, than if as much beryllium lapingad
on the llnlter, froa the plasma, aa was sputtered,
there would be no net erosion of the llaiter. The
required beryllium concentration might occur, from
charge-exchange aputtcrlng of the coating on the firat
wall (which baceuae of ita large aurface area could
probably be recoated annually), or it might be neces-
sary to add aaall amounts of beryllium directly to the
plasma, e.g. with the fuel atreaa. The miniaua concen-
tration of beryllium under this assumption is given aa
follows:

The number of beryllium atoms sputtered from the
coating par second it given by;

(Knrv\ /"J\ / N . v \

thitMthwhere the teras in parentlieaes represent the fluxes of
DT, helium, and beryllium to the llalter and the S'a
represent the sputtering coefficients. The net source
of beryllium to the llalter is given by:

where Rj is the reflection coefficient of beryllium.
For no net erosion:

which therefore gives for the fractional steady-s' ate
beryllium concentration:

1 - R - S
(11)

lining the following values of sputtering coeffi-
cients1*'9 S,jT - 0.0118, So - 0.048, S- - 0.271; and for
Rj - 0.05, and N^/Hnx " O l 1 Blv«» "i'"DT " °-025 »• eh«
required fractional concentration of beryllium in the
plasma, for the no-erosion condition. A reference
value of N Z / N Q 7 • 0.04, however, has been assumed for
the design, to be somewhat conservative.

Conclusion

The impurity control system for STAR FIRE consists
of a iiaiter/vacuua system together with low-Z cost-
ings. Although more work Is needed on the detailed
design and on the plasma engineering, tha calculations
outlined here indicate that the lialter concept la
feasible for a tokaaak reactor. The limiter/vacuua
system also appears to be much simpler than any type of
divertor, or alternate impurity control system.
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Su—ary

This atudy axaminea the materials and design
Implications regarding the use of solid breeding ma-
terials with respect to compatibility with structure
and coolant, tritium processing, chemical and radiation
atablllty and thermal-hydraulics. Four solid breeding
aatarials considered, viz., Li7?b2, Li2O, Li2Si03 and
L1A1O2, are representative of the metallic and ceramic
compounds available. The major design problems re-
garding the use of solid breeding materials relate to
the limited range of operating temperatures acceptable
for tritium release and chemical stability or compati-
bility. The allowable ranges of breeder temperatures
for which in-situ tritium recovery la potentially
viable are evaluated for the candidate breeding ma-
terials.

Introduction

Lithium I D some form appears to be the only ma-
terial suitable for breeding tritium in a coonereiai
fusion reactor. In addition to liquid lithium, several
solid lithium compounds are potentially viable tritium
breeding materials. Of the relatively large number
of stable lithium compounds, three types of lithium
compounds are the most promising. These include the
metallic compound LiyPbj, lithium oxide (Li20), and
the complex oxides LI2SIO3 and LiAlOj. Although other
compounds have been proposed, the compounds listed
hers are the favored compounds of each type. For
example, L1A1 Is similar to Li7Pb2 in many respects,
however, Li7Pb2 provides superior breeding capability
because of the neutron multiplication of the lead and
la the favored compound of this type. Lithium oxide
is unique because of its high lithium atom density
and higher melting temperature compared to compounds
such as L12S1 and Li2C2. The Li2S103 and LiAlOj
generally provide a better combination of high tempera-
ture stability and high lithium atom density compared
to other complex compounds.

The critical properties of these primary candi-
data breeding materials are summarized and their
viability for tritium breeding in a commercial tokamak
reactor blanket is assessed in this paper. Aspects
considered include physical properties, neutronlcs
properties, chemical stability and compatibility and
tritium, release characteristics.

Physical Properties

Kay physical properties of the primary candidata
breeding Datarlals arc summarized In Table 1. Also,
shown for comparison ara tha corresponding propartlas
for liquid lithium. Of tha solid breading materials
considered, Li7?b2 has tha lowest malting temperature,
aad hence, the loweat maximum operating temperature.

This compound also has a significantly higher density
than the ceramics. The unique feature of Li2O is the
high lithium-atom density. However, as will be dis-
cussed in more detsil later, the effective density
of Li2O and the other ceramics will be reduced be-
cause of tritium release requirements. Thermal
conductivity is an important property, however, the
data for these compounds are very limited. The value
for Li7Pb2 is estimated from data for similar types
of compounds. Figure 1 summarizes available data
for H ^ 1 at two densities. Since no data were found
for H 2 S i 0 3 and LiA102, data for other silicates and
alumlnates are shown.' In the present analyses, the
thermal conductivities of the two complex oxides ere
assumed to be similar to that of Li2O. As indicated
by the results, the thermal conductivity is signifi-
cantly affected by the density and, in general, ia
quite low for these ceramics.

Meutronica Properties

Two neutronics characteristics of the solid
breeding materials have been evaluated, viz., breading
capability and long-lived activation products. Since
the breeding capability or breeding ratio is sensitive
to the specific design details, only a general assess-
ment Is presented here. The Li7Pb2 possesses very
good breeding characteristics because of the neutron
multiplication provided b'y the lead. The Li2O has
an inherently high lithium atom density; however, this
advantage is somewhat reduced since the actual ma-
terial used may contain "- 20Z porosity. Also, the
effective breeding capability of the ceramics is
impacted by the relatively high structural material
fraction required because of the low thermal conduc-
tivity. It Is generally concluded that Li^SlOj and
LiAlOg will require a neutron multiplier to obtain
adequate breeding because of the parasitic absorption
of the other elements present.

Of the candidate breeding materials, only 2 0 5Fb
from LI7PD2 and 2 6A1 from LlAlOj present long-term
activation problems unless significant amounts of
impurities are present.

Chemical Stability and Compatibility

Tha chemical stability and compatibility of the
solid compounds in the reactor environment arc im-
portant considerations in the selection of tha most
viable options. Water and helium ara tha prime candi-
date coolants for use with solid breading materials
since lithium would most likely be used as the bread-
ing material if it were selected as the coolant. The
major consideration regarding a water-cooled blanket
relates to the fact that all of the candidate breading
materials react to some.degree with B 20.

Httrk supported by the U.S. Department of Energy.
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Table 1. Summary of Propertlea of Candidate Breeding Materials

Fhvalcal mat Chealcel
rropartiaa

Melting point, ' (

Density, glcm3

LI i t H deasity, i/cm1

Tiurul cowl. W/a-'K

Stability

Chaalcal Compatibility

Helium coolant

Water coolant

Air (elevated
teeparsture)

Weutronica

•reeding

Activation

Radiation Effacti

Trltlua breeding

i
Heutron dsuae

Uthlva

«SJ
O.Sl
O.Sl
•K SO

Significant vapor
pressure above

600*C

Oxidises

Very ruct lvc •• H2

Vary raactlva

Vary good

Ho loeg an

Heliisi ganaratlon

DOM

tl,Fkj

999

• 59

O.«9
t. 20

Kaducad aclldua
If not stolchio-
•ctrlc

Oxidiie.

Vary raacclva •» H2

Very raactlvc

Vary (ood

!05Pb

Chantea
atolchloaatry
Louara aolldia
taapcraturc
Uallw production
•ay cauaa avall-
lnx and T-retan-
Clon
SwalllDj/d«nil-
ficatlon (?)
laducad T-rala*aa

Enhaacad alntar-
lat

L12O

1970

2.01
0.93
-. 3

Significant vapor
preaaura above
1200*C (aubllw*)

lapurlty ln t er -
actiona
l U a c t i - L10H

Icacta

Good

Mo long tare

Fona UOT

Swtll ln«/d«Mi-
flcatlon (?)

Rtducad T-ralcaae

iihancad a Inter-
Ing

Ll2S10j

•

1*70

2.S2

0.36

1. 3

Reduced aolidua
(* 1025) If not
atolchloaetrlc

Soluble - hot
water
Hygroacoplc

Requires neu-
tron Multiplier
Mo long tera

Changes
etolchloaetry
Lower solldue
teapentura
Phase Insta-
bility

Swell inff/riMMl-
flcetlon (?)
Reduced T-re-
leaae
Enhanced sinter-
ing

LIAIO2

ISM

2.60

0.27

* 3

Soluble - hot water

Hygroscopic

Requires neutron
•ultlpller
« A 1

Changee
stolchlsaatry

Fhaae Instability

<SvlUng/tm*i-
flcatlon (?)
Keduced T-release

Enhanced sintering

"o "Too «oo"'so6
TEMfCMTURE.'C

T l s . 1 . thermal conductivit ies of oxides with
ef fec t ive dens i t i es given In parentheses.

The following hydrolyala raactlona will occur 00
contact of water with Ll7R>2 and LI2O.

1/7 Ll7Pb2 + H20 •* LiOH -I- 1/2 H2 + 2/7 Pb

41^.(298'K) - -47.9 Kcal/solc

1/2 L12O + 1/2 H20 + LIOH

4 ^ .(298'K) - - 15.4 Kcal/oole

loth of theae coapounda react exothenlcelly with
water to font LiOH which haa a nelting taaperature
of *70'C. Since liquid LiOH la extreaely corrosive
to neerly all atructural amterleln, the Integrity of
the atructure would be severely degraded In the event
of a reaction that forma LiOH. In addition, hydrogen
fonad la the reaction of H20 with LI7PD2 preaenta a
aaftty problaa which probebly cllalnatea this ay*tea as
a viable blanket option. The reaction of Li2O with
water la considerably less exothermic and, since hydro-
gen Is not evolved, this reaction doea not pose a major
sefety problem. As shown In Fig. 2, the free energy
of the Li2O reaction decreases to sera at * 1200*K,
which indicates that the reaction should stop as the
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Fig. 2. Thermodynamics of the reaction Li2O (C) + H20
(g) * 2 LIOH (C or t)

Fig. 3. Calculated H 20/Li0H phase equilibria as a
function of F« 0 and temperature.

temperature is Increased. The reactions of H20 with
LiiSiO3 and LiAlOj are even less severe. The Li2Si03

will decompose in hot water and probably form sone
hydroxide. Although data are limited, L1A1O2 appears
to be more stable than the silicate.

Although helium is chemically inert to the candi-
date breeding materials, trace impurities typical of
large heat-transport systems can react. The Li7Pb2

will react with minute levels of oxygen in helium to
form an oxide film that will inhibit tritium release.
Subsequent changes in stoichiometry of the breeding
material caused by oxidation of the lithium will lower
the melting temperature of the system.

Under certain conditions, trace amounts of water
vapor In helium will react with L12O to form solid or
liquid LiOH. Figure 3 is a plot of the calculated
LI2O/LIOH phase equilibria as a function of PH,0 and
tenpcrature. The shaded region indicates the condi-
tions anticipated in a fusion reactor environment.
At the lower temperatures and higher water-vapor
pressures, formation of LiOH is predicted. Further
calculations indicate that the vapor pressure of
U O H over Li20 is significant at temperatures of
> 1000'K if water vapor is present. Experimental re-
sults in Table 2, which were reported by A. Johnson,
•t al.,3 tend to support the calculations. These
results show significant weight losses of Li2O when
exposed to 127O'K to low water-vapor pressures. At
v>t«r-v*por pressures required to maintain low tritium
pressures, i.e., 0.01 to 1 Fa, the weight losses ara
excessive and direct contact of helium coolant with
LI2O Is not considered acceptable at the higher
temperatures. Although Li2Si03 and LlAlOg are less
susceptible to this reaction, the present data base
Is Insufficient for a reliable evaluation of the
problem.

The data are also very limited on the compatibil-
ity of the candidate solid breeding materials with
potential structure or cladding materials. Recent

Table 2. Weight Loss of 11,0 Expoaed at lOOO'C to

Fa

Evacuation

10-.*

10-*

10"

102

Low Water-Vapor

Exposure Time

hours

2.5

2

2.5

2.0

0.5

Pressures

Height Loss

X

3.3

3.2

6.4

12.4

18.4

data on the compatibility of Id.2O with Fc-Hi-Cr
alloys ara given In Fig. 4. Thai* corrosion rates
are much higher than typical corrosion rates of stain-
less steel in reactor grade sodium and are probably
excessive at temperatures above t> 500*C. Another
corrosion problem of concern relates to the formation
of L10K as discussed above or H O T from the breeding
reaction. The L10U is highly corrosive to most struc-
tural materials and could present problems In the heat
transport or tritium processing circuits.

Tritium Release from Solid Breeding Materials

For solid breeders, tritium most likely will be
recovered as T20 from a helium purge stream by aorptlon
on molecular sieves. The tritium inventory in the
solid breeder will be determined by both diffusion
rates and thermodynaaie constraints.
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Using, this relationship, the calculated tritium
Inventories for candidate solid breeders are shown
In Fif. 5. In view of the very strong temperature
dependence and the fact that the Inventory la ex-
treaeljr sensitive to the diffusion path length r
(I • r s ) , It Is not surprising that some analyses
conclude that solids will have very low tritium in-
ventor i n , while others conclude that solids may have
very high Inventories.

T/"C
900

t *-

Fig. 4. Corrosion of structural alloys exposed to
U20 for 100 h.

Diffusion Considerations

In a fusion blanket, the tritium concentration In
the solid breeder will build up until the rate of dlffu- Fig. 5.
•ion out of the solid is equal to the tritium genera-
tion rate, and ateady state Is achieved. For Infinite
slab geometry with zero surface concentration, the
steady state relationship Is described by

1 '

-

1 ' 1

TMIN L I M I T

i
/HI

1 1

i

d
/ft/
fit/
Iff
v J

/

% A
syA

w
1

y/~

\ i

'- KJ»

— o.i

.S 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 I.S

I05 K/T

Predicted tritium Inventory In candidate
solid breeding materials (20 mesh) as a
junction of temperature after low-fluence
irradiation.

where I - tritium inventory (g),

I - tritium generation rate (g/s),

r - half-thickness of the slab, and

D - dlffuslvity.

In typical experiments, when diffusion rates
are measured by first irradiating the sample and then
heating to remove tritium, the diffusion kinetics ere
not steady state. The steady state diffusivity, which
will give a conservative estimate of the tritium inven-
tory, is given by

D - ™ (2)

where t - mean residence time for tritium in solid,
i.e., the time to extract 87.4Z of the tritium.

In the experiments, T can be readily measured; but,
it Is much more difficult to determine r, and there-
fore, D'. However, assuming the r in the experiments
is representative of material in a reactor blanket,
equations (1) and (2) can be combined to eliminate
r and 0. The tritium inventory is then given by

i - s i t (3)

For a 1000 HWth reactor (steady state) at
20 HeV/fuslon and a breeding ratio.of 1.20, the
tritium generation rate (I) is 1.87 x W J g/s.
t is expressed In hours, then

If

Kg) - 33.6'TOO (4)

The design solution to this dilemma is proper
temperature control. The minimum temperature must be
sufficiently high that tcitium will diffuse out at
an adequate rate, and the maximum temperature must not
permit excessive agglomeration and sintering, which
could increase the diffusion path length and thereby
reduce diffusion rates. It is suggested that, as a
design criterion, the Inventory of any 5% of the
blanket not exceed 500 g per GWth. Therefore, on the
basis of thermal diffusion, not more than 5% of the
blanket can be below the minimum temperatures indi-
cated in Fig. 5. These minimum temperatures are given
In Table 3 for the same breeding materials. Increasee
In particle size caused by thermal sintering will tend
to inhibit tritium release. Estimated temperatures
below which thermal sintering will not be important
are given In Table 3. Wiswall5 performed prolonged
heat treatments on several materials at 80- to 90Z of
the absolute melting temperature and observed only
limited structural changes.

It Is expected that the radiation environment
may have some effect on the tritium release char-
acteristics. Radiation-induced trapping of aolutes
has been observed In Irradiated materials. Wiswall
observed that tritium release rates from certain
oxides decreaaed with increasing fluences (up to 10 2 0

n/cm2). Figure 6 shows the effect of neutron fluence
on the tritium release characteristics of L1A1O2 »t
6S0'C. At the higher fluences the fractional rcleaae
under similar conditions is reduced by about an order
of magnitude. Fepm Fig-; 5, a decrease in inventory
by an order of magnitude translates to about a 50'C
increase In temperature. Therefore, minimum release
temperatures under Irradiation are Increased as Indi-
cated In Table 3. The effects cf radiation-induced
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Table 3. Temperature Limits C O for Solid Breeders ranges. Of the three ceramics, LijO appears to be
the most favorable.

• M M m.r. *c

Ll,0 17OO5

LU10] 1*10

Ll2Si0i 1J00*

l t 2 t i >M

UA1 700

Lljfkj 72i

Smd tllKtl

w1

«10

500

4 »

MO

300

320

w
1000

1000

too
530

900

530

U U t l M HfKU

550

470

530

350

370

»io

150

UO

420

3M

3»0

Diffusion Halted.

Thermal sintering.

Radiation-induced trapping (factor of 10 degradation
in tritium release estimated).

Radiation enhanced sintering (0.6 T m for oxides and
0,67 I for other compounds).

c •
Li20 reportedly sublimes at temperatures below the
•citing point.
LljS103 is a line compound with a solidus temperature
of i- 1030*C for slightly hypo- or byperstoichionetric
compositions.

LiAIOj-650-C
IRRADIATION-ROOM TEMPERATURE

16 19 20 21
INFLUENCE, cm"2

22 23

Fig. 6. Effect of neutron fluence on the tritium re
lease characteristics of LiA102 at 650*C.

sintering are alao considered. The maximum allowable
temperature for ceramics is estimated from results
on oxide fuels in fission resctors, wherein radiation-
•nhanced sintering occurs at t 0.6 of the absolute
•citing temperature. For the metallic compounds, the
radiation sintering temperature is assumed to be 2/3
of the absolute melting temperature.

Provided the breeding materials are maintained
(within the listed temperature constraints, the esti-
mated tritium holdup by diffusion will be less than
J. kg/CWth. It Is evident that tha ceramic breeding
Materials provide the largest operating temperature

Thermodvnamic Considerations

The tritium release and recovery characteristics
are also affected by thernodynamic considerations.
Since experimental results on the phase equilibria
are limited, the following calculational approach has
been used to evaluate this effect. The vapor phase
composition above LI2O was calculated using the avail-
able thermochemical data.6 The tritium is assumed to
be present as LiOT in ideal solid solution in Li2O.
The tritium content of the LigO was taken to be 1.0
wppo (mole fraction » 1 x 10"5) and the mole fraction
of U (as L10H) in Ll20 was assumed to be 1 x 10"

3. The
relevant equilibria are:

2LiOT(c) t Liz0(c) + TjO (g)

L10I)(c) + LiOT(c) t Li20(c) + HTO(g)

2L10H(c) * Li2O(c) + H2O(g)

Roult's Law was used to estimate L10H and LiOT
vapor pressures. Accordingly, the calculated vapor
phase compositions are shown in Fig. 7. At 800°K,
the HTO pressure is 10~6 torr and the T20 pressure
Is 10~B torr. From mass transfer considerations, a
T20 (or HTO) pressure of about 10"

3 torr is required
In the purge stream, in order to remove the tritium at
reasonable purge flow rates. It appears that the
tritium concentration in the solid Li2O would have to
be increased to t> 300 wppm in order to effectively
recover tritium by a purge stream. This would corres-
pond to a tritium inventory of about 40 kg per GWth.
The compounds L1A1O2 and Li2Si03 are expected to have
significantly higher T20 vapor pressures, and hence,
lower inventories. Additional data are required to
reliably determine these values.

600 800 1000 1200 1400
T/K

1600 1800

Fig. 7. Vapor phase species la equilibrium with Li20.
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Conclusions

The major design problems regarding the use of
•olid breeding materials in fusion reactor blankets
relate to the capability to remove tritium, from the
•olid. The temperature window for tritium release
appears to be acceptable only for the ceramics. Of
the ceramics, L12O has the largest temperature range.
However, thermodynanic calculations indicate that the
tritium concentration in Li2O at anticipated T2O
pressures will be greater than 10 kg/GWth. The corres-
ponding T2O pressures over LI2SIO3 and LIAIO2 are higher,
and therefore, lower tritium concentrations In these
solids may be attainable. Additional thermodynamic
data are required to more accurately determine the
tritium holdup in solid breeders.
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The first wall and blanket design concepts being
evaluated for the STA1FHE commercial tokamak reactor
study are presented. The two concepts represent dif-
ferent approaches to the mechanical design of a tritium
breeding blanket using the reference materials options.
Each concept has a separate fevritlc steel first wsll
cooled by heavy water (D20), and a fcrrltlc ateel

blanket with solid lithium oxide breeder cooled by
helium. A separate helium purge system Is used in
both concepts to extract tritium. The two concepts are-
compared and relative advantages and disadvantages for
each are discussed.

Introduction

First wall and blanket mechanical dealgn options

are being developed for the selected reference mat-

erials option. The rationale for the materials sel-

ection 1* the subject of a separate paper at this

Symposium and will not be discussed here. The table

below briefly summarizes the selected materials.

First Wall

Structure: Ferrltlc ateel (Alternate: Austen-
ltlc stainless steel)

Coolent: D 20, heavy water

Blanket

Structure: Ferritic steel (Alternates: Titan-
ium alloy or austenitic stainless
steel)

Coolsnt:

Breeder:

Helium

Lithium oxide

Two different mechanical design concepts for the
reference materials option arc presently being develop-
ed and further analyzed to assure that design require-
ments are satisfied in the areas of thermal hydraulics,
power cycle efficiency, tritium breading, tritium re-
covery, fabrlcablllty, and structural integrity. The
concepts will also be compared to determine how well
they satisfy these Important STA1PI1E design object-
ives:

o minimize probability/consequences of acci-
dental contact of incompatible materials;

o maximize reliability of system and components,
to lncrsese availability;

o maxladzs maintainability by minimizing need
for, and time required for, standard malntenancs
operations;

o minimize lnur wall/blankst/ihleld thickness

(A* ) , to reduce reactor alia and

magnetic field; amd '

o minimize outer wall/blanket/shlcld thickness,
to minimize TF and EF coll size.

The final choice for the mechanical design concept
will be made following these analyses and comparisons.

Selection of the mechanical design concept for
the helium cooled blanket is strongly dependent on
the individual and combined characteristics of the sel-
ected structural material, coolant and breeder. Of
critical importance Is assuring satisfactory adherence
to minimum and ?««<•• temperature constraints placed

on the solid breeders . Minimizing the blanket thick-
ness, manifold and header size are also of major im-
portance, In order to minimize required reactor alze.

Both the design concepts being evaluated use the
approach of individual blanket modules of similar shape
and size which are built up Into wedge-shaped firat
wall and blanket circumferential sectors. This

2
approach, discussed in another paper at this Symposium ,
has several advantages. It permits more accurate
tailoring of the blanket to match neutron wall load
values at specific positions around the plasma cross
section. Accommodation of local discontinuities such
as vacuum ports and rf ducts is simplified. Replace-
ment of individual modules can be performed in the hot
cell, while the reactor continues normal operation
following Installation of a replacement sector. The
reactor la thus shut down only for the time needed to
remove the sector containing a faulty first wall or
blanket component and to Install the replacement sector.

A water-cooled first wall, mechanically and
structurally separate from the blanket, was selected
for both the blanket design concepts. The separate
flrat wall concept permits simple replacement (in the
hot cell) of a failed first wsll panel without also
requiring replacement of the more expensive blanket
module behind it. The use of water coolant for the
flrat wall in the reference design accoEaodates the

selected neutron well load ( P J value of 3.5 MW/m2

with negligible pumping loascs. The two additional
disconnect/reconnect operations for the first wall
water coolant headers, necessary for removal of a
blanket sector, are not considered a major addition to
the time required for that operation.

Discussion of Design Concepts

Two mechanical design concepts are being consider-
ed for the blanket. In the first concept, the module
walls are pressurized to the coolant atatic pressure.
The solid brssder is contained In sealed tubes, arrang-
ed in a staggered rod bank pattern, which are cooled
by cross-flowing the helium over them. In the second
concept, the helium coolant flows inside tubes each of
which im surrounded throughout the module by the solid
breeder. This section discusses the two concepts, and
the water-cooled first wall common to both.
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Pra—urlxad Modula Concapt

Tha praaaurliad blanket module has essentially the
f o m of a slightly taparad parallelepiped, a* ahown In
Fig. 1. Four of the (Idee are aligned to follow the
two planes formed by the wadga-ahaped blankat sector
and two planes extending radially, froa approximately
the plasma center. The front face Is semicircular and
the back face Is a shallow samlcllipsold. Module width
(distance along sector chord) Is variable to match
sector width at any point. Module depth end thermal
hydraulic paraaetera (breeder zone details and coolant
mass flowrate) say be adjusted to match the actual
neutron wall load for any position In the blanket
sector.

Each module has one coolant Inlet and two cool-
ant outlets at toe rear face, which attach to manifolds
wrapping around the blanket sector. Tha manifolds
connect all nodules In the sector together and run to
vertically aligned headers (large diameter pipes) at
the top and bottom of tha sector. The headers are
mechanically attached to Inlet and outlet feed pipes
which remsla In the reactor when a sector la removed.

: Helium coolant enters the module through the Inlet
at the rear face and flows radially toward the front
face (nose) through plenums formed by the double
walled module sides. The helium enters the semicir-
cular nose area where the flow Is divided Into channels
with flow direction alternating between adjacent

WELD

KLD

f
~.Z cm

SNQHINS TYP. HM1

COBTNCIIK

COOUWT INLET
A-A

SHMINS COOLANT FUN,

Figure 1. Helium-Cooled Blankat - Pressurized. Module Concept.
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channels. The hellim then enters a plena Teflon
through ports In the nose Inner wall and flows radi-
ally through the breeding region. The flow then enters
a second plenum region and exits to the outlet mani-
fold..

The breeding zone of the pressurized Module con-
tains circular breeder tubeav which extend across the
full nodule width (toroidal direction). The tubes are
in rows, with successive rows staggered to produce an
equilateral pitch. Each tube consists of a structural
shell, U 2 0 breeder, and end fittings for the purge gss

system. The shell is sized for a differential pressure
(collapse) equal to the coolent ststie pressure. The
compacted lithium oxide breeder inside the shell hea a
small central axial hole. The purge gas is introduced
into the cell through the fitting at one end, flows
through the breeder center hole, and exits through the
fitting at the other end. The helium (at t 1 atm
pressure) perneates the breeder, and collects the
tritiua in the fora of T«0 or H O T with oxygen supplied
through a low partial pressure of oxygen in the helium.

The breeder tube diameter varies through the depth
of the blanket, from t< 1.8 cm-near the nose to t A.O cm
at the rear, In order to maintain breeder temperatures

within minimum and W K I B 1 " temperature limits as vol-
umetric heating rates decrease with depth through £he
blanket. The breeder temperatures sre sensitive to
changes In the heat conductance value (assumed to be

-v, U - 2000 W/m2-*K) for the structure/breeder Inter-
face. Further work Is needed to optimize breeder tube
design details to assure that required values of con-
ductance can be reliably aaintalned throughout the
blanket design life.

Heat generated within the breeder Is conducted
through the breeder to the tube structure surface. The
helium coolant, flowing across the rows of tubes, re-
moves this heat by convection. Thermal-hydraulic
characteristics of the coolant flow across the breeder
tubes are based on well-established empirical relation-
ships for cross-flow tube bank heat exchangers. Spac-
ing of the tubes is based on an equilateral pattern
for adjacent tubes with 1.15 D spacing between tube
centers (i.e., the gap between any two adjacent tubes
is equal to 0.15 times the tube diameter). This per-
mits a relatively high packing fraction for the tubes.
Total pumping power required for the breeding zone only
is t- 0.5 HW (pump work) for the reactor, which is
negligible in comparison to the power required for the
rest of the helium coolant system. Total ptsiplng power
for all 24 blanket sectors Is estimated to be ** 50 MW
(pump work), or * 1.3Z of total reactor thermal power
with nearly all the losses occurring in the manifolds.
This value includes all pressure losses occurring In
the sectors between the inlet and outlet header dis-
connects.

The pressurized module makes efficient use of
structural material to keep the structural volume
fraction as low as possible in order to enhance tritiua
breeding. The module sides are deslgnad with outer and
inner walls Joined by ribs. This design is structurally
more efficient than a aingle pressurized wall. The use
of two walls also provides a flow channel around the
blanket perimeter through which relatively cool hellua
from the inlet manifold flows radially toward the
blanket nose, keeping all the pressurized outer wall
at *< 300°C or leas. The Inner wells experience vir-
tually no differential pressure. Tie rods span the
long width direction of the module In a square pattern
with ^ 10 cm spacing. These rods react the pressure
loads applied to opposite vails, further reducing
the required wall thickness. In the short width

direction, a combination of tie rods and thin bulkheads
Is uaed t* react pressure loads on opposite walls. The
bulkheads also provide support for the long breeding
cells by holding them In close-fitting boles to prevent
any significant deflection of breeder tubes between
bulkheads. The possibility of using the breeder tubes
as structural maabera, to eliminate tie rods in the
long width (tube axial) direction, will be Investigated.

Coolant inlet temperature and outlet temperature
for the pressurized module concept are 250 C and 500°C,
respectively. A key feature of this concept Is that It
permits the maximum coolant temperature to be approxi-
mately equal to the msTfmiim temperature of the module
well structure. This is Important because It maxlmlzea
the power cycle efficiency for the heliua coolant. The
only highly pressurized structure in the module with a
temperature nearly equal to coolant outlet temperature
la the outlet manifolds at the rear of the blanket.
All other structure In the module, with the exception
of the breeder tubes near the rear of the blanket, will
experience temperatures no greater than the coolant out-
let temperature. The breeder tubes near the rear of
the blanket are estimated to have a structural temp-
erature approximately 30°C higher than the local cool-
ant, or -v 530 C. Hast of the structure will be at con-
siderably lower temperatures, and will be sized for
loads resulting from thermal gradients and reactions
to pressure loads.

The pressurized module concept for the reference
blanket haa been analyzed to determine a preliminary
estimate for volume fractions, using both ferrltlc
steel alloy and titanium alloy T1-6242S as structure.
The table below shows the results.

Z V Structure

Z V L12O*

Z V Void/He

Ferritic

14.9

57.2

27.9

T1-6242S

11.1

57.2

31.7

* Volume required by breeder without accounting for
voids.

The lower structural fraction for the T1-6242S results
from the higher allowable atresses coapared to the
ferritic steel. From the standpoint of design and fab-
ricablllty the titanium) alloy seems superior to the
ferritic steel because (a) Its ductlle-to-brittle trans-
ition is significantly less than room temperature,
(b) no preweld heat treatment is required, and (c) post-
weld heat treatment (other than annealing) is not
required.

Pressurized Tube Concept

In the second concept for the helium cooled
blanket (Fig. 2 ) , helium coolent is contained in cubes
which are eurroundad by the breeder (essentially the
reverse of the concept previously described). The
tubes are each In a D-shape. The tube end regions ere
aligned radially clang the nodule ends, with the center
region running lengthwise through the module. The ends
of the tubes ere manifolded so that each module haa
only one inlet end one outlet fitting for the coolant.
These fittings are located on the flet beck face of the
module. The purge gas system consists of a separate
network of porous tubes, each located et the approxi-
mate center of any four adjacent tubes forming a square
pattern. The tabes are connected to a atparate header
system et the module ends which connect to Inlet end
outlet fittings at the rear face of the blanket.
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Heliua-Cooled Blanket - Pressurized
Tube Concept.

The outer wall of the Module le alzad to contain
the •*• 1 ata atatlc pressure of the hellua purge gae.
The wall la actively cooled by hellua; construction Is
slallar to that of the water-cooled first wall. Active
cooling la considered neccsssry because the breeder
conductivity Is too low to adequately conduct heat away
froai the outer wall to maintain a satisfactory —•»<»«
structural temperature.

The aodule walls enclose the breeder which fills
the aodule end surrounds the tubing network. Tuba
spacing, inside disaster, and length vary through the
blanket depth to achieve equal coolant taaperatura
changes end equal coolant pressure drops for all the
tubas. FrellBlnary thetael-hydraullca analysis In-
dicates that tube Inside dlaaeters should vary froa
t 1.2 ca at the front to i> 0.8 ca at the rear of the

blanket. Approximately 170 tubes are required for each
aodule. A narrow gap between the breeder and the tube
outer surface has been conservatively assumed for heat
transfer calculations. Coolant Inlet and outlet teap-
eraturas have been assumed to be 225 and 475°C, re-
spectively. Outlet teaperature was reduced froa the
500°C aasumed for the previous concept to keep the
i-"1*"™ tube tempereture to * 530 C. Prwsure drops
for the blanket have been estimated to be 16 to 18 psi
at the 750 psig coolant static pressure. Iftis results
In pumping power losses of t> 2Z of reactor thermal
power.

Inner Blanket Concept

For both concepts, the Inner blanket Is pres-
ently assumed to be water-cooled and non-breeding, to

minimize o g s. However, should neutronlcs analysis show

that additional breeding on the Inboard wall la needed
for either concept, a modified breeding blanket design
would be adopted for that region. The design would
essentially consist of the first 30 to 40 cm depth of
the standard breeding blanket concept. Blanket depth
and manifolding diameter would be adjusted In this

region to maintain the desired A and still achieve

the necessary additional breeding and adequate heat
recovery.

First Wall Concept

The first well concept for the reference design la
essentially a water-cooled flat panel. The baalc con-
cept Is common to both the reference and alternate
blanket concepts. Details of the design will be devel-
oped later In the study. For the present, the mechani-
cal design concept used is that adopted previously In

the ANL-EPR study . In this design, cooling la accomp-
lished by circulating pressurized water in a network of
channels that line the plasma side of the panel. The
channels are formed by bonding preformed steel sheet
to a second, flat ateel sheet. Each panel section
spans aeveral blanket modules, and has one Inlet and
one outlet coolant line which connect to manifolds at
the rear of the blanket module. These manifolds
connect all firat wall panels and the water-cooled in-
board blanket within a single blanket sector. The
manifolds terminate In headers in the vicinity of the
helium blanket coolant headera, and are in turn attached
mechanically to inlet and outlet feed pipes which re-
main in the reector when the sector Is removed.

Comparison of Blanket Concepts

Figure 3 presents a comparison of the two blanket
concepts previously discussed in terms of design re-
quirements and design objectives. The pressurized tube
concept has the relative advantage of structural sim-
plicity compared to the pressurized aodule concept.
The high pressure coolant la contained by tubes rather
than by the irregular shape formed by the module walls.
.The circular shape is structurally more efficient for
[containing the high pressure. The reduction In the
inuaber of stress concentration regions could be ex-
pected to result in somewhat greater assurance against
the occurrence of coolant leaks. Fabrication would be
simpler for the pressurized tube concept, although the
development of a method to fill the module with
breeder to the desired BOX of theoretical denalty Is
a concern.

the pressurized tube concept has several
Inherent relative disadvantages. First, the maximum
temperature of each tube will be * 40-50°C above the
coolant outlet temperature. The wall thickness of the
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Figure 3. Comparison of Helium-Cooled Blanket Concepts.

tubes Bust therefore be sized to the • « T 1 I I allowable
structure temperature and the coolant outlet tempera-
ture determined accordingly. For the pressurized
module concept, maximum structure temperature of tha
presaurlzed outer wall is i> 50O°C which occurs in the
outlet tube at the rear of the blanket. Given the in-
herent differences between maximum coolant temperature
and maximum structure temperature for the two concepts,
for any arbitrary maximum structure temperature limit
the pressurized module concept should permit coolant
outlet temperatures ^ 4O°C higher than for the pressur-
ized tube concept. Second, for the pressurized tube
concept the pumping power required for the blankets
and manifolds together la estimated to be •>• 3.OZ of
reactor thermal power; this compares to i> 1.3Z for the
pressurized module concept. The difference amounts to
"u 66 HW (work), and would significantly reduce net
efficiency for the power cycle. The requirement for
an actively cooled module wall is a significant added
conplexlty and may poaslbly result in a significant
reduction in blanket breeding capability. This
requirement will be further investlgstsd.

Further evaluation of the two concepts will be per-
formed in the sress of structural analyais, thermal-
hydraulics, and neutronlcs to aid In the selection of
the design concept to be adopted for the STAWIRE re-
actor and optimized as an integral part of the reactor
design.
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Abstract

Tritium processing and vacuum puaplng requirements
were analyzed for the STARFIRE commercial fusion reac-
tor design. It was found that vacuum pumps having a
helium capture probability of 0.5 (total helium pump
speed 1.2 x 101* m3/s) in combination with the proposed
STARFIRE liaiter-vacuum concept Is sufficient to achieve
plasma impurity control and, simultaneously, high frac-
tional burnup (11J). The high fractional burnup and
•ininium fuel recycle time result in a very low fuel cy-
cle tritium inventory, 1-1300 g. A "Lean-T burn" method
that can further reduce the fuel cycle inventory by
30-50% is discussed. D,0 is proposed as a first wall
coolant from considerations of plasma contamination (due
to hydrogen isotope permeation through coolant tubes)
and enrichment of recycled tritium from the coolant
circuit. Tritium recovery from solid breeders, under
realistic structural and breeder materials constraints,
appears to represent a formidable ta3k. The tritium
inventory in the solid breeder is estimated to be as
high as 10 kg, which would make the blanket the largest
single hold-up point for tritium in the plant.

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to describe the tri-
tium containment and handling strategy developed during
the early stages of the STARFIRE commercial tokamak
reactor conceptual design study1. Major objectives of
the tritium-related studies for STARFIRE include (1)
minimum total tritium inventory and, more importantly,
minimum tritium holdup in those reactor systems and
components wherein the tritium is vulnerable to release
(e.g., the vacuum system, fuel recycle system, and
blanket system), (2) a tritium release rate from the
plant of less than 1 Ci/day/GWth during normal opera-
tion2, and (3) a functional tritium facility design
that is amenable to rapid maintenance and repair and
has a high reliability factor.

Consistent with the above objective*, a limiter-
vacuum concept3 has been conceived for STARFIRE which
appears to permit adequate plasma impurity control and,
•imultaneously, high fractional burnup (i.e., >10SS).
Vacuum pumping considerations and several unique strat-
egies designed to minimize tritium inventories in the
evacuation and fuel recycle systems are discussed. In
general, the proposed fuel purification, enrichment,
and circulation methods for STARFIRE are along the lines
currently under development in the Tritium Systems Test
Assembly (TSTA) program1* at LASL and are not due Had
upon herein. Present plans for recovering tritium from
the coolant circuits and from the breeder blanket arc

' also lumarlzed.

Plasma Impurity Control

Because STARFIRE Is designed for continuous burn
but has no magnetic dlvertor, impurities and, concomi-
tantly, a substantial amount of unburncd fuel must be

oo-,
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*Hork supported by the U.S. Department of Energy.

Fig. 1. Effect of Reflection Coefficient on Fractional
Burnup and Tritium Inventory

continuously removed from the torus by the limiter-
vacuum system3. A series of parametric trade studies
were performed to assess the impact of impurity control
upon tritiun inventory in the fuel cycle. Figure 1 is
a typical example, showing the effect of the reflection
coefficient (the probability that a particle escaping
the plasma will return to the plasma before being
trapped by the llmlter or the first wall) upon frac-
tional burnup and tritium inventory. The three cases
represent values of 1 s, 3 s, and 5 s for particle con-
finenent time ( T P ) . (The total inventory Includes an
assumed 1 kg of tritium in the blanket.) As the reflec-
tion coefficient (R) Increases, the fractional burnup
increases. As the fractional burnup increases, fuel
flow rates decrease and, therefore, tritium inventories
in the fuel cycle decrease aa well. A highly efficient
impurity control scheme, on the other hand, is tanta-
mount to having a very low value of R. It Is evident
that maximizing plasma purity will result in a low
fractional burnup and a large fuel cycle inventory. In
order to minimize tritium Inventory in the fuel cycle,
it Is necessary to have the equivalent of a relatively
Inefficient divertor. Consistent with the objectives
of minimum tritium inventory, the limiter-vacuum sys-
tem was selected as the plasma impurity control method
for the STARFIRE design.

Vacuum Pumping System

The primary vacuum boundary of the STARFIRE vacu-
um system Is at the timer wall of the shield. A pair
o f limiters pass circuaferentlally around the outer
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Fig. 2. Design of Limiter-Vacuum Concept

edge of the plasma region, and deflect ions from the
scrape-off zone into the adjacent slots in the first
wall. The slots are 60 meters long and 20 cm wide and
penetrate the first wall and blanket. The location and
configuration of the limiter is optimized to maximize
the probability of a molecule entering the slot after
striking the limiter. Each slot contains a step to
reduce neutron streaming as shown in Fig. 2. In the
molecular flow region this step has minimal effects on
the conductance, the only consideration being the addi-
tional slot length required to provide the step. A
large volume plenum exists between the outside of the
first wall and the inside of the shield. Twenty-four
1.7 meter diameter, 1.5 metpr long vacuum ducts pene-
trate the shield and provide access for liquid helium
cryogenic pumps.

The liquid helium cryogenic pumps will be of the
compound variety in which hydrogen and its isotopes are
pumped by cryocondensation on a liquid helium cooled
panel and helium is cryosorbed on a 4.2 K molecular
sieve surface. The cryosorption surface on such a pump
can become saturated with helium and will require re-
generation after approximately eight hours of operation.
Regeneration will be accomplished by stopping the liq-
uid helium flow and allowing the sorption surface to
warm, whereupon the helium is released and pumped away
by an auxiliary pumping system.

If the impurity control system is to remove impu-
rities at a rate sufficient to maintain a steady-state
continuous burn plasma, 25% of the molecules which
enter the slots at the first wall must be pumped. An

analysis of the vacuum system pumping probability was
performed. The slots were treated as rectangular ducts
and were assumed to be in series with the circular vac-
uum ducts at the inner wall of the shield. The number
and size of circular vacuum ducts were assumed to be
fixed for this analysis. A large volume plenum exists
between the exit of the slots and the entrance to the
circular ducts. This volume is assumed to have minimal
effect on the system pumping probability. The final
element in the vacuum pumping analysis is the cryogenic
vacuum pump. A capture probability must be assigned to
complete the calculations. A factor was also included
to account for the directional nature of the molecules
entering the slots, which enhances the system pumping
probability.

The results of these calculations are presented in
Fig. 3. The total system pumping probability is shown
as a function of slot width for various cryogenic pump
capture probabilities. It is seen that an overall
pumping probability of 0.25 can be achieved for a 20-ctn
wide slot if a cryogenic pump capture probability of
0.5 is assumed. Such capture probabilities are beyond
the present state of the art, but may become feasible
as cryogenic pumping technology is advanced. Enlarging
the slot widths beyond 20 cm, for a fixed vacuum duct
geometry, will not improve the system pumping probabil-
ity. However, widened slots will significantly increase
the probability of a molecule entering the slots after
striking the limiter surface and may thus reduce the
required pumping probability. The calculated total
helium pumping speed for this system is 1.25 x 103 m3/s
at the limiter, and 1.2 x 101* n3/s at the pumps.
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1« Plasma Chamber
2. Limiter Plates
3. Debris Separator
4. D-T Cryocondensation Pump

5. Helium Pump
6,7. Regeneration Pumps
8. Metal Bellows Pumps
9. Breeder Blanket

10. Electrolysis Unit
11. Fuel Cleanup Unit

12. Tertiary Enclosures
13. Emergency Air Detritiation System

14. Secondary Enclosures. Purge Streams
15. Tritiated Waste Treatment
16. Water/Tritium Recovery Unit
17. Helium (tritium-free)

18. Tritiated Waste — Liquids and Solids

19. Detritiated Gases: «2> °2> c02> A r

20. Ieotopic Separation Unit
21.• Dj Supply
22. D2 Storage
23. DT and T2 Storage
24. T2 Shipment/Receiving

25. Fuel Blender

26. Gas Fueling
27. Pellet Fueler

Figure 4. Fuel Cycle Scenario for STARFIRE

Fuel Cycle

The fuel cycle scenario shown in Fig. 4 has been
developed for STARFIRE. Starting with the plasma cham-
ber, the first item encountered is the linitor-vacuutt.
system. The DT is pumped by cryocondensation pumping
and the He is pumped by cryosorption pumping. Recent
results5 indicate that an essentially clean separation
between He and hydrogen isotopes can be achieved with a
cryocondensation/cryosorption pump configuration. The
helium Is then passed to the Tritiated Waste Treatment
(TUT) subsystem for removal of trace amounts of tritium.
The DT is regenerated from the condensation pump (two
sets are operated in tandem), pressurized to about
0.1 MPa (1 atm), and transferred to the Fuel Cleanup
Unit (FCU), where condensibles are rtmoved to levels of
<1 wppm.1* The tritium in the breeder blanket will be
recovered as T O . Upon reduction, the bred tritium is
passed to the FCU. The purified fuel is then isotopi-
cally enriched and prepared for refueling. The fuel
processing subsystems are contained within gloveboxes,
which in turn are located in a separate tritium facil-
ity building.

The tritium and vacuum system parameters for
STARFIRE are listed in Table 1. The fuel recycle time
and reserve storage have been absolutely minimized.
Redundancy and reliability of fuel processing and tri-
tium recovery subsystems are implicitly required.

Table 1. Tritium Facility and Vacuum System
Parameters for the STARFIRE

Torus Evacuation System Parameters

Fractional burnup 0.11

Evacuation Volume (m3) 902.8

Gas Load-Limiter (Pa-m3/s) 9.89E 01

Total Pump Speed at Llmicer (m3/s) 2.6E 03
Total Rated Pump Spced-DT (m3/s) 2.0E 04
Total Rated Pump Speed-1!E (m3/s) 1.2E 04
Cryopanel Surface-Lim. (m2) 2.4E 02

Tritium and Fuel Processing Parameters

Tritium Burnup per Day (g)
Tritium Exhaust par Day (g)
Tritium Fueling per Day (g)
Tritium Input per Day (g)
Helium Exhaust per Day (g)
Tritium Bred per Day (g)
Tritium Decay per Year (g)
Doubling Inventory (g)
Doubling Time (years)
•Breeding Ratio
Tritium Inventories (g)
Vacuum Pumps
Storage
Surge Tank
Liquefaction Unit
Cryogenic Distillation Cascade
Fuel Preparation

495.40
3.99E 03
4.48E 03
4.48E 03
659.
498.
143.

3.60E 03
5.

1.005
***************************

330.
495.
83.
45.
105.

240.
Tritium Inventory in Fuel Cycle

Emergency Air Detritiation System (E.D.S.)

Maximum Conceivable Release (g)

Initial Cone. (uCi/m3)
•Cleanup Time (hours)
•Volume of Reactor Bldg. (m3)
•Decontamination Factor
•Cleanup Efficiency
E.D.S. Flow Rate (m3/s)

E.D.S. Flow Rate (Z Bldg. vol/min)

•T Level Stacked (uCi/m3)
Tritium Release (Ci)
Vent Rate (m3/s)
Txitiun Vented to Env. (Ci)

1300.

818.10
3.93E 07
48.00
2.00E 05
1.00E 06
0.900
17.5
0.52
50.000
10.000
3.33E 00
1.50E 00
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Table 1. Tritium Facility and Vacuum System
Parameters for the STARFIRE (Contd.)

Tritium and Vacuum Systems Costs ($M)

Piping
Isotopic Separation Unit
Gloveboxes and Purifiers
Misc. T Facility Costs
Pellet Fueling
Total Fuel Processing
Cost - E.D.S.
Cost - Limiter-Vacuum System
Total Tritium + Vacuum Systems

The Concept of a "Lean-T" Burn

2.
2.
6.
2.
8.

0
0
1
4
7

21
19
17
57

.0

.5
,0
.5

A method for reducing the tritium inventory by
operating the plasma with a D/T ratio >1 is being con-
sidered. A similar method was proposed by Conn, et al6,
in which the plasma has equal deuterium and tritium in
the center but is rich in deuterium at the edge. The
"Lean-T" method is complimentary to that of Conn. As
shown in Table 2, as the D/T ratio increases, the tri-
tium exhaust rate decreases. It is assumed that the
fusion power is kept constant by maintaining a constant
value of Nj) x % . As the D/T ratio increases, the tri-
tium density decreases while the deuterium density and
the total density Ntot increase. According to Alcator
scaling, the particle confinement time increases line-
arly with increasing density. Thus, as the D/T ratio
is Increased, the gas load remains constant although
Ntot increases. Also, tritium exhaust rates (propor-
tional to NT/Ntol;) can be substantially reduced. The
tradeoff of this scheme is that a higher density is re-
quired for a fixed power level and thus higher £ or
higher field is required. As shown in Table 2, a D/T
ratio of 2 can reduce tritium exhaust rates (and Inven-
tories) by V53%. In order to do this, Ntot is in-
creased 0% and therefore |i would have to be increased
67. (e.g., from 58 to 5.3%).

Tritium Recovery from the Blanket

The STARFIRE blanket design is currently focused
on the use of solid oxide-based breeders and helium
coolant. Methods of tritium recovery using a He purge
stream arc currently being investigated. Realistic
breeder and materials constraints, together with dif-
fusion and mass transfer considerations, appear to make
it very difficult to keep the tritium inventory in
below 1 kg.7 For example, the equilibrium T2O vapor
pressure above LiOT in solution in Li20 for a tritium
inventory of 1 kg is calculated to be tlO"a torr-. Re-
covery of tritium as T2O by a purge stream requires a
T~O (or HTO) pressure of •v.lO"3 torr for reasonable purge
flow rates. The LiOT concentration must be increased
nearly three orders of magnitude in order for in-situ
extraction to be viable. Both in-situ and out-of-
reactor methods of tritium recovery are being investi-
gated. It appears likely that the blanket tritium in-
ventory will have to be about 10 kg at steady-state
recovery to achieve a credible Integrated blanket
design/operating scenario. Key tradeoffs to the blan-
ket inventory problem lie in tailoring the breeder com-
pound chemistry to achieve more favorable tritium re-
lease characteristics. This approach could result in
the need to incorporate neutron multiplying zones in
the blanket modules. In this same vein, enrichment of
6Li in the breeder compound would help to reduce the
total mass of breeder material.

Tritium in the Blanket Coolant (Helium)

A calculation of permeation losses from the helium
coolant through the steam generator was performed. The
•team generator which is constructed of Croloy

(Fe-2'-sCr-lMo) has a tube heat transfer area of 5440 m2

(58,500 ft2), a tube thickness of 2.0 mm (0.080 in),
and an average tube temperature of about 350°C. Al-
though the He coolant does not contact the breeder di-
rectly, as a worst case it is conservatively assumed
that a leak develops and the T.,0 pressure is 10"2 Pa.
Assuming equilibrium with 1 Pa"02> the T, pressure is
then 10"13 Pa. Given the tritium permeability51 of
0.4 mm3(STP)-mm/s-m2'/Fa (0.10 Ci/Daym/Pa), the triti-
um permeation loss is 0.10 Ci/day. It is noted Chat no
credit was taken for a permeation barrier, which prob-
ably could reduce the rate by a factor of about 15O.8

It Is concluded that, due to the fact that the tritium
is predominantly in the oxidized form, and due to the
relatively low temperature (350°C), tritium permeation
losses will be very small and an intermediate loop is
not required.

Table

ND/MT ratio

1

2

4

10

Implications ol

2. Effect of "Lean-T Burn
(in relative units)

Total Ion
Density Gas

1,

1.

1,

1.

.00

.06

.25

•74

' the Choice of
First-Wall Coolant

Load

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Water

Tritium
Density

1.00

0.71

0.50

0.32

(or D_0)
2

Tritium
Exhaust
Rates

1.00

0.67

0.40

0.18

as a

The STARFIRE design currently employs water as the
first-wall coolant. During the course of reactor oper-
ation, significant amounts of tritium will pass from
the plasma chamber into the first-wall coolant water.
This tritium is essentially all converted to HTO, in
which form permeation rates are very small («0.1
Ci/day) and tritium is lost only to the extent that the
coolant water itself is physically lost. Thus, water
is a sink for tritium. Permeation rates for tritium
passing from the plasma chamber through the ferritic
steel tube wall into the first-wall coolant were calcu-
lated (Table 3). First-wall temperatures of 300° and
500°C were assumed for the calculation. The driving
pressure was assumed to be 0.13 Pa (I0~3 torr) and the
attainable barrier effectiveness was assumed to be
400-X. Comparison of these results with other materi-
als of construction show that permeation rates for
stainless steels will be an order of magnitude lower,
while more permeable materials, e.g., Ti, V, and Nb
alloys, will be about two orders of magnitude higher.
Steady-state levels (Table 3) are achieved when 6-
decay equals about 20 times the annual inleakage rate,
assuming that losses are insignificant and that triti-
um is not actively removed from the water.

For conditions anticipated in systems with a water-
cooled first wall, tritium levels are estimated to be 2
to 100 Ci/4. As a point of reference, 20 Ci/S. is typi-
cal of the level in the moderator of a heavy water reac-
tor (HWR) after many years of operation, however, some
control is implemented to maintain this level. This
level gives H/T ratios on the order of 105 in the water
and requires an enrichment of at least six orders of
magnitude before one can consider returning the tritium
to the fuel cycle.

The use of. D,0 as a coolant offers a significant
advantage over HJJ because deuterium is a fuel, and
therefore, isotopic enrichment requirements are somewhat
relaxed. For example, the tritium could be recovered
in a 992 deuterium mixture, requiring enrichment fac-
tors of M 0 3 , which is two to three orders of magnitude
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Table 3. Suaaary of Tritium Loss Calculations for the Tube Bank First Wall Concept

Material - Ferrltic Steel

Area - 730 a 2

Thlckneaa > 3 • (3 x 10"3 a)

Average Driving Freaaure • 10"" kPa ("vlO"3 torr)

Paraaeter

Permeability, Ci/dayn'kPa

Peraeatlon Rate, Ci/day

Peraeatlon Rate, Cl/year

Steady State Level,a Ci

Steady State Concentration, Ci/1

Level at which decay rate equals migration

Assualng 10^ liter of coolant. Conparable
are i< 80 Ci/1 in the moderator and * 4 all

cAssumlng a permeation barrier effectiveness

With Barrier0

300*C

10-3

2.5

103 '

2 x 10"

0.2

rate.

500°C

10-2

25

10"

2 x 10s

2

1

4

8

levels for heavy vater moderated
in the primary

of 400-X.

coolant.

Without

300°C

0.4

x 103

x 10s

x 106

80

fission

Barrier

500°C

4

1 x 10"

4 x 106

8 x 107

800

reactors

lower than required for light water. Separation fac-
tors will be somewhat lower for D2O, but this is a com-
paratively small effect. Also, for STARFIRE, 2000 Cl/yr
will be generated in the D.O coolant from neutron acti-
vation of the deuterium. This amount is less than that
for inlenkagc from the plasma. More importantly, al-
though hydrogen permeation from the coolant through the
first wall could affect the plasma performance, deute-
rium peraeation should present no problem. All factors
considered, it appears that D,0 is much preferred over
H,0 as a coolant if water is to be used.

Conclusions

Although the STARFIRE study is still In the early
stages of its evolution, it has been possible to draw
several important insights and conclusions from the
work on tritium-related aspects done to date. These are
enumerated below:

1. Implementation of the limlter-vacuum concept ap-
pears to result in adequate plasma impurity control and,
at the same time, a reasonably high fractional burnup
(HZ) which leads to reduced tritium throughput re-
quirements .

2. Vacuum pumps having a He capture probability of 0.5
(total He pump speed of 1.2 x 10" m 3/s), although be-
yond present state of the art, are required to achieve
an acceptable vacuum topology. •

3. The high fractional burnup coupled with efforts to
•inlaize tritiua holdup times, leads to a low fuel cycle
trltlua'Inventory, t 1300 g.

4. Use of a "Lean-T" burn could (in principle) reduce
the present fuel cycle Inventory by froa 30 to 50Z.

5. It appear* that the blanket (solid ceraalc breeder)
will have the largest tritiua inventory, perhaps 10 kg
btcauie of theraodynaaic and aass transfer constraints.

6. Trltlua inventories In the blanket coolant (He) and
first wall coolant <D20) are very saall, only a few
grass, and are considered to be recoverable.

7. D20 is preferred to H^O as a first-wall coolant
because of considerations of plasma contamination (from
hydrogen isotope permeation) and tritium recycle/
enrichment.
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STARFIRE Is considered to be the tenth commercial
tokamak power plant. A preliminary design study on its
superconducting pololdal coil system is presented. Key
features of the design studies are: the elimination of
the ohmic heating coll; the trade-off studies of the
equilibrium field coil locations; and the development
of a conceptual design for the superconducting equili-
brium field colls. Described are the 100 kA cryostable
conductor design, the coil structure and evaluation of
the coil forces.

Introduction

STARFIRE* Is an assumed steady state operating
commercial tokamak based on a continual plasma current
siode. The plasma startup, heating and current drive
are accomplished by a lower hybrid rf system. This
systea eliminates the need for ohmic heating coll
systems.

STARFIRE Equilibrium Field (EF) coils provide
several Important functions.2 Firstly, the EF coils
vill provide the static equilibrium of the plasma
against both the radial and the vertical displacements;
secondly, the EF coils vill elongate the plasma; thirdly,
the EF colls will control the plasma position; fourthly,
the EF coils will provide disruptive instability con-
trol; and finally, the EF colls will drive the plasma
through the current induction. If the EF coils were
placed inside the Toroidal Field (TF) colls, there
would be tremendous difficulties in coil assembly, dis-
assembly, support, repair and maintenance; as veil as
I D the assembly, disassembly and maintenance of the
blanket and shield and the first wall. However, If EF
colls were placed outside the TF colls, It Is difficult
to control plasma position, to generate a sufficiently
D-shaped plasma and to control the plasma disruptive
instability. Furthermore, EF coils outside the TF colls
will require an order of magnitude larger ampere-turns,
stored energy and will produce large tipping forces and
superimposing fields onto the TF colls. Thus, the
location of the EF coils is a key design consideration
in the STARFIRE design.

The basic design approach Is to locate almost all
the EF colls outside of the TF colls; all such EF coils
will be superconducting. A United number of segmented
copper coils would be located Inside the TF coils but
outside of the blanket and shield. These auxiliary
coils will be used for control purposes. Although this
configuration Increases the ampere-turns and the stored
energy of Che magnet system, the reliability and the
maintainability of the EF coll systea should be far
superior to an Inside EF coil system. Ulth this con-
figuration, however, it Is important to minimize the TF
coil size. For example, equilibrium calculations with

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy

EF colls exterior to a toroidal field coll with the
outer leg at 16.8 n showed that a total of about 200 MA
turns would be required in the EF colls to support
plasma with 10 MA current, major radius of 7 m, elonga-
tion of 1.6, and beta poloidal $„ of 1. This large EF
coil current implies very large local forces on the TF
coil and very large stored energy, as well as great
positional sensitivity of the plasma to the EF coll
currents. When the coil outer leg Is moved in to the
current design value of v 13.5 a, the EF coil current
Is reduced to around 100 MA-turns. Indicating the
Importance of minimizing the TF coil size.

In STARFIRE, the plasma current noraal startup and
shutdown period will be of the order of 10 to 60 s and
the plasma disruptive shutdown will be of the order of
5 s. Rapid or sudden changes in the plasma position,
due, for example, to modifications of the current pro-
file by MHD activity, cannot be followed by the external
EF coll system without ovcrsizjng of the power supplies
and difficult constraints on coil manufacture due to
the high voltage to be applied to Che terminals. It is
•ore practical to employ the internal EF colls for the
purpose of plasma control. These colls would be
actively controlled and would.carry little average
current and will thus consume little I R losses.

The blanket and shield are segmented toroidally
and insulated to facilitate the soak-in of the current
fields. In the event of s plasma disruption, large
voltages will be generated in the vicinity of the plas-
ma. These voltages will break down the intersegment
Insulation of the blanker or the control coil insula-
tion unless an alternative path for the current is
provided. For STARFIRE a system of toroidal conductors
with spark gaps will be designed for this purpose.

Superconducting EF Coils

The locations of the external superconducting
equilibrium field coils and Che currents in them art
determined as follows. First, an MHD equilibrium of
the plasma Is determined based on Che plasma physics
requirements of the reactor. Among the equilibrium
properties are the plasma current distribution and Che
pololdal magnetic field In the plasma. Part of the
poloidal field is produced by the plasma currents. The
remaining part, the external field, must be supplied by
the EF coils.

For given locations of Che EF coils, the required
current in them Is determined by making a least squares
fit of the field produced by the colls to the desired
external field of the MHD equilibrium. Experience has
determined that an average error ot "0.3X In matching
the desired external field Is sufficient to reproduce
the plasma physics parameters and the desired pluon
boundary. Any additional flexibility in the coil
system Is used to minimize the stored energy in the EF
coil system. This procedure is described In detail
along with many examples in Reference 3.
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The optimized design Is found by systematically
varying the locations of the colls, subject to engi-
neering constraints such as the location of vacuum
ducts. For STAKFIRE it was found the configuration
shown In Fig. 1 was a satisfactory design. Basically,
the plasma D shape is Corned by pulling the plasaa
outward with th* two upper coll pairs (with current In
the sane direction as the plasma current) and by
pushing in with the other two. The vacuun ducts cone
out between the two outermost colls, and the space
between the two upper coils is left for engineering
access. The stored energy of 10.1 GJ could be reduced
slightly with more coils. The 98 MAT would, however.
Increase somewhat more rapidly. The location of the
coils Is such that moving any of them a short distance
(but not inside th: non-allowed space) would increase
the stored energy.

The vertical field pattern generated by the EF
colls is plotted in Fig. 2. The EF colls produce a
vertical field of about 0.61 T ac plasma center. The
field lines concave to the right are required to gen-
crate a nonclrcular plasma. However, the field lines
will not provide stability against vertical displace-
ment. The total flux contour contributed by both the
superconducting EF coils and the 10.8 MA plasma cur-
rent is shown In Fig. 3. The plasma obtained has an
elongation of 1.60 and a triangularity of O.S.

Main characteristics of the EF coils are given
In Table 1. The EF coils will have a maximum opera-
tional current of 200 IcA. To reduce spongeness of the
high current cable. It is proposed to connect in
parallel all colls above the machine mldplane with
their counterparts below the mldplane, thus the.opera-
ting current of the superconducting cable In each coil
will be 100 kA. The EF colls will have A90 turns In
each parallel path. The normal charging or discharging
voltage for the EF colls is about 9.6 kV to 1.6 kV
depending upon the 10 second or one minute ramping time
and the turn-to-turn voltage is about 18 to 3 V. The
self-stored energy of the EF colls is 10.1 GJ.

The EF colls will be cooled by pool boiling at
6.2 K and 1 atmospheric pressure. Pool boiling i»
slt&ple, Inexpensive, reliable and easy to operate and
control.

The superimposing field on the TF coils generated
by. both the EF coils and the plasma Is also shown in
Fit. !• It *» seen that the superimposing field will
generate fairly large tipping forces on the TF coils as
veil as impose an order of 1 T additional field margin
onto the TF coll winding.

Axial Pressure and Hoop Stress

Table 2 shows the peak field and the computed
vertical forces par unit length of each EF coil. It Is
seen that all coils except Coll No. 2 will have attrac-
tive forces toward the aidplane. The axial magnetic
pressure, Fz, Is a function of both axial and radial
positions within a coll cross section. The maximum
axial magnetic pressure for each coll is also given In
Table 2.

Assuming a uniform coll structure, the average
hoop stress Is the product of the average current
density, the scan coll radius and the axial fieU
component averaged over the coll cross section. On
the other hand, the average radial magnetic pressure
1* the product of the average current density, the
coll radial thickness and the average axial field
coaponent. Both the hoop stress and the radial
magnetic pressure for each coll ere computed and

listed In Table 2. Since the coll mean radius Is gen-
erally larger than the coll radial thickness, the aver-
age loop stress is generally larger than the average
radial magnetic pressure. The maximum magnetic pressure
is 823 Kg/cm2 (about 12,000 psi) excrcing on Coll Ho. 4.

Conductor Design and Coll Structure

As an Illustration, a 100 kA cable design is shown
in Fig. 4. The cable Is designed with full cryo-
stability and reasonably low ac losses for the 10 a to
60 s normal charging and discharging purposes. To
achieve high reliability, the EF coils must by cryo-
statlcally stable. To withstand the dB/dt of about
0.8 T/s during the current swing, individual supercon-
ducting strands In the basic cable and the basic cables
In the full conductor must be fully transposed. The
full conductor was achieved by fully transposing 24
basic cables around a G-10 strip so that the cable will
have a height of 2.4 cm by a width of 13.8 ca. Spiral
wrapping wetted-wound fiberglass of 3 ma In thickness
is employed to band these basic cables together. The
fiberglass band will also provide a liquid helium
channel of 1 cm In width by 0.3 cm in depth by 13.8 cia
In length.

Because of the spongeness of the 100 kA cable, it
Is Important that the EF coil structure must be de-
signed to isolate the electromagnetic forces in both
the axial and the radial direction. Figure 5 illus-
trates such a coll structure using the 100 kA cable.
The cable will be loosely fitted into a stainless steel
channel with helium cooling and venting slots. The
stainless steel channel will support both the axial and
the radial electromagnetic forces. Since the cable will
be loosely fitted into the channel, the coil body forces
could not be accumulated to the cable. The axial coll
forces will be bridged through the G-10 plates, which
is the support plate for each pancake coll layer. These
supporting plates will be machined to have radially
outward cooling channels for helium gas venting.

Table I
Characteristics of Superconducting EF Coll

Superconductor/Stabilizer
Stability
Operating Current
Cooling
Operating Temperature
Average Current Density
Magnetic Field at Plasma Center
Total Ampere Turns
Maximum dB/dt (normal operation)

Self-Stored Energy
Power Supply Voltage

Volt-Second to Plasma*
Self Inductance
Mutual Inductance to Plasma

Hb-Tl/Cu
Cryostable
200 kA
Pool Boiling
4.2 K _
About 1400 A/cm
0.61 T .
48 x 106

0.8 T/s (10s) to
0.13 T/s (60s)
10.1 GJ
9600 V (10s) to
1600 V (60s)
100
Q.S07 H .
-5.23 X 10"* H

Plasma self Inductance Is 12 x 10* H and its stored
energy is about 700 HJ
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Table 2
Vartlcal Forces, Axial Prcaaure and Hoop Streas

Coll Number

Average Current
Density (A/cm2)

Peak Field

Vertical Force*
(103 kg/cm)

Kax. Axial Pres-
sure, P z (kg/cnz)

Bz

Average Hoop Streas,
5 t (kg/em2)

Radial Magnetic ,
Pressure. 5_ (kg/cm )

without plasma
with plasma

without plasma
with plasma

without plasma
with plasma

Without plasma
with plasma

without plasma
with plasma

Without plasma
with plasma

1

1382

7.76
6.82

14.93
14.42

309.25
299.50

-2.85
-2.02

607
430

201
142

2

1382

7.46
7.80

-4.88
-3.95

134.32
122.11

2.07
2.42

504
589

233
272

3

111

4
4

1

105
109

122
208

27
46

36

.30

.47

.49

.35

.05

.37

.24

.40

4

1209

4.45
4.47

1.31
.58

115.44
111.61

-.46
-.48

785
823

S3
56

Forces pointing toward the STARFIRE nidplane are positive.
Forces pointing away ftom the mldplane are negative.
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and
5. T. Wang and L. X. Turner
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Argons*, Illinois 60440

An important clement of STARFIRE is the 12-coll
superconducting toroidal field coil system which is
required to generate 5.6 tesla at the 7.0 m plasma
axis, with a peak-to-peak field ripple of 1Z (maximum).
Internal spatial requirements dictate a clear bore
about 15-1/2 a high x 10 m vide, resulting in a total
stored energy of 67 CJ.

Key Design Issues

One should bear in mind that this would be a truly
isnensc magnet system, the size, mass, stored energy,
refrigeration requirements and cost of which place it
far beyond any existing superconducting device. Vet,
•very aspect of such a system is, or should be, a logi-
cal, straightforward extension of present technology.

Among the key issues to be addressed in the design
are Che following, not necessarily listed in their
order of importance:

• Selection of superconductor material and
configuration.

• Cryogenic and structural accommodation of
the heat loads resulting from plasma neutron
radiation and disruptions.

• Support of the coils against the out-of-plan*
(overturning) loads generated by eh* external
poloidal field coil system.

• Ease, and location of manufacture.

• Operational reliability.

• Maintainability.

•• Minimization of shutdown, and end-of-llfe
radioactivity.

The first three of these items are discussed under
Selection of Basic Design Features (below).

An important consideration Is the feasibility of
transporting completed IF-coils from a central manu-
facturing plant to a distant reactor site, rather than
wind them "on location". This will be investigated by '
GA and Parsons personnel in the near future.

Of supreme Importance for the STARFIRE TF-coils is
assurance of operational reliability. This is achieved
through a combination of sound, straightforward design;
good manufacturing practice; and comprehensive compo-
nent and system testing.

At best, the removal and replacement of a TF-coil
following an In-service failure would be a costly, time
consuming operation. The principal difficulties here
would be removal of machine components surrounding the
coil, and finely manufacture of a replacement. Never-
theless, the coils should be designed for relative ease
of removal from the toroidal array. (Demountable

superconducting joints are not regarded as a feasible
option. ' Their very complexity and bulk would likely
mean that any failure would occur in the joints
themselves.)

Selection of Basic Design Features

The goal of this study is not to produce a
detailed "nuts-and-bolts" design for each major system,
but rather, to identify and present viable solutions to
the various fundamental design aspects. Basic design
features of the TF-coil systea Include the conductor
materials, configuration, and support; coil cooling
method; coil design; cryostat materials, design a'nd
support.

Conductor Material

Various design studies at GA and elsewhere indi-
cate that 10 tesla is about the upper practical limit
for employment of NbTl cooled with liquid helium at
4.2 K and one atmosphere. Therefore, in the high field
region (9-11 T) of an 11 tesla STARFIRE TF-coil, selec-
tion of Nb3Sn appears to be warranted, based upon
anticipated fabrication and metallurgical advances
during the next two or three decades. Nevertheless,
M>3Sn is an inherently brittle material, which can
tolerate very little tensile strain.

Although high purity aluminum offers potential
advantages of high conductivity, these presently appear
to be offset by the difficulty of codrawing it with
filamentary Nb and NbTi. Further, its much reduced
end—of-life radioactivity compared to copper is mid—
gated by the intimate presence of highly activated
superconductor materials. Copper has therefore been
tentatively selected as the stabilizer material.

Conductor Configuration

A 24 IcA, three level cabled conductor has been
chosen for the following reasons:

• To minimize coll heat loads resulting from
plasma disruptions and from time varying
poloidal fields.

• To provide a high cooled surface-to-area
• ratio, an Important cryostability
consideration.

• As a practical, proven design for the fabri-
cation of high current filamentary composite
conductor.

• To minimize tensile strain experienced by
the NbjSn superconductor.

The conductor of each pancake (layer) Is divided Into
four, grades, the amount and type of superconductor in
each being based upon the peak field experienced
(5, 7, 9 and 11 teale).

(fork supported by D.S. Department of Energy.
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K>3Sa is employed only In the high field (0-11
tesla) region. A bronze diffusion gcoaetry Is eaployed.
with a taatalua barrier to shield the surrounding sta-.
blllzer naterlal (as shown In Fig. 1). The Mb is
reacted with the Sn of the bronze matrix after the
cabling process Is cooplete but prior ta slsdlag.

The saae number of cooposite strands, aubeables
and cables are retained throughout the layer, the
strand sise varying from grade to grade. The 7-9
tesla and 0-5 tesla Nbli conductor configurations are
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 respectively.

For the Incerin Design, cryostability of the con-
ductor has been based simply on the "quasi-static"
criterion that, in a resistive region, the "equivalent"
heat transfer rate to the coolant is 0.35 U/cn2. This
criterion is applied to the 250 amp subcable, where 50Z
of its enclosing cylindrical envelope is assumed to be
effective for heat transfer.

Conductor Hoop and Bearing Load Support

Inherent in a cabled conductor design, particularly
when enploying Nb3Sn, is its United ability to support
hoop snd transverse bearing loads (the latter occurring
in the centerpost region of a TF-coil). In the selected
design, the conductor is sanduiched between two pre-
tensioned stainless steel strips for hoop load support,
and flanked by two bearing load supports. This con-
figuration for the high and low field regions is
depicted in Figs. 4 and 5. Note that the bearing
support strips are nuch wider in the low field, high,
bearing load region.

Stainless steel is employed for these support ele-
ments due to its high elastic aodulus (30 Hpsi), com-
pared to aluainun (11 Mpsi). This is especially
laportant with Nb^Sn conductor in order to llait hoop
strain. (Both support strip and conductor would then
be discarded and buried after reactor disassembly.)

STARFIRE:TF-COILS
24 KA CONDUCTOR

HIGH FIELD REGION (9-11 TESLA)

IStRAND I
-Cu

CB

-

BRONZE

ISUBCASLE F

CURRENT: 41.67 AMP .
AREA OF REACTED NbjSn-BRONZE

REGION:2.78x|O° cm1

AVC. CURRENT DENSITY OF NbjSn-
BRONZE REGION : 15x10* M m 1

Cu ARfA: 7 .60xl0-Jcm*
REACTION HEAT TREAT : 100 hrj AT

650* C (AFTER FINAL
CONDUCTOR CABLING)

NO EXTERNAL COATING

0.311

CURRENT: 250 AMP
CONFIGURATION : SIX COMPOSITE

STRANDS AROUND ONE Cu WIRE
INSULATION : NONE
DIE COMPACTED TO 90% OF

INITIAL DIAMETER
HEAT FLUX TO COOLANT IN NORMAL

REGION : 0.35 w/cm*

TCABLE I

0.932

CURRENT: 1600 AMP
CONFIGURATION : SIX SUBCABLES

AROUND ONE Cu WIRE
INSULATION : NONE

|CONUUCTOR

.85

M X DIMS. W cm

CURRENT : 24 KA
CONFIGURATION : SIXTEEN CABLES

FORMED INTO 'RUTHERFORD
CABLE." SLIGHT COMPACTION

0013011 STAINLESS STEEL CfcWRAL

1730 A/cm> O.A.C.a

« « .

STARFIRE:TF-COILS
24 KA CONDUCTOR

7-9 TESLA FIELD REGION

STRAND 41.67 AMP
Cu/N»Ti (4.65 'I) ,
C.D.0FNM!:30KA/cm«
AVG. CO.: 6450 A/cm*

| SUBCABLE I

0.270

260 AMP
6 STRANOS AROUND I CuWIRE
NO INSULATION
OIE COMPACTED TO 9 0 * O F INITIAL
DIAMETER
HEAT FUJX TO COOLANT IN NORMAL
REGION: 0.35 W/cm* ^ ^

CABLE

O.BIO

ISOO AMP
6 SUBCA8LEE AROUND I CuWIRE
NO INSULATION

CONDUCTOR

uuuuuuuu_z i

24 KA
i 16 CABLES

• 0.013 cm ST.STL CENTRAL STOP
2326 A/CM* O.A.C.O.

I ALL OIMS. IN CM. 1

rig. 2

STARR RE :TF-COILS
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I STRAND
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Cu/NDTi (12 ij
Nt>Ti FILAMENTS IN CENTRAL
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OIE COMflUCTEO TO 9 0 * OF INITIAL
DIAMETER

I CABLE
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NO INSULATION

rCONDUCTOR 24 KA
16 CABLES
0013cm STAINLESS STEEL
CENTRAL STRIP
3620 A/cm* O.A.C.a

-9.M
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Coil Cooling Method

STARFIRE:TF-CO1LS
CONDUCTOR/SUPPORT STRIP MODULES

HIGH FIELD REGION (9-I ITESLA)

INTERTURN
STRIP

JHxH
'/'•'S//7?,

-OJO

1.85

li 0.50-24 KA
CONDUCTOR

i 304 HOOP SUPPORT STRIP
-C-10 INTERLAYER STRIP (SEF)

-SS 3 0 4 BEARING.SUPPORT STRIP

AVG. CURRENT DENSITY IN
MODULE 957 A/CM1

| ALL DIMS. IN CM.

Fig. 4

STARFIRE: TF-COlLS
CONDUCTOR/SUPPORT STRIP MODULES
LOW FIELD REGION ( 0 - 5 TESLA)

1.68

2.29 239
I MCOJLEHT.

rf •it; .
- 2 4 KA ;

CONDUCTOR I I
-SS 304 HOOP SUPPORT STRIP

INTEfiUYEB STRIP (REF)
-SS 304 BEARING SUPPORT STRIP

0.50

Bath coaling has been selected in llou of forced
flow, based upon considerations of design simplicity
and operational reliability.

Forced flow cooling introduces ccaplexltles of
conductor design, pumping, and parallel path mani~
folding which sore than offset any potential benefits
of Improved heat transfer. In principle, forced flow
cooling through simple well defined channels is well
understood and is characterized by relatively high
heat transfer rates (example: "hollow" monolithic
conductor). However, the flow path geometries of
cables or braided conductor presently under considera-
tion for large IF-colls are torturous. Proper under-
standing of such geometries will require considerable
analytical and experimental effort. Certainly a far
greater body of practical operational experience
exists for bath cooling of large superconducting colls.

The possibilities of coolant path blockage or
pump failure are reliability concerns for a forced
flow system. Bath cooling on the other hand is inher-
ently reliable so long as the colls remain fully
isaersed In liquid.

AccoBPodation of Plasma Neutron Radiation and Disruption
Heat Loads

For Che STARFIRE design, sufficient high grade
shielding will be Interposed between the reacting
plasma and TF-coil centerpost region to limit total
neat flux to cryogenically acceptable limits (-30 kW
overall Into the centerpost).

Of far acre concern is the Inductive heat load
deposited in the helium cooled TF-coil mass by a plasma
.disruption. (Based upon considerations of operational
reliability and maintainability, the present STARFIRE
design has no stabilizing/disruption absorbing coils
inboard of the plasma.) Regardless of the TF-coil
system configuration or component resistances, Che
total disruption energy

"D"
AB"

where AB m 1 tesla, and V is the coil/cryostac volume. '
For our TF-coil size, this amounts to about 500 HJ.

The question yet to be resolved Is what fraction
of this heat load can be absorbed by the cold (A K)
mast without driving the coil normal. The remaining
fraction of the heat load can then hopefully be borne
by the room and IK2 temperature elements (vacuum tank
and thermal radiation shield), material and configura-
tion tailored as appropriate.

Coil Design

i t t « >

4 4 i t n M
CENTERPOST PEW RMNLBEMNC LOAD
ACKOSS BURNS SUPPORT STRIP -SCOOPS!

AV6. CURRENT DENSITY IN CONOUCTOR-
SUPPORT STRIP MO0ULESII8I A / C M *

| ALl DIMS. IN CM~|

w*. s

Conductor configuration, cooling method, cryostat
structure, and coil design are of course intimately
interrelated design considerations. The essential
features of the coil design are shown in the coll/
helium Teasel centerpost region cross-section, Fig. 6.
The pancake (layer wound) coils are wound directly onto
the bobbin, formed by the inner radius wall and radial
central web of the helium vessel. Primary coolant
flow coeurs between the coil layers, while the cabled
conductor provides channels for face, and conductor
internal cooling. '
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fig. 6

Cryoseac

Structural aluxinum alloy (6061-T6) has bten
tentatively selected for both the helium vessels and
vactanks of '.he toroidal field coils. Toe primary
motivation is to minimize the operational and end-of-
J.ifc radioactivity of these massive components, A
secondary advantage is weight reduction of the coil/
heliua vessel assembly. A tertiary, but possibly
Important advantage is that both the helium vessel
and vactank act as conductive shields for the IF-coils
against plasma disruptions and time-varying poloidal
fields.

The two disadvantages of aluminum am a structural
material for this application are Its low modulus of
elasticity and Its relatively high coefficient of
thermal contraction, compared to stainless steel.
Though further Investigation is required, these limita-
tions do not appear to oucwelgbe the advantages of
aluminum.

7a* TT-coll helium vessels share a common vacuum
enclosure, in the centerpost region. The outer, curved
portion of each TF-coil helium vessel is surrounded by
am Individual vacuua barrier. As shown in Fig. 6, the
verticil lntercoll vactank seams in the ceaterpost
xmglon •*• d*»i*oe« to minimize the difficulty of
rammving a coll/bellum vassal unit.

The structure required to support the coil/helium
vassal units against out-of-plane (overturning) loads

' ha* not yet been Investigated, even conceptually. A
tentative evaluation of the overturning loads to be

. borne Is shown in the accompanying Fig. 7, based upon
' employment of external plasma equilibrium (EF-) colls. .

: Summary of Interim Design Parameters

: The basic calculated design parameters are sum-
' Barized In the accompanying Table 1.

TABLE 1
• SIAKFIM TF-COILS, CALCULATED PARAMETERS

• • Stored energy: 67 CJ

! • Total ampere-turns: 189 x 10

! • Centerpost region. Coil/helium vessel:

! • Outer radius: 3.50 m"

j • Inner radius: 2.07 •

! • ladlal thickness: 1.43 •

• • Average current density: 770 a/cm

j • Total heat load (12 coUs)

; • • neutron: - 30 kV

i • riasma disruption! 500 HI (unshielded)
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An Initial reactor design has been developed for
the StarfIre Tokaaak reactor that Incorporates mainte-
nance features to permit reactor and plant operation
with a 75X availability.

All components of the reactor can be replaced
utilizing highly automated remote maintenance tech-
niques. Provisions for contact maintenance are
Included but would only be utilized on a contingency
basis since It Is believed that allowable doae rates
will be decreased in future years. A modular design
approach la used for the reactor and auxiliary sub-
systems to permit efficient use of remote maintenance.
The modular approach minimizes the number of different
maintenance operations required and can result in use
of simple tasks such as push, pull, turn, etc.,
maneuvers for module removal. Fault isolation is pro-
vided for each replaceable module. Utien a reactor
component falls the fault isolation system identifies
the module that contains the failed component. The
module is subsequently removed and replaced with a
pretested module. Detailed fault Isolation and com-'
ponent replacement or repair Is performed In the hot
cell where more time and equipment Is available.

The reactor design does not require any ln-place
manufacturing operations such as rewinding magnets In
place and minimizes any ln-reactor welding operations.'
Ko ln-reactor welding Is required for scheduled malnte-

. nance.

An initial allocation of replacement times and the
resultant component reliability requirements has been •
made for the current utility maintenance scenario that i
utilizes scheduled annual shutdowns of 1 month and a i
scheduled A month shutdown every tenth year. These '
allocation* establish requirements for maintenance '
equipment asd can be used to Identify the need for
redundancy. The 75Z availability goal la believed to
be achievable If a four-year replacement cycle for the
first wall, blanket, 11mlter and RF duct assembly can
be utilized. Scheduled maintenance operations can not
be permitted to shutdown the reactor more than 1 time
per year and ln-reactor components should be designed
so that scheduled replacement Is not required more than
1 time In two to four years. Auxiliary subsystem com-
ponents outside of the reactor will be required to
Include redundancy that permits operation for at least
a year or that permits replacement during reactor
operation.

Introduction

The maintenance approach for the Starflre Commer-
cial Tokamak Is being developed as part o:V a DOE funded
study to develop a conceptual design for a commercial
tokamak reactor and balance of plant.

The primary consideration In maintee ince approach
selection Is the plant availability which is the mala
driver In determining th* coat of power produced. As
such, major reactor design decisions are being made
based on maintenance considerations. Design approaches
permitting rapid replacement of life limited components'
have been emphasized. All components, including the
llfe-of-plant Items such as the TF and EF coils, are
assigned for replacement within time limits acceptable -
to the utilities.

•smote maintenance Is used for all operations
Inside the reactor building because of the desire to
limit radiation exposure to maintenance workers.
Benefits of contact maintenance trill be assessed at
the end of the study.

j The first wall and blanket assembly (Including
coatings and Halters) is expected to require the most

• frequent scheduled maintenance since little redundancy
' can be Incorporated. Design studies resulted in
selection of a design that permits fault Isolation
to a toroidal sector snd subsequent removal and
replacement. Subsequent repairs are made In a hot
cell. The shield system Is independent of the first
wall and blanket and,except for an access door,
requires no scheduled maintenance.

This paper presents the maintenance approach,
the commercial tokamak design features that enhance
maintenance and preliminary repair time and required
nean-time-between-failures for major subsystems.
Reactor hall building and maintenance equipment
requlreaents Including hot cells, coil rewinding and
cranes are discussed.

Maintenance Approach

The remote maintenance ap; -oach was chosen for
ln-reactor operations because of the likelihood that
current regulatory radiation limits will be slgnific-

| antly reduced and because the reactor hall will be

exposed to tritium by permeation and releases during
] maintenance of the coolant, fueling, vacuum and
i tritium systems. Some activation may also result from
; neutron streaming, and partlculate matter. Use of
remote maintenance equipment will permit maintenance
with a minimal cool-down or clean-up period, and may
permit Some maintenance operations during reactor
operation. Other factors influencing the choice of
remote maintenance include: 1) remote maintenance
will be required for accident conditions, however it
would not have to be as sophisticated, 2) remote
technology will be available thru currently planned
programs <HEF, etc.) and 3) the belief that for a
properly designed machine, scheduled maintenance can
be performed more rapidly than personnel suited for
radiation protection.

The design philosophy being followed Is to mini-
Imize the radiation levels within the reactor building;
| to design all components for complete remote malnte-
I namce, snd to identify contact maintenance operations
where personnel can safely be used with significant
economic savings. Emphasis is being placed on design-
ing to permit rapid replacement of scheduled mainte-
nance Items because Starflre la assumed to exist In *
mature fusion economy where development work and
operational experience have resulted in a predictable
reactor with appropriate redundancy and reasonable
component reliability.

All components within the reactor building are
replaceable. Some ara replaced on a scheduled mainte-
nance baala while othera are dealgned for Che life-of
the plant and are replaced only In the event of fail-
ure. Items designed for the life of the plant Include
the overhead crane, TF colls, EF colls, coolant

'piping, reactor aupport atructure and radlatlom shield-
Ing. The blanket assembly, impurity control eompon-
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sett, rf launchers, pumps, valves, fueling mechanism,
power supplies, etc. are replaced on a scheduled bails.
Spares are provided for all components with expected
high failure rates, ao that «s one part is removed a •
pretested replacement la available so reactor opera-
tion can commence while repairs to the damaged com-
ponents are being aide. The (pares for the super-
conducting EF colls trapped below the TF colls are
•tored in place so reactor disassembly is un-
oaccstsry in event of a failure. These colls ere
designed for life of pleat but the consequence of '
their failure auggeats In place spares are prudent.

The umber of different Maintenance operations
planned in the reactor building arc minimized by using
• component "remove and replace" approach. This per-
•its each maintenance action to be preplanned and
designed for use with simple push, pull, etc., opera-
tions. This approach Increases the confidence in the
speed of maintenance operations and simplifies
maintenance equipment design requirements. Once the
damaged or end-of-llfe components are removed from
the reactor they are transported to a hot cell where
•ore tlae is available for checkout, repair or dis-
posal. The hot cell will have extensive maintenance
capability for testing, component replacement, cutting,,
welding, machining, pinpoint leak location, and low-Z
costing repair.

Redundancy is planned for reactor auxiliary sub- ._
systems to penult continued operation of the plant
until a scheduled maintenance period or until the
component can be replaced in-service. The particular
components where redundancy Is planned will be defined
as the design progresses; however, current plans
Include redundant power supplies, vacuum pumps, rf
launchers, some valvea, pumps and fueling mechanisms.

Availability goals have been established as 75Z
for the complete plant including the reactor. This
results la a 91 day per calendar year downtime.
Allocations of permissible tlae-to-repair and time-
between-failures have been made for major subsystems ;
to serve as a basis for design of the components and
maintenance equipment. The maintenance scenario •
Incorporates the current utility practice of scheduling,
shutdowns annually for one month of maintenance and a
* to 5 month shutdown every 5 to 10 years for turbine "
repair. jj

The Starfire reactor la being designed to conform }
with this current utility practice, however, the major j
•hutdown Is assumed to occur only every 10 years and ,
last for 120 days (3 months). The combination of the :
annual and ten year shutdowns requires that 39 days of ?
downtime be allocated to scheduled maintenance.' Cur- <
rent utility experience with the balance of plant
Indicates that failures result In approximately 21
days of unscheduled outage annually. This leaves 31
daya of unscheduled downtime that can be allowed for
reactor subsystems. These allocations assume that both
the balance of plant and reactor scheduled maintenances
arc performed in parallel while D O overlap in scheduled
and unscheduled maintenance is planned. A summary of
these allocations is given below in Table 1. It should
be noted that a total of 52 days per calendar year is
allocated to unscheduled maintenance while only 39 days
Is used for scheduled maintenance even though we have
stated that mast outages will be the result of schedul-
ed shutdowns. Ihis is in agreement with the fact that,
la general, unscheduled failures will take longer to
locate and repair. Convenient prcventatlve maintenance
and repair of redundant components is scheduled as part
of the maintenance scenario during these unscheduled
outages.

Outage
Typ«
Total
Downtime
Alloca-
tion
(da/yr)

Table ]. Maintenance Scenario

Balance of Plant
Scheduled

39

Unscheduled

21

Reactor*
Scheduled

39

Unscheduled

31

•Includes maintenance equipment and auxiliary
reactor system*.

I Reactor Maintenance Features

The reactor design configuration is shown in
Figure 1. The de&lgn was developed so all components
could be replaced in the event of failure and fault
isolation is provided to the replacement level so that
minimal tise la required for identifying a failed com-
ponent.

The design is being developed to keep the top and
->ides of the reactor clear for access by maintenance

' equipment. Components are also beicg combined where
' practical to minimize the number of assemblies and
| Improve access. Examples of combined components in-
• dude; the TF coil room-temperature dewar provides
structural support for the EF colls and shield; and
the shield provides the anti-torque frame and vacuum
boundary.

The blanket is replaceable In 1/24 sectors of the
torus. Each 1/24 sector incorporates an Integral
first wall, llmlter, rf duet and air bearing pad that
is removed with the blanket. The coolant la manifold-
ed through separate loops for each l/24th of the
blanket to permit leak isolation to individual sectors.
The helium coolant lines and the water coolant lines
;' to the rf duct and limiter utilize mechanical dis-
" connects. The life goal for llmlter and rf duct is 4
I years and the blanket life goal is 8 year*. After
I four years the blanket sector is replaced. The used
sector is refurbished in the hot cell by replacing the
limlter, rf duct and low-Z coating. Periodic in-situ
replacement of the low-Z coating may also be required.

Blanket module leak detection will be accomplish-
ed by sequentially reducing the pressure In individual
blanket sectors and monitoring the change of the
partial pressure of helium in the plasma chamber with

' a gas analyzer. This technique requires valves that
Isolate eectors from the primary coolant loop. Leak
detection of the limlter first wall and rf launcher
water system will also rely on reducing the system

' pressure of each sector sequentially and denoting
. changes in the detected leek rate. Leak detection of
the shield system to the plasma chamber systes will be
accomplished by injecting helium into a cavity between
tsdundant seals. The blanket leak detection system is
dependent on the particular design that is developed
and «111 be modified as necessary.

The shield is designed to lest the life-of-plant
and will be replaced only in event of unscheduled
failures. A shield door is provided that permits
access to the blanket. The door is sealed with redun-
dant seals with intermediate pumping, that are shield-
ed locally to reduce the radiation damage. The seals
are replaced each time the door is opened. The bssic
shield consists of sectors welded together to farm the
vacuum boundary. Cutting and rewelding the pololdal
seals is rsqulred if shield ssctor replacement is
required. Access to the welds Is from the shield
Interior and a permanent welder/cutter track Is
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Figure 1. Starflre Reactor Design

Installed at each joint. The nodular design of the
shield Is shown In Figure 2. Redundant seals are ;
provided at each joint to peralt leak testing. :

The TF colls are also llfe-of-plant components.
They utilize a common welded deuar In the center post
region. Coll replacement time la not significantly
lap acted by the welded dewar. A permanent welder/
cutter track Is also Installed at this joint. Anneal-
ing of the TF coll Is planned every 10 years to reduce
the effects of radiation damage In the stabilizer.

The EF coils are also life-of-plant. EF coils
Inside the TF coil are copper and are segmented to
permit removal. An elevation system Is rovided to
raise and lower the outer colls for access to the
blanket. The external EF colls are superconducting.
Those on the top and sides of the reactor can be re-
moved for replacement. Spare EF colls are provided
for those trapped below the TF colls. In event of
failure the coll is cut out and the apare raised into
position.

SWCLDDOOH •
MECHANIC*!, i
LATCH WITH !
OUAIMJNA-N

SUIMUK

B-B
rigure 2. Shisld Design
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The vacuum systea utilises redundancy to improve
tht probability of continuous operation between
scheduled maintenance periods. Twenty-four cryosorp-
tlon pumps with Isolation valvca are provldad of which
approximately 20 are required for operation. External
valves and pumps leading to the tritium proeeaalng
ayatea utlllie redundancy.

The power supplies are assumed fully redundant
and Include a replacement capability during operation.
The power supply systems ara located outside the
primary confinement building and can be repaired dur-
ing plant operation.

Failed redundant heat transport aystcm components,
with exception of a few in-line valves, can be replac-
ed during reactor operation using remote/hands-on
maintenance equipment.

Reactor Building Haiatenance Functions

A preliminary Hating of acheduled maintenance
functions la provided in Table 2. The number of
scheduled actions at the reactor island have been held
to s minimum. The scheduled maintenance functions of
the auxiliary systems can, in part, be done during
reactor operations.

The planned unscheduled maintenance functions
Include all component assemblies making up the reactor.
The unscheduled items are shown in Table 3. Both
tablea 2 and 3 will be updated aa the design progreaaes '
and the subsystems are better defined.

Table 2. Scheduled Maintenance Functions

Reactor Island

o Shield door seal replacement
o rf wave guide window replacement
o Blanket aector replacement
o Vacuum pump/isolation valve replacement
O Fueling system replacement
O TF coil annealing

Auxiliary Reactor Subsystems

o Coolant loops
- valve replacement
- pump replacement

o i*ower systems
- electrical switch replacement
- electrical energy atorage component

replacement
- power conversion system replacement

O Maintenance equipment replacement
o Tritium processing

Table 3. Pnscheduled Maintenance Functions
(excluding acheduled maintenance
functions)

Power, lead replacement
Coolant line replacement
Heat exchanger replacement
tr coil replacement
TF coll replacement
Shield replacement/repair

lot Cell Operations

The functions planned In Che hot cell are Hated
lm Table 4.

Table 4. Hot Cell Functions

e Component testing
- vacuum integrity
- electrical function
- configuration
- leakage

o Repair
- cutting
- welding
- machining
- cleaning

o Reactor retrofit
- blanket

o Halter replacement
o rf launcher replacement
o low-Z coating replacement
o module replacement

- tritium processing system
- vacuum system
- coolant systems
- cryogenic systems
- power system

o Maintenance equipment
o Decontamination/disposal

Maintenance Time Allocations

A preliminary listing of the achaduled maintenance
actions la ahown in Table 5. The assumed critical path
Is shown with the presumption that all other mainte-
nance actions can be accomplished In parallel opera-
tions. This listing will be updated aa the program
progreasea. An Increase in the number of Items in the
critical path can have significant impact on achieving
our acheduled maintenance goals and would require a
decrease in the replacement tine. If subsequent
analysis of the life of blanket module components
(i.e., limiters) Indicate lives less than 4 years,
other maintenance concepts which permit replacement
without blanket removal will be required.

The unscheduled maintenance item listing is shown
In Table 6. The values shown for Mean-Tlme-To-Replace
(KTTR) are assumed valuea baaed on past studies. The
average downtime per year is then assigned to each sub-
system based on the perceived relative reliability and
complexity of each subsystem. The reault is a per-
missible failure rate per calendar year. These valuea
can then be used by subsystem designers to define the
redundancy and design margin requirements for the sub-
eye terns. An accurate assessment of the actual failure
rates can only be derived after subsystems are defined
aa to the number of components, redundancy provisions,

; the typea of failure modes and failure rate per fail-
ure mode have been established. Our program will
utilize historical dsta where possible to assess
feasibility of meeting the requirements of Table 6.
A conclusion that can be drawn after review of the
table Is thet the time required for shutdown and
startup Bust be kept to e minimum (2 days or less) to
prevent using e large percentage of the unscheduled
downtime simply to restart the burn.

Maintenance Facility

Tha selection of the "remove and replace" and
"fully remote" maintenance approachea results in a
rather large maintenance facility. The firat Itera-
tion la a facility layout to suatain the needa of

' normal maintenance has resulted in a facility that
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Table S. Scheduled MelateaaMe

Actloa

••actor ehutdova and acartup
Shield door aeal replacement
IF veve guide window replacement
Blanket replacement (2 eectore)
Vacuum pump replacement
Fueling ayatea replacement
IF coll anneal
Coolant loop component replacement
Foliar ayatcm component replacement
Maintenance equipment repair

Frequency

<yr>

Annual
Annual
4

Annul1
Annual
Annual

10
Annual
Annual
Annual

Replaced/
Outage

(Z)
M/A
25
25
25
16
25
100
25
50
N/A

Tlac-to-
Keplace
(dava)

2
2
6
20
6
6

<120

14
14
N/A

Critical
Path
*
*
e
*
•

(1)

* These operations muat be done sequentially, other operations are assumed to be
performed during the critical path time frame.

(1) Compatible with 10-yr shutdown for 16 to 20 weeks for turbine repair.

covers some 2000 to 2500 m 2 of floor area. The major
features of the facility arc described as follows:

2 - Large component disassembly cells,
12 a tall x 12 a x 6 m

2 — small component repair cells*
4 m tell i 10 i i i >

1 - Storage bey (3 levels deep),
16 • wide x 18 m long x 20 a deep

2 - leactor hall service entrances,
10 a tall x 6 m wide

These facilities are supplemented with Interconnecting
corridors, shielded walls end doors, equipment staging
areas, equipment storage and repair, and hot cell
operational areas. Additionally these facilities are
equipped with cranes, hot cell windows and manipula-
tors, lighting service/repair equipment and decontami-
nation equipment. Scheduled functions covered with
these facilities are:

1. Blanket Sector, Including servicing of conponent
connectors, seals, support structure and aenaors.
The major components are:

- Mmltere
- First wall panels
- Lou Z coating
- Blanket modules
- KF grills snd extensions

2. Vacuum pumps (scheduled replacement)

3. Shielding Sections (Unscheduled replacement)

Other components such as Klystrons (generator/
launcher), coolant piping, vacuum, cryogentic and
electrical connectors, structural members, etc. are of
a lesser radiation problem and are handled in a second
order aalntenance category with separate equipment.

Major unscheduled maintenance operations have
been considered for shield section, EF coll and TF
coll replacement. Equipment will be provided even
Chough they are designed for the llfe-of-plant.

A proposed maintenance facility layout is shown

; la Figure 3'.

i The layout shows the dual entrance to the reactor
' building through which the blanket sectora will travel.

Each will have an ante-chanber for decontamination/
Isolation. Corridors connect the entrance with the
two main disassembly cells, storage vault and outer
equipment area. The smaller hot cells for first wall,
blanket module, RF grille and vacuum pump maintenance
arc also attached to the corridor network to attain a

>th flow during multiple maintenance operations.

Flgwc 3. Halateaane* Facility lavraf.
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The Initial results of a study carried out to
assess some of the technology Implications of non-D-T
fusion fuel cycles are presented. The primary emphasis
In this paper Is on D-D, catalyzed-D and D-3He fuel
cycles. Tokamaks and field-reversed mirrors have been
selected as sample confinement concepts. The tech-
nology areas considered Include first wall design
considerations, shielding requirements, fuel cycle
requirements and some safety and environmental con-
siderations. Conclusions resulting from the study
are also presented.

Introduction

This paper describes the results of an Initial
study to assess some of the fusion reactor technology
requirements of so-called "advanced" fusion fuels.
In this paper, "advanced fuels" refer to any alter-
nate fusion fuel cycle compared to the deuterium-
trltlun-llthlum fuel cycle. The basic approach of
the study was to develop representative parameters
for the distribution of reactor power into neutrons,
charged particles and electromagnetic radiation for
two sample confinement concepts. These power split
distributions were then used to examine some key
reactor technology areas such as first wall design
considerations, shielding requirements, environmental
impact of activated materials, and fuel cycle design
considerations.

Fuel Cycles and Confinement Concepts

A variety of elements other than deuterium and
tritium can undergo fusion; prominent examples include
D-D, D-3He, 3He-3He, p-6Ll, p-7Ll, D-6L1, and p - n B .
These fuels have, In varying degree, the generic
features of reduced neutron production, increased
fusion energy carried by charged particles, and the
elimination of a need for tritium breeding. On the
other hand, the combination of lower cross sections,
higher plasma temperature, lack of availability of
I O H fuels (3He), and Increased radiation losses make
efficient confinement (I.e., high energy multiplica-
tion) more difficult. A key consideration then la
whether or not the advantages are indeed sufficient
to Justify the development of alternate fuel power
plants. A quantitative evaluation of the technology
Involved must b* undertaken.

Deuterium-baaed fuels have the advantage of
operating at relatively low temperatures but involve
more neutron and tritium production via "side" D-D
reactions, tower temperature deuterium based fuels,
bsing easier to burn, are compatible with a wide range
of confinement concepts; for example, tokamaks could

' Htork supported by the U.S. Department of Energy.

*0n leave froa the University of Missouri - Rolls.

burn catalyzed deuterium and D-3He. (Catalyzed deu-
terium refers to burning deuterium such that the
reaction products of tritium and 3He are also burned
at a rate equal to its birth rate. The resulting .
energy release allows operation at lower temperatures.)
But, unfortunately, the attribute of "cleanliness" is
not as fully achieved in the deuterium-based fuels as
the more Ideal proton-based fuels. The proton fuels,
on the other hand, due to a combination of the high
temperature required and raodest energy released per
reaction, appear much harder to successfully burn,
forcing the use of more advanced confinement
approaches.

In order to study "representative" combinations
that are Illustrative of a wide variety of possible
combinations, we have selected for study a matrix of
alternate fuels along with a modest and high 6 confine-
ment systems. Since catalyzed-D is the only "self
sufficient" (only requires naturally available deu-
terium) low-temperature fuel, It is selected as the
base fuel. However, due to its potential attractive-
ness, D-3He is also considered despite the complication
of 3He breeding. Since tokamaks are presently the
most highly developed confinement system, and since they
(or at least modest 8 versions) can burn these low
temperature fuels, they are selected as a representa-
tive modest B (10-202) confinement system. (These 3
values are about a factor of two larger than predicted
by most current theories, but are considered to be
reasonable extrapolations for purpose of the study.)
Concurrently, the Field-Reversed Mirror (FRM) is se-
lected as a representative high-B (> 7031) device. This
is acceptable for the low-temperature fuels, but may
not be adequate for the higher temperature fuels where
even more Innovative confinement approaches such as
Surmac may be necessary.

Plasma Engineering Considerations

This section summarizes some of the plasma engi-
neering considerations of this study. Included Is a
brief review of the key features of example tokamak
and FRH devices for alternate fuels, as well as their
power splits.

Tokamaks

The tokamak aeta a reference standard and pro-
vides a good basis for comparison of D-T and low-
temperatures alternate fuel technology. As a part
of the present study, we have evaluated the char-
acteristics of alternate fuel tokamaka in light of
confinement scaling laws based on recent experiments,
e.g., empirical energy scaling based on PLT experiments
and on Alcator data. For example, with B * 10%, ig-
nited catalyzed deuterium and D-3He tokamaks are
approximately one-fourth the volume for Alcator scaling
as opposed to trapped Ion scaling. While these new
results are still uncertain due to uncertainties about
the accuracy of m scaling at the high temperatures
Involved . (30-40 k«V), they demonstrate a plausible
advanced-fuel tokamak approach. As an example, an



Ignited cat-D tokamak usint Alcator scaling with
8 - 10% and B o - 8.7 T would have a major radlua of
12 • and a minor radius of 4 a; tha tharaal power lavtl
la approximately 7900 MM.

An advanced fuel tokamak reactor will require
toroidal magnetic fields and plaraa currents larger
than those contemplated In design studies for D-T
tokamak reactora. The plasma current requires a large
flux swing in the ohmlc-heatlng (OK) coll system to
Initiate and sustain the plasma current. With NbTi
superconducting OH colls, which will probably be
limited to a field swing of ± 8 T, the required
area within the OH solenoid is roughly proportioned
to the desired plasma current. Similarly) a high
toroidal field requires thick superconducting TF
colls. As the central support cylinder and coll
thickness increase, the radius of curvature of the coil
Increases! which demands even more support and an even
larger coll.

A quantitative estimate of these considerations
bar been undertaken, using the magnet model1 developed
at ANL. Figure 1 shows the combinations of plasma
current and maximum toroidal field at the Inboard leg
of the coil that can be obtained for different major
radii of the tokamak. The reactor was assumed to have
an aspect ratio of 3, a burn time of 3 minutes, and
Inboard and outboard blanket and shield thickness of
0.7 m. The TF coil was assumed to operate at 4.2 K and
to have copper stabilizer and stainless steel support
material. The OH solenoid was assumed to have a mag-
netic field limit of ± 8 T and a current density of
1000 A/cm2. No particular superconductor was assumed.
The range of peak fields at the conduccor is 12 to 20 T.
This entire range for the TF magnet Is above the field
producible with NbTi, and the upper half of it is above
the field achievable with Kb3Sn. The figure is intended
to show the constraints on plasma currents and toroidal
field, Independent of the choice of superconductor.
This analysis Is Intended to establish the engineering
relationships between the allowed limits of the
toroidal field, plasma current and reactor major
radius. It Is not a physics operating point (for
example, physics constraints on the stability factor,
q, have not been considered), but rather serves as a
guide for establishing the possible range of high field

P E W FIELD ANO PLASMA CURRENT LIMITATIONS
FOR VMKWS MAJOfl RflCHI

12 13 W 17 I I
TUKHOAL FIELD (T)

tokaaak devices. Considering reasonable ranges of tha
maximum toroidal field and plasma current, aajor xadll
lesv than 12 meters are likely.

Field-Reversed Mirrors (FRM)

The FRM has been chosen as representative of
high-beta devices for advanced fuels. High-beta de-
vices are especially appropriate for advanced fuels
because high B operation can partially compensate for
the smaller reactivities of advanced fuels. Hlgh-8
operation also decreases the cyclotron power enitted
per unit volume, and it also leads to increased
reabsorption of cyclotron radiation. Consequently,
advanced fuel FRM's have for their fuel and temperature
of operation relatively small power loss due to cyclo-
tron radiation. For most energy loss mechanisms, the
energy confinement time generally increases as size
of a plasma Increases. Thus, the plasma multiplication
can be increased simply by increasing the size of the
system. Unfortunately, stability considerations limit
the radius of the FRM to a few ion gyroradil. There-
fore, the advanced fuel FBM's are not Ignited reactors.
However, despite their smal. size, the Q values of the
advanced fuel FRM's are substantial due to the assumed
near-classical diffusion in the closed field region.
Thus, advanced fuel FRM's can be categorized as small,
efficient reactors with relatively large power
densities and moderate Q.

Typical Power Splits

The power splits are affected by fuel cycle,
plasma temperature, plasma density (8 and magnetic
field strength), plasma size and plasma confinement
scaling. Table I presents the power splits for the
reference semi-catalyzed D, fully catalyzed D, and
D-3He tokamaks. Dote that the fraction of power in
neutrons is less by almost an order of magnitude for
D-3He than for semi-catalyzed D. The fraction of
power in neutrons is less by about 10% for fully-
catalyzed D than for semi-catalyzed D. This is, of
course, because the fusion product 3He is burned in
the fully-catalyzed D reactor.

The relationships among the relative power frac-
tions for the fuel cycles are not much different for
the FRM than for the tokamak, as is also illustrated in
Table Table I.

Tabla I. Power Splits for Tokamaks and FRMs

Power Splits (%)

Leaking Particles
Bremsstrahlung
Cyclotron Radiation
Neutrons

Sen

Power Splits (Z)

Leaking Particles
Charged Fusion Product!
Bremsstrahlung
Cyclotron Radiation
Neutrons

Power Splits for

il-cat-D

.20

.26

.11

.43

Cat-D

.26

.25

.11

.38

rokamaks

D-3He

.33

.46

.16

.05

Power Splits for FRMs

Cat-D

.25

.19

.18

.03

.35

D-3Hs

.24

.39

.26

.08

.03

Fig. 1. Maximum plasaa currant and toroidal fields
for alternate fuel tokaaak reactora.
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Tor purposes of technology consideration* dla-
eusssd In the next section, the nost ltnportant
parameter Is the fraction of total power carried by
neutrons. This Is relatively constant for the various
cases discussed above, thus It is possible to exanlne
. certain first vall/blanket/shleld problems without
specifying a particular type of device. This la the
general approach taken In the next section vhen the
fuel cycles arc characterized in terns of neutron power
fractions by the following representative values:

Table II. Comparison of Power Splits and Allowable
Wall Loadings for Alternate Fuel Cycles

D-T
D-D «
cat D-D "
D-3He i

x 80Z
" 40Z
x 40Z
» 1Z

Technology Considerations

This section describes some key technology con-
siderations of alternate fusion fuel cycles including
first wall design considerations, shielding require-
ments, fuel cycle considerations and environmental
considerations of activation products and tritium
handling.

Materials and First-Wall Considerations

An analysis of the impact of alternate fuel cycles
on materials selection and design considerations for
the first-wall system has been carried out. The
Investigation has focused on: (1) limitations of the
energy deposition on the surface of the first wall, (2)
sputtering and erosion of the first wall by plasma
particles, and (3) the Importance of first-wall surface
•orphology on the reflectivity of cyclotron radiation.

An Important criterion in the design of the first
wall for a D-T fueled reactor is the ability to with-
stand the high heat fluxes deposited on the surface of
the first-wall system. In a D-T fueled reactor that
operates without a divertor, transport and radiation
heat loads equivalent to approximately 25Z of the
neutron wall loading are deposited in the surface
regions of the first-wall system. Based on the esti-
mated power splits given in Table II for D-T, D-D, and
D-3He fuel cycles, the total allowable vail loading has
been calculated for a maximum surface heat flux of 0.6
MH/m2. This value was established as the design limit
for a reference stainless steel first wall of a D-T
fueled reactor. As indicated In the table, the total
wall loadings for the D-D and D-3He fuel cycles are con-
siderably less than that for the D-T fuel cycle if
allowable surface heat flux is a limiting criterion.

' Physical sputtering of the first-wall materials has
been Identified as a major Impurity source for a D-T
plasms. In general, the sputtering source term for D-T
reactor analyses have been based on sputtering yields
for a characteristic edge temperature, typically 50-1000
eV. If the characteristic edge temperature for an al-
ternate fuel cycle is higher than that for a D-T cycle
because of the higher plasma central temperature, the
•puttering yields for most wall materials will in-
crease. The importance of any Increase is dependent
c- the effect of the Impurity on the plasma per-
formance. Since the sputtering yields are produced
primarily by the fuel ions, the masses of the fuel
ions are Important. For the same ion flux to the
wall, the D-D fuel should produce a slightly lower
yield.than D-T, whereas the D-3He should produce a
significantly higher yield because of the higher mass
of 3He. Other fuel cycles with higher mass Ions
would produce correspondingly higher sputtering yields
for the same incident flux.

Power Split (Z) D-T D-D D-3He

Neutrons
Radiation

Transport

Total Wall Loading

(Ps (max) - 0.6 MH/m
2)

80
8

12

3.0

38
35

26

0.97

5
63
32

0.63

The surface morphology of the first wall is im-
portant since the reflectivity of the cyclotron radia-
tion from the wall will affect the plasma energy
balance. Although data for specific condtilons antici-
pated are limited and further work is warranted, some
general observations can be made. Macroscopic surface
roughness, for example that caused by blistering,
should not significantly affect the reflectivity of the
relatively short wave-length cyclotron radiation.
In general, Che electronic structure of metallic
surfaces should provide superior reflectivity com-
pared to that of insulators. This property may be
Important in the selection of viable first wall ma-
terials.

Neutronics Analysis

The nuclear analysis is oriented toward identify-
ing the design impact of alternate fuel cycles in
terms of (1) first wall/blanket nuclear performance,
(2) reactor shielding performance, and (3) environ-
mental effect.

Table III compares nuclear response rates In the
first wall for the following four fuel systems:
breeding DT(DT70/DT60), nonbreeding DT(DTOO), cat-D
and D-3He. It is found thaC the cat-D systems yield
relatively high nuclear heating and atomic displace-
ment rates when compared to the D-T systems that have
a neutron wall load as much as twice that of the cat-D
system. On the other hand, the radiacion damage due
to gas production Is more severe in D-T systems be-
cause the associated damage cross sections have high
threshold energies, so that the damage processes are
very sensitive to the source neutron energies. There
is a substantially smaller radiation damage burden on
the first wall in Che lean-D-3He systems. In psrticular,
the gas production races in Che D-3He systems are re-
duced by more than two-fold relative to the D-T sys-
tems.

Figure 2 shows the variation of the nuclear dose
in an epoxy-bsse magnet insulator as a function of the
bulk shield thickness for the four csndidate fuel sys-
tems. The dose variation is represented as a plant
lifetime in terms of MU-yr/m2 of the total integral
wall load. The dose limit criterion assumed is 5 x 109

red in the insulator. As an example, for a total wall
loading of 1 MH/m2 and a 30 year lifetime, D-3He case
would require about 70 cm of shielding compared to
about 1 meter for the cat-D and nonbreeding D-T case.
A D-T breeding blanket with shield would be about 1.5
meters thick.

Figure 3 represents another aspect of the de-
sign impact of the different fuel cycle systems.
Shown In the figure is the biological hazard due to
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Table III. Nuclear Radiation Re«pona« Rate« at the Hret wall

Total Wall Load (MH/m2)

Neutron Wall Load (Mf/m2)

Huclear Heating (MW/ra3)

Type 316 Stainless Steel

V-15Cr-5Ti Alloy

T14381* Alloy

Cat Production (appm/yr)

Type 316 Stainless Steel

V-15Cr-5Tl Alloy

T14381* Alloy

Atonic Displacement (dpa/yr)

Typa 316 Stainless Steel

V-15Cr-5Ti Alloy

T14381* Alloy

Neutron

GasBui

Total

Neutron
Canma

Total

Neutron
Gamma

Total

Hydrogen

Helium

Hydrogen

Heliun

Hydrogen

Helium

M70/60

1.0

0.8

3.66

5.08

8.74

1.58

2.68

4.26

1.57

2.34

3.91

451

122

214

50

174

107

9.10

8.76

Fuel

DTOO

1.0

0.8

3.62

7.28

10.90

1.80

4.30

. 6.10

1.66

3.49

5.15

427

117

205

49

169

105

10.3

10.5

Cycle

Cat-D

1.0

0.4

1.73

4.25

5.98

1.00

2.76

3.'. 6

0.87

1.89

2.76

190

50

87

21

72 '

45

7.08

7.43

D-3He

1.0

0.01

0.041

0.126

0.166

0.028

0.088

0.117

0.023

0.052

0.075

4.0

1.0

1.7

0.4

1.4

P.9

0.24

0.26

T1-4A1-2.5V-8Sn-0.5S1

Currently not available.

Inhalation <BKP.,r) associated with the blanket/
shield designs based on use of stainless steel struc-
tural material. One finds that beyond 30 yr, after
reactor shutdown, the BHFa£r In the cat-D sys-
teaia, which have softer neutron spectra than the
D-T system, exceed that of D-T. This is due to the
fact that many of long-tern radioactive isotopes, 6 3Ni
for Instance In this case, ara Induced to an appre-
ciable degree through (n,y) reactions which are
favored by low-energy neutrons. The results pre-
sented In Fit. 3 indicate how one has to reduce the
d(d,3Ke)n[2.45 MeVJ) from the fuel cycles Involving
deuterium, In order to fully exploit "clean" ad-
vanced fuel reactor designs.

Fuel Cycle Considerations

Fuel cycle scenarios have been developed for
cat-D-D and D-3He fusion reactors. A schematic of
the fuel processing cycle for catalyzed-DD Is illus-
trated In Fig. 4. Whether the reactor hes a divartor
or cot, tha exhaust from the plasma will eventually

be pumped by the vacuum system, most likely by com-
pound cryopumps. Upon regeneration of the vacuum
pumps, the fuel is then processed for chemical purifi-
cation, isotopic enrichment, storage, and refueling.
The chemical purification subsystem Is designed to
remove all condensible Impurities (CDX, D,0, N 2, etc.).
The helium is then separated from the D 2 fuel by a
falling film condenser. The possibility exists that
the helium, which Is pumped separately, may be re-
covered from the vacuum system such that it is suffi-
ciently free of tritium that it can be processed
directly. The helium la then lsotoplcally enriched and
3He la a product, which Is a valuable fuel for a D-3He
reactor. Isotopic separation of helium Isotopes appears
to be straightforward, using cryogenic distillation.2'3

Separation factors are reported higher than for cryo-
genic distillation of hydrogen isotopes.* The hydrogen
Isotopes are thus lsotoplcally distilled at 'v 20 K.
It is necessary only to remove a amall amount of the
protium as HD from the top of the column, as the
tritium Is recycled as fuel. Qualitatively, the compo-
nents of the processing cycla arc very slallar to a
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D-D(CAT)

Fig. 4. Fuel cycle schematic for cat D-D systea.

D-T fuel processing cycle' with the additional feature

of lsotoplc enrichment of heliua.

The D-3He fuel processing cycle (Fig. 5) la quite
similar to that of the D-D cycle, except that 3He is
used as a fuel and tritium is not recycled. The hydro-
gen Isotope separation unit then mist separate D-T as
veil as HD. Although deuterium is plentiful, 3He is
not. Potential sources of 3He will be discussed.

3 H e

D-3He

Fig* 5. Fuel cycle schematic foe D-3He system.

The fuel reprocessing parameters and costs for D-T,
cat-DD and D-3H« cases for a reference 2500 HHth reactor
arc shown in Table IV. The D-T and cat-DD cases have
comparable vacuum pumping requirements, which Is a major
cost Item In the fuel cycle system. The D-3Ht case has
reduced hydrogen pumping requirements but significantly
Increased He pumping requirements resulting In higher
vacuum system costs. The total fuel cycle systea costs
are very similar for all cases.

As noted previously, deuterium Is abundant while
3He Is not. Potentially available U.S. resources of 3He
are estimated to be 200-500 kg.6 A 2500 HHth D-3He
reactor would burn 330 g/day or 120 kg/yr. Since
natural resources of 3He are not sufficient, the fuel
must be supplied either from a D-D reactor or from
decay of tritiisn.

A 25G0 HHth reactor burning no 3He will produce
244 g of 3He per day. This is not sufficient to supply
one comparable D-3He reactor. Further, since some 3He
will be burned In the cat-DD reactor, the support ratio
will be leas than * 0.5.

Another potential source is tritium decay. To
produce 120 kg/yr of 3He, a tritium inventory of 2150
kg is required. A storage facility for this amount of
tritium is estimated to cost 200 million dollars. Such
large Inventories of tritium are clearly a major con-
cern. The source of tritium production could be from
D-T reactors. Assuming the excess tritium breeding
ratio is 0.1, it: would require about 170 D—T reactors
to produce enough 3He by tritium decay for one D-3He
reactor of the-same power level. This obviously is
too low a ratio of D-3He to D-T reactors to be of any
interest. It is clear that utilization of D-3He re-
quires the use of D-D reactors as a source of 3He,
and even then one will probably require at least two
D-D reactors for every D-3He reactor of the same power
level.

Safety Considerations

The presence of tritium is one of the safety
hazards under consideration. The total tritium inven-
tory varies depending on the fuel combination involved.
A typical 2500 MWth D-T system would require 8000 g of
tritium inventory, cat-DD 100 g, and D-3He only 10 g.
Of those totals the amount of tritium considered to be
vulnerable is 2000 g for D-T, about 20 g for cat-DD
and about 2 g for D-3He. The vulnerable positions are
that part of the tritium which could conceivably be re-
leased In the case of an accident. Even with inven-
tories as low as a few grams, some type of emergency
tritium cleanup system will be required.

The Induced radioactivities In the first wall and
the structural materials In the blanket and shield are
the other major sources of radioactivity presently
being considered. Several candidate materials have
been considered for all three fuel systems. The
candidate materials considered are 316 stainless steel,
Ti 4381 and V-15Cr-5Ti alloys. The normalized activi-
ties (Ci/MWth) of these alloys have been calculated
for preliminary alternate fuels design conditions both
during reactor operation (from 1 second to 2 years)
and following reactor shutdown (from time zero to 1000
years).

The atmospheric (x/Q) dispersion of tritium and
of structural material was examined for a hypothetical'
accident based on a short-term uniform release from
• point source. A simple model Is utilized In order to
compare the relative external dose from the candidate
alloys dispersed In a Gaussian plume. The Impact of
tritium leaking from the reactor building following a
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Table IV. for Alternate Fusion Kiel

Thermal Power - 2500 MH(th)

Reference D-T

Cst-SD
(burn 1/2 of 3He)

D-3Be (lean D)

Fractional
Burnup

D

.05

.05

.10

*

a

•He

-

50

05

Fuel Burned
Per day (g)

D

230

654

221

T

345

*

-

3H.

-

89.2

331

1

2

4

Required Pumping
Speed (m3/«)

HOT

.8 x 1&*

.6 x 10*

.6 x 103

He

9.5 x 102

9.8 x 102

l.B x 10*

Tritium
Re-
covery

2.0

0.0

0.0

System

13.3

31.4

27.9

Cost

Fuel
Pro-
cessing

14.8

4.8

4.0

(SH)

Emergency
Air

Detritiatlon

7.1

4.9

3.9

Total

37.

40.

35.

2

9

8

Recycled.

hypothetical accident was alao calculated using the
same methodology.

The relative external doses due to a given struc-
tural material In different advanced fuel systems being
volatlzed by a hypothetical reactor accident and its
leaking out of containment Is shown for 316 stainless
•teel In Fig. 6. The same information could have
been plotted for the other candidate materials', but
they are generally similar, except the values are
approximately an order of magnitude lover for the
vanadium alloy.

Based on the results, the cat-DD system produces
higher total external doses following a hypothetical
accident than does a D—T system; vhile the D-3He sys-
tem produces much lower doses. The relative doses for
D-T compared to D-3!le are about 10 times as great for
316 SS, 35 times for the vanadium alloy and about 60
times for the titanium alloy. The impact of the
absolute value, of these doses relates to the size of
exclusion boundary that would be required around a
fusion power plant.

JO8

ra10

«>*

I I M.l|

•APPROXIMATE LEVEL FOR
ESTABLISHING EXCLUSION
RADIUS (CORRESPONDS TO - •
20 rim/2 hr)

I I I ILl lL I I I I I I I

K>2 K>S K>4 K?
DISTANCE FROM REACTOR, m

Fig. 6. Relative external doses for alternate fuel
system.

The relative effect of the vulnerable tritium
inventory in the reactor building was also calcu-
lated for each of the advanced fuels systems. The
normalized activities of tritium would be 7.7 x 103

Ci/MWth for D-T, 77 Ci/MWth for cat-DD, and 7.7 Ci/
MWth for D-3He. The activity of tritium when com-
pared to the activity of structural material is gen-
erally quite small. The external whole body tritium
doses from the plume at 200 meters from the reactor
and at one hour following an accident would be 1.9 x
10~9 rem/s-Mtfth for D-T, 1.9 x 1O"11 for cat-DD, and
1.9 x 10~12 for D-3He. The whole body doses due to
tritium compared to the doses due to structural ma-
terials are small (on the order of 0.10 percent).

Conclusions

Based on this initial study, the following pre-
liminary conclusions are developed:

1. Radiation damage parameters (atomic displace-
ments and gas production rates) are reduced by about
two orders of magnitude for D-3He compared to D-T for
the same total wall loading. D-D offers about a factor
of two reduction compared to D-T.

2. For cyclic fusion concepts, surface heat
loading limitations reduce the total wall loading by
a factor of three for D-D and a factor of five for
D-3He compared to D-T. (Alternate fuels are probablv
better suited ta steady-state fusion concepts.)

3. Surface roughing will probably not signifi-
cantly reduce reflection of cyclotron radiation; there
is very little experimental data.

4. The use of low-Z, non-conducting surfaces
(e.g., oxide coatings) may not be acceptable, thus,
perhaps, making impurity control more difficult for
alternate fuels.

5. Shielding requirements (e.g., thicknesses)
are reduced by about a factor of two for D-3He compared
to D-T. There Is little advantage for D-D compared
to D-T for the same total wall loading.

6. Maintenance for any deuterium-based fuel
cycle will probably have to be by remote methods.

7. Long-term BHP for activated material for D-D
Is similar to D-T. After about 100 years, the
difference between D-3He and D-T Is saall for stainless
steel structural materials.
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6. The trltlun throughput for D-D la about a
factor of IS leaa than for D-T for the sa*e total
•over. For cat-DD, the reduction la 100 over D-T.
For D-3He, the reduction Is about 1000.

9. There la little difference In the total coat
- of the fuel handllnr/vacuua ajratea between D-T, D-D
and D-3He.

10. The only feasible source of 'He aecma to be
a D-D reactor; support ratios of D-3He to D-D will be
at least 1:2.

11. D-3Hc reactors ulll result In lower doses
(10-100X lower) under possible reactor accident condi-
tions compared to D-T, but D-D reactors nay produce
higher total external doses compared to D-T.
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1. Introduction

It has long been recognized by the fusion comnunlty
that provisions must be made for remote maintenance for
all tokamak reactor components inside the toroidal field
(TF) colls (e.g. first wall, blanket, bulk shield, etc.).
This does not imply, however, that all maintenance-
related operations have to be carried out by remote
means. For example, chere is much equipment located in
the reactor building outside the TF coils that has to
be maintained. Furthermore, there are nany operations
such as planning, viewing, connects/disconnects, and
adjustment of maintenance equipment positions that can
be made inside the reactor containment building exte-
rior to the TF coils.

Therefore, a critical issue that has to be resolved
In developing a complete maintenance plan for the next
generation of experimental tokamak reactors such as ETF
and IHTOR is whether there is a net benefit from design-
ing the reactor for human access into the reactor floor
within a short time (a few hours to one day) after shut-
doun so that some maintenance operations can be carried
out in contact and/or semi-remote mode. From mainte-
nance plan standpoint, the benefit from personnel access
is primarily a reduction in tha total downtime and hence
an improvement In the reactor availability. The princi-
pal penalty Is an Increment in the capital cost for the
additional shield that is required above and beyond that
necessary for radiation protection of the reactor
components.

This paper presents the results of an attempt to
develop an understanding of the various factors in-
volved. This work was performed as a part of the task
assigned to one of the expert groups on the Interna-
tional Tokanak Reactor (INTOR). However, the results
of this investigation are believed to be generally
applicable to the broad class of the next generation of
experimental tokamak facilities such as ETF.

The shielding penalties for requiring personnel
access are quantified in Sec. 2. This is followed by
a quantitative estimate of the benefits associated with
personnel access in Sec. 3. Section 4 compares the
penalties to the benefits and develops conclusions and
recommendations on resolving the issue.

2. penalties of Personnel Access

In the absence of penetrations, a properly designed
magnet (bulk) shield Is capable of reducing the biologi-
cal doss in the reactor hall to tl mrem/hr within 24 hr
after shutdown. This dose level permits a person to
work continuously (40 hr/wk) without exceeding the ICRP

guides for occupational exposure. The presence of najor
penetrations such as those for neutral beams, divertors,
and vacuum pumping results, however, in substantial
radiation streaming into the reactor building.1 This
will result in strong activation of the equipment
located at the outer end of the penetration (e.g. bean
injector components and walls), reactor building liner,
reactor support frame, overhead cranes, pololdal coil,
located outside the bores of the TF colls, and all
equipment located in the reactor building. For the pre-
liminary INTOR design concept in the presence of 0.8-a
diameter beam ducts, detailed calculations resulted In
the following estimates of the biological dose in the
reactor building.

Time After Shutdown

0
12 hr
1 day
1 wk
1 no
6 mo

Dose (arem/hr) Outside
the In-fector Walls

6 x 106
4 x 10"1

2 x 101*
1 x 1011

1 x 10"
3 x 103

Author's work performed during stay at Georgia
Institute of Technology and supported by the
Georgia Power Company,

Such a biological dose is too high to permit personnel
access for any reasonable period of tlae.

For personnel access to be feasible, additional
shielding must be provided to prevent radiation stream-
ing into components located in the reactor building.
Our objective here la to make an approximate estimate
of the cost of this additional shield. To do this one
must define an acceptable biological dose and a method
of shielding.

The ICRP rules limit the maximum individual occupa-
tional exposure to 1.25 rea/quarter. This translates
into a dose limit of 2.5 arem/hr to a person working the
entire quarter on 40 hr/wk basis. Another quasi-legal
principle is to reduce the dose as low as reasonably
achievable (AUA). A measure of environmental impact
that is presently receiving much attention la the total
cumulative dose to the entire work force. Prudent prac-
tices require keeping the total cumulative dose (person-
rems) u low as possible. Our evaluation suggests that
for the purpose of gaining human access the design tar-
get should be to reduce the biological dose In the reac-
tor building to <L arem/hr within 24 hr after shutdown.

One theoretical method of reducing the biological
dose in the reactor building is to employ materials (for
constructing all component* outside the bulk shield)
that do not transmute under neutron irradiation to radio-
isotopes with half-lives longer than a few minutes or
hours. In practice, there is no suitable material to
serve this purpose.

Radiation shielding is the only effective means of
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llalclng the biological dose rat* In the reactor build-
ing. There are two methods of shielding againit radia-
tion streaming from penetrations. The first Is to
employ a shield plug that completely closes each pene-
tration at all times the neutron production is not
zero. The principal difficulty here la that the func-
tional requirements of some penetrations require chat
chese penetration! be open during part of or all of
the plasma startup and burn times. For example, n*u-
tral beam injection during the startup is accompanied
with a substantial neutron yield from the heated plas-
ma. Furthermore, if ItiTOR has to be driven, beam In-
jection will also be neceessry during the peak power
portion of the plasma burn. It is not clear at pres-
ent whether vacuum pumping (for the plasma chamber)
during the plasma bum will be necessary. Holes for
divertors, if a divertor is mad, will of course have
to remain open during the plasma burn.

The only shielding option whose viability is not
subject to uncertainty Is a local excerior shield that
surrounds all penetrations and functional end equipment
(I.e. equipment located at the outer end of Che pene-
tration such as a vacuum pump, beam injector, or a
detector). This shield is always reauired for radia-
tion protection of reactor components, but the magni-
tude of radiation attenuation it has to provide is
larger if personnel access into Che reactor building
after shutdown is to be permitted. Multidimensional
transport calculations and nuclear analysis effort car-
ried out for INTOE shows that Che largest and most
costly requirement for personnel access is the addi-
tional shield around che functional end equiprant.
The largest portion of this shield is that required
for the beam injectors because of their large size and
che correspondingly large excerior surface area that
has to be covered. A reactor system in which the
opening of the neutral beam ducc ac the first vail is
0.8 m in diameter was analyzed. The beam duct was
assumed to have a uniform cross section and connected
to Che beam Injector at a location that is 3 m away
from the first wall. The size of the beam Injector
was taken to be 10 m long, 6 m wide, and 6 m high.
Based on previous studies for experimental power reac-
tors, this system is roughly within che range of whac
can be expected for INTOR. For this system, it was
found Chat i50-cm thick shield providing radiation
attenuation and Induced activation characteristics
similar to that of a mixture of stainless steel and
boron carbide plus lead need to surround the exterior
surfaces of the beam injectors In order to reduce che
biological dose rate in the reactor building below
1 mrem/hr within 24 hr after shutdown. This biologi-
cal doae rate varies with time after shutdown as fol-
lows (for a neutron wall load of 1.6 MW/m2):

Time After Shutdown

0
12 hr
1 day
1 vk
1 mo
6 mo

Dose (mrem/hr)

350
14
0.8
0.3
0.2S
0.09

These calculations were mads for an operating period of
3 mo, but It should be noticed that the level of radio-
activity reaches t50Z of the maximum after only a few
days of operation.

An Important conclusion obtained In the course of
chis assessment Is that the us* of the so-called "low-
activation" materials such as aluminum arc not useful
for shielding components in the reactor building for
several reasons-. (1) the activity of 2l*M*, produced la
aluminum (half-life tl5 hr) requires several days of
decay to reach an Insignificant level; (2) aluminum Is

a poor neutron attenuator; therefore, for the same thick-
ness of material a higher neutron leakage will obtain,
leading to higher activation of building liner, struc-
tural torque frame, etc.; and (3) aluminum Is a poor
attenuator for gamma rays; therefore, more decay gammas
from deeper regions of the shield will reach Its surface
and escape into the reactor building.

Penetrations with cross-section area smaller than
those of che neutral beam will require less shield
(smaller thicknesa) around their funcclonal end equip-
menc. The duccs for vacuum pumping (plasma chamber
evacuation) will have roughly the sane cross-section
area as the ducts for neutral beams except that the
ability to bend the vacuum pumping ducts significantly
reduces radiation screaming.

Table I shows a summary of che cost of shield
required around Che funcdonal end equipmenc of che
various types of peentrationa. Approximately 80Z of
this cost Is attributed to the requiremenc of personnel
access. These cose estimates are based on a unit cose
of $70,000/m3 of the shield (vl2$/kg for physical den-
sity of 5800 kg/m3). This cost includes material, fab-
rication, and cooling expenses. Other relevant assump-
tions are indicated in the table.

The largest cost item is that of the shield around
the beam injectors because of the large surface area
around each injector. The shield for the vacuum pumps
is included in Table I and it is assumed chaC no diver-
tor is Incorporated. The total coat of che additional
shield strictly required for permitting personnel access
is t<B9 MS. This is the cost penalty of personnel access.

It muse be noticed that this shield cost penalty is
very sensitive to certain technology choices as indi-
cated in Table II. For example, if a divertor is Incor-
porated Che divercor shield increment accributed to per-
sonnel access is estimated to be T.38 M$. The use of rf
heating Instead of neutral beam reduces the cost of
shielding significantly for several reasons: (1) the
feasibility of making bends in rf ducts; (2) larger
power density per unit area ac che firsc wall makes rf
ducts smaller than those for neutral beams; and (3) the
flexibility in geometrically locating che rf generator.
Notice that the use of negacive ion deuterium sources
(all calculations above are based on D+) will also
result in a significant reduction in the cost of the
shield. If rf heating is used and no divertor is
employed the total cose penalty of shield for personnel
access is only 48 H$ compared to 120 MS for the neutral
beam/dlvertor case.

3. Incencives for Personnel Access

In Sec. 2 the penalties of the additional shielding
to permit personnel access were examined. In this sec-
tion the benefits that can be obtained from enabling
maintenance personnel to enter the reactor building with-
in 24 hr after shutdown are assessed. The two general
maintenance scenarios considered her* ire: all-remote
and contact/partial-remote. The maintenance scenario
has been developed in enough detail to provide estimated
failure frequency and maintenance plan data for major
reactor components.

The areas of the reactor building that have been
considered for contact or partial-remote (this can also
be described at contact assisted remote) maintenance
Include all accessible components or system* that are
external to the reactor main (bulk) shield. This gene-
rally includes instrumentation and control diagnostics,
cooling systems, power leads, and the tritium recovery
system as veil as a portion of the maintenance opera-
tions on many components inside the shield. Both the
all-ramote and th* contact/partlal-ramot* maintenance
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TABIE I. Cost of Shield for Personnel Access

Component with
Penetration

Neutral beams

Diagnostic

Vacuua puaps

Other*

TOTAL

Cost of Shield Around
End Equipment

(Based on 70 KS/m3)

80 MS

12 MS

21 H$

10 MS

123 M$

Cost of Portion
of Shield for

Personnel Access

65 MS

a

16 M$

8 M$

89 MS

Reaarks

7 injectors (each Is 10 * 6 * 6 m 3)

SO detectors (each li 1 » 1 « 1 i !)

30 vacuum ducts (2 puaps per duct)

aThe shield around the Instrumentation and control "end equipment" appears to be always required
for radiation protection of this equipment from background radiation.

TABLE II. Effect of Technology Choices on Cost
of Shield for Personnel Access

Neutral

Neutral

Option

beams,

beams,

rf (or D ~ ) , no

divertor

no divertor

divertor

Total Cost of
for Personnel

120

89

48

M$

M$

M$

Shield
Access

TABLE 111. Comparison of Time Required
to Perform Typical Tasks

aThe cost of the shield for the divertor can be much
larger than what is assumed here, depending on the
particular divertor concept considered.

external to the reactor main (bulk) shield. This gene-
rally includes instrumentation and control diagnostics,
cooling systems, power leads, and the tritium recovery
system as well as a portion of the miantenance opera-
tions on many coaponents inside the shield. Both the
all-remote and the contact/partial-remote maintenance
schemes are strongly design-sensitive and will require
continuing attention during the machine conceptual
design phase for proper implementation.

3.1 Contact and Partial-Remote Maintenance

The three major maintenance operation methods are
contact, all-remote, and partial-remote. A wide range
of partial-remote operations can exist between the con-
tact and all-remote extremes and this Is Che area in
which many of the INTOR maintenance operations may fall
if adequate shielding is provided.

Contact maintenance is defined as the use of direct
hands-on or conventional techniques including hand-held
and guided tools to repair or maintain components or
systems. Maintenance operations aay include: inspec-
tion, damage assessement, and repair for forced outages
as well as scheduled operations in connection with pre-
ventive maintenance.

All-remote maintenance operations are those which
must be accomplished without the benefit of any human
assistance within the Immediate area of operation. The
actual tasks are performed by manipulators (some with
force feedback) or by special tools and fixtures which
say be guided or assisted by manipulators sr cranes.
These operation* generally require 8 to 500 times
longer to perform foe same task than with contact work.
Table III, taken from a recent remote systems seminar,2

compares the time to perform various remote tasks with
contact work.

In the case where some personnel access is availa-
ble (a.g't during the period when all shielding is In

Two-armed man
Dnsulted
Suited

Mechanical K/S
Two-arm
One-arm

One-arm EMM
Position control8

Switch control8

Crane -
Impact wrench8

LASLa

1

8
16

80
480

>500

MITb

1
—

8-10

40-50
80-100

=•100

NASA0

1

8
16

64
640

>600

MBAd

1
8

8

55

>500

CEAe

1

2-8f

10-30
50-100

>100

aBased on installing bolt and lifting sling.

Based on eight definitive tasks.

Based on analysis and literature survey.

Based on typical valve changeout.
eBased on variety of extensive tasks using different
manipulators.

Multiply by 1.4 for untrained operators.

% o force feedback.

place, but preparations are in progress for unshielded
remote work) partial-remote maintenance may be carried
in order to minimize the time lost with all-remote opera-
tions. Varying amounts of contact maintenance opera-
tions can be performed on different components depending
on the design of the equipment and the task Involved.
Those operations sometimes called "semi-remote" (includ-
ing long-handled tools and temporary or shadow shields)
are Included in the partial-remote category for purposes
of this analysis.

3.2 Utilisation of Partial-Kernota Maintenance on IHTOB

Operations at fission reactors provide many exam-
ples of partial-remote maintenance. The use of long-
handled tools in veter-shlelded pools allows significant
savings in time ana optical equipment. Temporary or
shadow shields and special tools are frequently utilized
for maintenance tasks such as changing filters.

An example of a partial-remote maintenance task on
a fusion reactor with adequate biological shielding to
provide personnel access toon (say 24 hr) after shutdown
is as follows: An Ion source on a neutral beam injector
has failed. The neutral beam assesfely is shielded but
the Ion sourci is separately shielded and detachable
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along with It* ahlald. Electrical and cooling aervlcea
are supplied through the shield and have conventional
external disconnects. As soon as allowable after shut-
down, maintenance personnel enter the reactor building
and disconnect the electrical and cooling auppllea as
well aa the Ion source shield structural faatenera.
Tooling and fixtures are sat up locally for the actual
source reaoval operation. The personnel temporarily
move to a safe distance or bchiad a shadow shield while
the resote or seal-remote equipment m o v e s the source
and shield assembly and reinaerts a new aourca and
shield assembly. A temporary shielding cover Is placed
over any exposed radioactive portions of the removed
ion source and shield assembly. After shielding is in
place, maintenance personnel can reapproach the neutral
bean and complete the ion source hookup. Alternatively,
the entire change-out could be accomplished by personnel
utilizing shadow shielding and long-handled tools and/or
cranes. About 252 of the original remote work remains.

Significant savings in tine, complexity of reactor
components, disconnects, and remote equipnent can be
realized when compared to an all-remote operation.
Many other opportunities exist for more efficient oper-
ations by use of partial remote operations on shielded
reactor components such as cryopumps, control and in-
strumentation diagnostics, divertors, etc.

3.3 Utilization of Contact Maintenance on INTOR

Obviously, the greatest maintenance time savings
occur when an all-remote operation can be replaced by a
contact maintenance operation. If areas exterior to
the reactor shield csn be made available by peraonnel
access about 24 hr after reactor shutdown, a number of
very difficult remote operations are eliminated.

Control and instrumentation diagnostic components
external to the shield represent a class of maintenance
casks which can be rather trivial under a contact main-
tenance scenario but which will create challenging
design and operational problems if remote manipulations
are required. Replacement or repair of degraded optics
and vacuum Isolation valves are typical tasks. Diag-
nostic modification and realignment are tasks which
generally require excellent viewing capabilities and an
extremely delicate touch. Examples are laser optics
and photo-diode replacements. Considerable equipment
and time savings are possible if these maintenance jobs
are contact. Many reactor control or instrumentation
components require shielding for self-protection great-
ly complicating the inspection, repair, and replacement
tasks with all-remote operations.

Breakdown of remote maintenance equipment can also
create serious operational problems and add to reactor
downtime. These breakdowns will usually occur during
remote operations and therefore require special recov-
ery equipment and design provisions. Each remote oper-
ation must be examined to identify equipment failure
modes. Generally, a shielded area muat be provided to
which failed remote equipnent can be moved for hands-on
maintenance. Failing this, additional remote equipment
must be provided. Reducing the number of remote opera-
tions required obviously will raduce these tasks.

3.4 Inspection. Damage Assaaaement. and Repair

An important issue, which is difficult to quantify,
relates to the amount of time required to Identify
reactor equipment: problems. Closely related is the In-
spection of components to head off failure. When these
tasks must be accomplished remotely, they will be
forced to rely on remote viewing devices and considera-
bly augmented instrumentation.

One source3 states that localization and Isolation

functions related to corrective maintenance of elec-
tronic equipment genrally account for 60S! of the total
expended maintenance tine. The proportion of downtime
required to troubleshoot mechanical equipment is also a
relatively large percentage of the total repair time.

Accomplishing the above tasks remotely will add
significantly to the time involved. Television viewing
Is required In most esses since reactor equipment will
be located in obscured positions and at relatively
large distances from any shielding viewing windows that
could be provided in the reactor building. TV systems
should certainly provide depth perception in order to
compensate the lack of all other Human senses in a
remote environment. With only remote viewing and In-
strumentation as an aide to fault identification and
troubleshooting, considerable additional maintenance
time should be expected.

Remote repair operations can actually creete addi-
tional maintenance work due to unexpected incidents
such as twist-off of bolts, cross-threading of fasten-
ers, and the dropping of delicate parts. Many remote
handling design techniques exist to help offset these
problems, but the design solutions are often costly.

3.5 Impact of Use of Contact/Partial-Remote
Maintenance

In order to quantify some of the expected benefits
of utilizing contact/partial-remote maintenance where
possible on the proposed INTOR reactor, an analysis of
the data for an all-remote maintenance scenario devel-
oped earlier for INTOR was undertaken. Components,
downtimes, manpower estimates, and personnel exposure
times were examined in as much depth as possible at
this eerly stage of the concept.

Maintenance plan data are categorized into sched-
uled and unscheduled maintenance period! depending on
expected failure frequency, importance of the equipment
to continued reactor operation, and redundancy provided.
A preventive maintenance scenario of scheduled quar-
terly 28-day downtimes and scheduled 2-day weekly down-
time (for 32 wk) is then pursued.

The critical path quavcerly maintenance itema are
shown in Table IV. All-rcaote downtimes are compared
with contact/partial-remote downtimes expected. Con-
tact/partial-remote times are calculated from all-
remote time estimates using divisors derived from
remote handling experience, Including o'&ca shown in
Table III. The divisors chosen Include considerable
conservatiam to ensure that time aavings are not over-
estimated. The basic factor chosen is that a 5 to 1
reduction exists between an all-remote job and an all-
contact one.

The blanket recoating operation all-remote down-
time, estimated aa IB days, is divided by 1.43 to
reflect the fact that only a portion of this operation
can be dona in the contact mode. This Implies that
138Z of the remote work can be replaced by contact
work. The downtime for the new contact/partial-remote
operation la therefore 12.6 days and the time saved is
obviously 5.4 daya. Of the 12.6 daya now required for
this task, 1.35 days (lit) are accomplished by contact
work. Thus, a major portion of the downtime on this
job is still accomplished In the remote mode. These
proportions were chosen from a preliminary analysis of
the operations for this maintenance task.

A similar approach la uaad for the second critical
path Item shown, replacing llmlter plates. A portion
of these first two tasks shown In Table IV la aaeuaved
to be accomplished In parallel and the entire experi-
ment exchange task is assumed to ba completed while the
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TABLE IV. IMTOR Quartarlv Pravantatlva Halntanaca
Downtime (Critical Path)

1

Blanket - withdrawn
four sectors and recoac
walls

Llmlters - replace 8
places from 2 sectora

Experiment exchange -
replace 3 first-wall/
blanket modules

All Remote

\ Total
Downtime
(days)

18

8

8

Maintenance equipment
downtime (average)

Shutdown i startup :

TOTALS

Quarterly downtime assumed

Net
Downtime
(days)

18

6

0

0.4

1.0

25.4

28.0

Fartlal-
Reaote

Net
Downtime
(days)

12.6

1
3.6

0 j

0.1 ,

i
1.6

17.9

18.0

other tasks were in progress. A total of 19 other
quarterly or annually acheduled maintenance items are
Identified, but all are of shorter duration than criti-
cal path items and can be performed in parallel. Thus,
the net downtima shown are used to calculate contact/
partial-remote times for these pacing items. Finally,
additional downtime is allowed for maintenance equip-
ment failures and shutdown and startup of the reactor.
A total quarterly downtime of 28 days for the all-remote
mode and 18 daya for the contact/partial-remote method
la assumed from these estimates.

The weakly maintenance plan Includes two items:
neutral bean ion sources and dlvertor bombardment
plates. Both systems can be serviced in parallel dur-
ing the one-day downtime available under the all-remote
maintenance plan. With the contact/partial-remote mode,
these weekly Items are conpletcd in 9.6 hr using a
divisor of 2.5. As discussed In the example previously
given, ^25Z of the original remote work remains. The
total weekly downtime is 48 hr for either maintenance
node.

Since no downtime reduction la predicted for weekly
scheduled maintenance under the contact/partial-remote
icheae, the savings per quarter is 10 days for a total
of 40 days per year.

In a similar manner, Che estimates of manpower for
the all-remote maintenance plan were uaed to calculate
manpower saved when using the contact/partial-remote
maintenance scheme. Since contact work In the reactor
building will add to personnel radiation dose, the num-
ber of contact man-days Is also calculated.

The savings in the unscheduled downtime per oper-
ating year la estimated aa SO days. Manpower la saved
at the rata of 416 man-days per operating year (24-hr
days). Contact work accomplished will require 104 man-
days per operating ytar.

Two maintenance plans war* analyzed for IMT0R.
The first employs ell-resets maintenance operations and
requiraa no access to the reactor building at any time

during the uaeful life of the facility. The other Is
baaed on a partially-remote plan that combines remote,
seml-reaotc, and contact operations In specific main-
tenance tasks. The semi-remote and contact operations
are limited to components that are located outside Che
magnet bulk shield. Examples are inatrumentation and
control equipment, coolant lines, and power leada.
Maintenance tasks on components inside the bulk shield
envelope were assumed to be carried out remotely with
the benefit of semi-remote or contact operations for
some of the preparatory work (e.g. coolant lines and
power leads disconnects/reconnect) when all shield Is
in place. A reasonably conservative, but preliminary,
analysis shows that for most of the critical path main-
tenance tasks i<63% of the operations in the all-remote
scenario remain as fully remote while the other 372 can
be performed by contact or semi-remote means.

A major requirement of the partially-remote plan is
for maintenance personnel to gain access into the reac-
tor building a short time after shutdown to work in the
reactor hall regions located outside the toroidal-field
magnets. Multidimensional radiation transport calcula-
tions and nuclear analysis shows that additional shield
is required around all functional equipment located at
the outer end of all penetrations such as those for
beam injection, vacuum pumping, dlvertors, and diagnos-
tics. The amount, characteristics, and cost of this
additional shield to reduce the biological dose rate in
the reactor building to <1 mren/hr at 24 hr after shut-
down were determined.

It was assumed that the radiation level la the only
factor that determines the feasibility of human access
into the reactor building. Therefore, it was Implicitly
assumed that: (1) the environment of the reactor build-
ing is not contaminated with tritium, or more specifi-
cally maintenance personnel are not required to use
breathing apparatus that could severely reduce their
productivity; and (2) the environment of the reactor
building during maintenance periods is normal air which
implies that either the reactor building is not evacu-
ated under normal operation or, alternatively, it can
be repressurlzed within the 24-hr period allowed for
radiaotlve decay.

Table V presents a summary of the significant dif-
ferences between no special shield/no personnel access
plan and the partlally-remotc/additional shield/ person-
nel access plan. The conclusions from this comparative
assessment are:

(1) The partially-remote plan significantly reduces
the maintenance downtime (scheduled plus unscheduled)
by ^120 days per operating year relative to the all-
remote plan. Therefore, the estimated reactor availa-
bility of 0.285 for the all-maintenance plan increases
to 0.38 for the partially-remote plan. This 33Z
improvement in availability la the most significant
potential benefit of the partially-remote/additional
shield/personnel access scenario.

(2) The economic penalty of the partially-remote
plan is the capital coat of the additional shield
around the beam injectors, vacuum pumps, and other
functional equipment located at the outer end of pene-
trations. Assuming neutral .beams are used for plasma
supplementary heating and no divertor is Incorporated
the cost of material, fabrication, and cooling of this
additional shield Is estimated to bt ^ 9 MS when eh*
most efficient shielding materials arc used. The
merits and disadvantages vt employing cheaper but less
efficient shielding materials such as borated water
and concrete have not been evaluated but could possi-
bly reduce the shield cost penalty. If the capital
cost of IHTOH. is in the range of 800 MS to 1 1$, than
the 89 MS for the additional shield represents an in-
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ote and Partially—Remote
(with Peraonnel Aeceee)

Saving* In downtime, days per operating year

Reactor availability, Z

Manpower requirements:

Total person-hr per calendar year

Radiation person-hr per calender year

Cost item*, M?:

Capital cost of remote maintenance equipment

Maintenance labor cost per calendar year

Cose of additional shield for personnel,
access with neutral beams and no dlvertor !

All Remote

0.0

28.5

57,288

0.0

50

19

0.0

Partial Remote
(with Personnel Access)

120

38

49,443

1,963

45

16.5

89

Increase in radiation exposure due to personnel ; 0.0 • 2.0
access (person-rem per calendar year)

crement in the capital investment of the facility in
the range of i9Z to 11Z.

(3) With the lack of an established cost-benefit
analysis methodology, there are sufficiently convincing
arguments that suggest the use of the ratio of the capi-
tal cost to availability as a comparative figure for
experimental facilities such as INTOR. The cost per
unit benefit for INTOR with the partially-remote/ addi-
tional shield/personnel access scenario is i<17% lower
than that with the all-remote/no-speclal shield/ no-
access maintenance plan.

(4) Another way to quantify the benefits of the
partially-remote plan is to examine the impact on the
allowable failure frequency and the required redundancy
for the individual reactor components. Since for e
given failure the partially-remote acenario requires
l*ns downclac for repair or replacement than the all-
remote plan the failure frequency can be allowed to be
higher for the former for a fixed target availability.
Alternatively, the required level of redundancy with
the all-remote can be substantially reduced with the
partially-remote plan. Examining the allowable failure
frequencies for Individual reactor components in the
all-remote plan shows that they can be increased by
•v40Z for the pertially-remote plan.

(5) The cost of the additional shield for personnel
access is sensitive to particular technology choices.
If a divertor is incorporated on INTOR the coat of the
additional shield Increases from 89 M$ to M.20 M$.
Replacing neutral beams with rf beating reduces the cost
of this shield from 89 M$ to o48 MS.

(6) Since it is impossible to reduce the biological
dose in the reactor building to zero, maintenance, per-
sonnel working In the reactor building will receive a
radiation dose. The additional shield considered for
the partially-remote plan is sufficient to reduce the
total cumulative dose to all maintenance personnel to
•v2 person-rem/calendar year. This is more than two
orders of magnitude lower than the radiation exposure
to maintenance personnel in current flslon facilities.

(7) The partially-remote maintenance plan has
favorable impact on reactor facility design require-
ments, capital cost of maintenance equipment, and
labor cost.

(8) Research and development requirements for main-
tenance equipment are extensive for both the all-remote
and partially-remote maintenance scenarios. However,
the risks in the maintenance equipment development ap-
pear to be somewhat less for the partially-remote plan.

Important recommendations derived from the above
conclusions are:

(1) The most attractive maintenance scenario appears
to be the one that combines contact, semi-remote, and
remote operations so as to achieve an optima benefit-to-
cost ratio for the experimental facility. Finding this
optimum should be a key area that must be addressed, In
all its aspects, in the INTOR development effort.

(2) The space In the reactor hall inside the reac-
tor containment building but outside the main bulk mag-
net shield should be designed for personnel access
within one day after shutdown. Material choices and
design options that achieve this goal at a minimum cost
should be comprehensively investigated. The feasi-
bility of shield plugs for the major penetrations
should be closely examined.

(3) Alternatives to technology choices requiring
very large penetrations such as neutral beams and
divertors should be seriously examined.

(4) The tradeoffs between the location of the vac-
uum boundary and maintenance plan should be investigated.
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SAFETY OF SUPERCONDUCTING FUSION MAGNETS: TWELVE FROBLEH AREAS*

Larry R. Turner

Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, Illinois 60439

Summary

Twelve problem areas of superconducting aagneta
for fusion reaction arc described. Then are: Quench
Detection and Energy Dump, Stationary Normal Region
of Conductor, Current Leads, Electrical Arcing, Elec-
trical Shorti, Conductor Joints, Forces from Unequal
Currents, Eddy Current Effects, Crjrostat Rupture,
Vacuua Failure, Fringing Field and Instrumentation for
Safety• Priorities among these areas are suggested.

Introduction

This report calls attention to twelve areas re-
quiring further study for the safety of fusion magnets.
It is based largely on the experience of the ANL Super-
conducting Magnet Croup. The discussion deals directly
with tokamak toroidal field (TF) coils, cryostable,
cooled by pool boiling helium, with NbTl superconductor
and copper stabilizer. Each of the twelve areas is dis-
cussed under the five subheadings: Identification and
Definition, Possible Effects on Safety, Current Prac-
tice, Adequacy of Current Practice for Fusion Magnets,
and Areas Requiring Further Analytical or Experimental
Study. Under "Possible Effects of Safety," consequences
have been followed as far as the breaking or melting of
the current path, excessive thermal stresses, or over-
prcssurizatlon of the cryostat. "Current Practice"
refers to current practice as the author is aware of
it at Argonne and elsewhere; there has been no exten-
sive literature search or questioning of colleagues
at other Institutions. Finally, priorities for the
recommended experimental and analytical studies are
discussed. All of these topics are described in more
detail, and with references to related work, in
leference 1.

Quench Detection and Energy Dump

Identification and Definition

A superconducting magnet is said to quench when
a section of conductor goes from the superconducting
state'to the normal state, the normal region generates
heat, the heat drives more conductor normal, and the
normal region propagates until a large part of.the
conductor is normal and the current has decayed.
Quench analysis is particularly difficult for a large
cryostable magnet.- On the one hand, such a magnet is
designed so that it cannot quench; cryostability re-
quires that there be sufficient cooling and stabilizer
available that a normal region will shrink and dis-
appear rather than grow. On the other hand, there are
fault conditions that could quench a magnet, and large
cryostable magnets have been known to quench.

A quench must be detected early, and the energy of
the magnet dumped into an external dump resistor. The
discharge voltage is the product of the magnet current
and dump resistance; if the discharge voltage Is too

Work supported by EG*G Idaho, Inc. and the D.S.
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high, there Is danger of electrical arcing. If It lc
too low, the dump will last too long; and the conductor
can rise to too high a temperature.

Possible Safety Effects

A high discharge voltage can lead to electrical
arcing; a slow dump can cause excessive heating of parts
of the coil, leading to unacceptable thermal stresses,
or cause extensive helium boiling, leading to cryostat
overpressurization. A very slow dump or an undetected
quench may allow the conductor to heat until it melts
or until it decomposes the electrical Insulation and
arcs over.

Current Practice

A quench analysis, for quenches initiated by
various fault conditions, will determine what discharge
voltage is required for an acceptable temperature. The
coil is designed for that temperature rise and that
voltage. To detect a quench, the voltages across two
halves of a magnet, which should be equal by the
symmetry of the halves, are compared. If they differ
by an amount corresponding to the voltage drop across
a specified length of normal conductor,- the magnet is
discharged. As the normal region grows, more and more
liquid helium is vaporized. The pressure in the cryo-
stat increases until the pressure relief valve opens,
emptying helium from the cryostat. Thereafter the
quench propagates more rapidly.

The dump resistor should be permanently connected
across the magnet terminals. In case of a quench, the
power supply is disconnected and the magnet discharges
Into the dump resistor; switches between the magnet
and dump resistor cannot fall to close. The dump re-
sistor should be of such a size that discharging the
magnet will not heat it excessively.

Adequacy of Current Practice

The methods currently used should be adequate, but
the means of implementing those methods must be thought
out. For example, the protection scheme must assure
that the energy of all the TF coils is not dumped In the
one coil which quenches. Moreover, the choice of dis-
charge voltage continues to be a compromise between
high voltages and high temperatures; but it may be that
a safe compromise exists only for high currents,
50,000 A or higher. A quench analysis must be done to
choose that compromise, but existing computer programs
for quench analysis are decidedly Inadequate. Simi-
larly, the quench analysis should determine how quickly
a quench must be detected and the discharge started.
This information in turn would set the requirements for
the quench detection system.

Areas Requiring Further Study

A general computer program for quench analysis
should bt developed for cryostable magnets; no such pro-
gram exists today. The program should be sufficiently
general that the properties of any particular magnet
design could be readily Inserted into It. Quench de-
tection, switching, and dump resistor design depend on
the actual coil design, and must await the choice of •
design.
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Stationary formal nation of Conductor Current Practice

Identification and Definition

The. previous section explored the consequences
of • propagating noraal region which does not propa-
gate. In « cryostablc Magnet, a stationary normal
region can arise only from a failure of cooling of
that region, either from a aasslve blockage of the -
cooling passages to the noraal region or froa the
liquid level falling below the conductor region. In
each case the region is characterized by good boiling
at each end of the region, preventing ics further
growth, but poor cooling within the region.

Possible Safety Effects

The consequences of the stationary noraal region
depend on the teaperature difference which develops.
If the teaperature difference is hundreds of kelvin,
the electrical insulation can be damaged, permitting
turn—to—turn and turn-to-ground electrical shorts, and
possibly an overpressurization of the helium vessel.
For intermediate temperature differences, thermal
•tresses can result leading to possible mechanical
damage, structure weakening, or insulation destruction.

Current Practice

Ho stable noraal regions have been observed In
operating cryostable magnets. Magnet designs prevent
such regions by preventing uncooled regions, i.e. by
preventing the liquid level falling below the top of
the colls and by providing a network of cooling channels
to prevent massive blockage.

Adequacy of Current Practice

The large size of the TF magnets and their orien-
tation In a vertical plane makes the potential prob-
lems froa stationary normal regions much more serious
than those with existing magnets.

Areas Requiring Further Study

The credible length for a normal region is not
known; It should be established both for force-cooled
conductors and for those cooled by pool boiling. Mean-
while, an analysis should be done to determine the
consequences of an uncooled length, for lengths up to
a half turn.

Current Leads

Identification and Definition

Probably current leads have been responsible for
more superconducting magnet failures than any other
cause. Each lead generally consists of two parts:
a normal lead from room temperature to liquid helium
temperature, and a superconducting lead froa the noraal
lead to the magnet itself. The leads experience the
magnetic field of the magnet and so undergo a force,
but their location makes them difficult to support.
Because of their location outside the coil, they are
also subject to excessive heat input and to arcing.

Possible Safety Effects

Failure of a current lead means a discontinuity
of currant, with all the ssfcty consequences that
•stalls. There will be high voltages and possible
arcing, both at the lead that failed and throughout
the magnet systea. Large transient forces snd eddy
current heating are likely. High thermal stresses,
overpressurization, and magnet destruction may occur.

The normal, gas-cooled leads are typically pro-
cured commercially. These are available with current
capacities up to 20 kA or so. The principal safety
practice Is to monitor the temperature of the leada,
the voltage drop across them, and the gas flow through
thea, and to dump the magnet If these axcaed prescribed
Halts. The leads must have sufficient excess capacity
that if the gas flow stops, they can safely carry the
magnet current throughout the magnet dump. Safety
practice for the superconducting lead is to secure it
wherever possible, thus preventing motion, and to moni-
tor the lead temperature via thermocouples or potential
taps.

Adequacy of Current Practice

There are three areas In which the adequacy of
current practice might be questioned. First, the
support of both the gas-cooled and the superconducting
leads may be more difficult because of the higher fields
and more complex geometry of TF coils. Second, the
much greater stored energy of a TF coll system aay re-
quire a longer dump tine; and the leads must survive
this longer dump. Third, currents of 50 kA and higher
have been proposed for TF coils; but gas-cooled leads
of this capacity are not well developed.

Areas Requiring Further Study

An experimental program should be undertaken on
high-current (50,000 A or more) leads with sufficient
excess capacity to survive a long discharge. Fortu-
nately, such leeds are largely independent of the magnet
design.

Electrical Arcing

Identification and Definition

Electrical arcing is another frequent cauae of
superconducting magnet failure.2*3 Arcing may occur
between the current leads or between a lead and a
grounded component, especially where the intermediate
space is filled with helium vapor, which has a very low
dielectric strength. It may also occur between turns,
where the intervening insulation exhibits imperfections
or has been damaged by overheating, overstressing, or
radiation.

Possible Safety Effects

The safety effects of arcing are severe; it can
lead to the destruction of the coll. Even if it does
not, it aay lead to shorted turns. If arcing shorts
out an entire coil, It will lead to a force imbalance.

Current Practice

Arcing is avoided by using Insulating Material
with appropriate low teoperature properties, and by
ensuring that nothing will break through the insulation.
Where there is a potential difference across a heliua-
fllled space, the gap must be wide enough; and the
conductor must be mounted firmly to avoid deflections
which narrow the gap. After the aagnet is assembled,
it Is checked against arcs to ground with a high voltage
insulation breakdown tester.

Adequacy-of Current Practice

Insulating materials, including hclluat, ara not
as well understood as they should be at liquid helium
teaperature; radiation effects on insulation ara even
less well understood.
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Areas laaulrlna Further Study Current Practice

Ioeulating material, Including helium, suet be
studied In a alaulated fusion reactor environment. A
number of Insulating materials with potentially favor-
able properties should be included in the testa.

Electrical Shorts

Identification and Definition

Electrical shorts can be caused by arcing, or by
contact between conductors. Both turn-to-turn and
turn-to-ground short* can occur. Turn-to-ground shorts
are less likely to happen, and a single turn-to-ground
short is not serious if the coil Is otherwise ungrounded
or grounded only through a fuse. The remainder of this
section deals only with turn-to-turn shorts.

Possible Effect on Safety

Contact shorts have little effect on a supercon-
ducting magnet during ateady state operation. However,
during the charging or discharging of the magnet, the
shorted turn can have a large current induced on it by
transformer action from the changing flux through it,
which can drive the turn to the normal state and cause
overheating of the conductor.

Current Practice

During winding, a magnet coil can be checked for
shorts by both eddy-current and reaistance methods, but

shorts do not ahuv up until the magnet 1- asaembled.

Adequacy of Current Practice

The consequences of a short can only be determined
by analysis and experiment.

Areas Requiring Further Study

Aa analytical study must be performed for a par-
ticular magnet design to determine what the consequences
of a contact short would be. Experiments can check the
analytical predictions.

Conductor Joints

Identification and Definition

Conductor Joints are alwaya potentially a aafaty
concern in a superconducting magnet. They can be in
danger of mechanical failure, as well as serving as a
resistive heat input; at least they are mechanically an
irregularity in the coil structure.

Intra-coil joints, performed during coil winding,
include Joints between different gradea of conductor.
Inter-coil joints, performed during coil assembly.
Include joints between coils or between pre-asssmbled
portions of coils, e.g. pancakes. Intra-coil joints
can be made under almost ideal conditions in the wind-
lag line, with whatever space is needed for forming
sad Inspecting the Joints; while inter-coll joints
must be made and inspected in the process of assembling
the colls.

Possible effects on Safety

A poorly bonded Joint or a Joint in which one side
protrudes out of the coll and can be sheared off when
the coll is energized can lead to a current disconti-
aulty. A Joist with good mechanical strength but high
electrical resistance causes heating and may produce
a magnet quench.

Techniques by which sefe joints can be made In-
clude: soldering, cold welding, resistance welding,
ultrasonic welding, explosive welding, and electron-
beam welding. Any of these could be incorporated in
the winding operation for intra-coil joints, but spac
limitations may preclude some of them for the Inter-
coll Joints. Inspection methods include ultrasonic
and X-ray, plus resistance measurements of completed
joints. Acceptable Joints must meet the criteria of
electrical rcaistance and mechanical atrength.

Adequacy of Current Practice

It ia by no means clear which technique of makin
Joints is most likely to produce safe, reliable joint
An extensive development program la required.

Areas Requiring Further Study

Once a conductor concept, or a small number of
different conductor concepts, is chosen, development
work should begin on determining the best way to make
safe intra-coil joints. Subsequently, work should be
done to adapt that method to inter-coil joints, or to
find a method that can make safe inter-coil joints.

Forces from Unequal Currents

Identification and Definitions

If the TF coils of a tokamak are perfectly aligni
and all carrying the same current, they exert only a
centering force on each other, withstood by the centr;
support cylinder. The misalignment of the colls ex-
pected In assembly introduces out-of-plane forces on
each coll, but these forces4 are smaller than the out-
of-plane forces due to the pulsed poloidal field. Hoi
ever, a large current inbalance among the TF colls
would lead to very large out-of-plane forces which tet
to pull the coils together like an accordian.

Possible Effects on Safety

It is hard to Imagine a worse accident in a tokaa
reactor than the TF coils collapsing together. Cryo-
atat rupture, vacuum failure, electrical discontinuity
all would result, with all their subsequent dangers.

Current Practice

As no superconducting TF coils now exist, it is
more accurate to speak of current planning rather than
current practice. Two approaches may be taken to this
problem. One is to provide an outer structural shell
connecting the TF coils and sufficiently strong to
withstand the forces produced by any combination of
currents in the coils. The other is to operate the
colls in series; operating in series, the coils must
carry equal currents, anil there is no force problem.

Adequacy of Current Practice

The series current approach Is advantageous,
provided the current cannot arc across an entire coil
ox many turns of a coll, bypassing the coll and pro-
viding field imbalance among the colls.

Areas Hequlrlni further Study

A careful analytical study should be carried out
to sea If It Is possible to design and build a coll
which Is not subject to shorting out. Such a study
might then define some key experimental questions
which must be answered before the choice can finally
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be aade between the two approach** to force* from un-
equal current*.

Eddy Current Effect*

• Identification and Definition

Eddy current* are produced by the pulsed pololdal
field coil*. More severe eddy current problems will
be produced by any rapid unscheduled Interruption of
the toroidal field, poloidal field or field from the
plasma. Eddy current effects occur not only in the
magnets themselves, but also In the support structure,
cryostatn, and other systems of the reactor such as
the blanket and shield.

Possible Safety Effects

Eddy currents can cause heating, forces and
torques both in the magnet system and in other sys-
tems of the reactor. Within the cryoatat, the heating
la a significant problem as it could vaporize helium
and overpressurize the cryostat or could quench the
magnet. The forces and torques are a problem both
inside the cryostat and out.

Current Practice

Where changing fluxes occur, poorly-conducting
materials prevent eddy current effects. If a con-
ducting material Is required, it can be segmented to
limit eddy current paths. For example, the nitrogen
shield can be made from multiple segments.

Adequacy of Current Practice

The field from the fusion magnets engulfs the
entire reactor. The eddy current effects can occur
throughout the reactor. The design of all systems
must take eddy current effects into account.

Areas Requiring Further Study

Eddy currents occur in many parts of the reactor,
and differ from system to system and from one reactor
design to another. To analyze them, one of the
general purpose eddy current programs, such as those
under development at the Rutherford Laboratory5*6

and Argonne ' should be adapted to fusion magnets.

Cryoatat Rupture and Vacuum Failure

Identification and Definition

Obviously a cryostat should not rupture; but a
cryostat rupture is conceivable through overpressuri-
zatlon, excessive mechanical stress, penetration by
an object or the shearing off of tubing to the cryo-
stat. Cryostat rupture and vacuum failure ars inter-
related; either can cause the other.

Possible Safety Effects

A rupture which allows helium or air into the
vacuum can result In rapid heat transfer from the
outer cryostat wall to the Inner or helium temparature
wall* The pressure in the helium space and vacuum
apace will rise, and the magnet may quench, which
in turn will result in sore heating and pressurliation.
A dangerous failure of the magnet system Is possible.

Current Practice

Both the helium vessel and the vacuum space must
be equipped with pressure relief valve* or rupture
disks to prevent overpressurizstlon. These must lead

to vent piping sized so that a low pressure gradient
can empty the vessel quickly.

Adequacy of Present Practice

The helium veasel Is larger and more complex for
the fusion magnets than for any existing magnets.
Only a thorough analysis can determine what must be
done to prevent serious consequences. It may be
necessary to provide separate heliun vessels for each
coil, although this would greatly complicate the
support of the coils and would certainly increase the
heat load of the system.

Areas Requiring Further Study ,

Analyals of heat transfer and pressure buildup
and relief should be carried out for the helium vessel
and vacuum space for a typical fusion reactor design.
This should determine whether a common helium system
and common vacuum for all coils is acceptable. All
potential causes of cryostat rupture and vacuum failure
should be studied as well.

Fringing Field

Identification and Definition

The TF colls will produce a weak fringing field,
but one extending far from the magnets. The pulsed
field from the PF colls will be even higher.

Possible Effects on Safety

There are three possible effects on safety: dis-
turbance of Instrumentation with consequent malfunction,
attraction of iron objects to the magnets with possible
penetration of the cryostat, and effects on personnel.
The first two of these are readily dealt with in a
straightforward manner, but the effects on personnel
are hard to specify, because there is so little evi-
dence of biological effects from low fields. S. J.
St. Lorant9 in his extensive review on biomagnetic
effects concludes that magnetic effects are fully
reversible and that there are no data which indicate
a cumulative effect.

Present Practice

An advisory committee to DOE has recommended10

Interim Stendarda for Occupational Exposure to Con-
stant Magnetic Fields; these appear in Table I.

Table I. Interim Safety Standards for Constant Mag-
netic Fields

Whole Body
or Head
Exposure

Exposure of
Extremities

For an
8 hr.
Work-Day

0.01 Tesla

0.1 Tesla

For
Exposures of
1 hr, or leas

0.1 Tesla

1 Teala

For
Exposures of
10 min. or less

0.S Tesla

2 Tesla

To prevent accidents from Iron objects, the check-
lilt for magnet charge should Include a thorough check
for Iron objects each time the magnets are charged.
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Adaouacv of Present Practice Conclusions

In the absence of new data, the present practice
provisionally can be considered adequate. Any fusion
reactor design should include a map of the fringe field
from the TF and PF coils.

Areas Requiring Further Study

If ther* is a question about the adequacy of the
Interim Standards, or if observing thesi would place a
hardship on fusion reactor operation, thea an experi-
mental progran should be coanissioned to find the
needed data that do not yet exist.

Instrumentation for Safety

Identification and Definition

Proper Instrumentation is required to monitor and
respond to the safety concerns discussed in the previous
sections. Temperature sensors, potential leads, strain
gauges, liquid level indicators, and instrumentation
for the leads must all be chosen so that any fault con-
dition can be detected quickly, analyzed, and informed
action taken.

Possible Safety Effects

Problems such as abnormal forces between coils,
a propagating or stationary normal length, an uncooled
length, an overheated or uncooled lead, an electrical
short, high pressure in the cryostat, or a poor vacuum
cannot be corrected without sufficient reliable instru-
mentation to inform the operator what is happening.
The choice of instrumentation is an important safety
consideration.

Current Practice

Existing large cryostable magnets are extensively
Instrumented for safety. Temperature sensors and po-
tential leads are located in the coil region. Strain
gauges are located in the coil and in the structure
where high or anomalous stresses may occur. Liquid
level indicators tell when the level is in danger of
falling below the top of the coil. The leads are
checked for temperature, voltage drop, and gas flow.

. On the basis of this information, appropriate action is
taken. In case of a severe problem, the magnet is dis-
charged. In case of some external problems such as
power supply problems, the magnet is switched to a
"free-wheeling" state in which the magnet terminals
are connected together, the power supply is dis-
connected, and the magnet continues to operate but with
a very slowly decreasing current. For less severe
problems, a visible and audible warning is given so
that the problem will be noticed and corrected.

Adequacy of Current Practice

The current philosophy of Instrumentation for
safety seems adequate, but the choice of sensors will
be unique to the fusion reactor. The magnets are so
closely located to the rest of the reactor that the
magnet must be made to respond to problems in the
•ther systems and vice versa. In addition to other
Instrumentation, it may be desired to monitor radiation
dosage at the coll.

Areas Requiring Further Study

An analysis of the Instrumentation requirements
lor fusion magnets should be made. The object of such
• study would be to find areas in which existing sensors
•ra Inadequate. Suitable ones must than be developed
sod evaluated.
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The above list of safety concerns is by no means
complete, but it does include those that have been of
concern to the Superconducting Magnet Group at Argonne.
The highest priority should be attached to those areas
which are very important, need to be determined early,
and are virtually design independent.

1. The development of a computer program for the
quench analysis of cryostable fusion magnets.,

2. Development of a general purpose program for
eddy current calculations applied to fusion magnets.

3. Analysis of series-connected TF coils, to
determine if a credible accident could cause them to
carry unequal currents.

4. An experimental program to develop current
leads of capacity above 50 kA.

5. An experimental study of the behavior of
electrical insulation under radiation at cryogenic
temperatures.
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Qvereurrent Protection for she TFTR Neutral Beam Sources During Spark Down*

V. F. Praeg
Argcnne National Laboratory

Argonne. XL 60439

Summary

The accelerating grid of a neutral bean source
CiFS) af 'he Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTS) oper-
ates at ICC kV and 65 A. The capacitance to ground
between the switch tube (ST) and the NBS is Cj, ̂ 5 nF
-- 'Jo J). The arc and filament power supplies for the
MBS float at 120 kV and have a capacitance to ground of
C2^2 nF C* 14. J). When the NBS 3parks to ground. C2
begins :a discharge immediately. The ST impedance
Units the fault current from the high voltage (HV)
poner supply to •>. 1CX) A until it disconnects the power
source < 2 us after spark down. In casa the ST fails,
a crowbar removes the power source •*• 4 us after spark
down and C-,_ begins to discharge. During spark down,
fault currents are limited with a saturated time-delay
transformer (STDT) connected between the ST and the NBS
and with a snubber,which Is in the arc and filament
power leads, in connection with a spark gap.Alternatively,
STDT's can be used for the HV and for the arc and fila-
ment power leads. This paper presents design details and
experimental results of the overcurrent protection
circuits.

Introduction

The accelerating and the gradient grid of an NBS
operate at very high voltages and oust be protected from
damage by occasional sparks to ground. In the summer of
1975 I proposed an STDT to limit the fault currant during
spark down.1'2 The STDT is connected In series with the
HV source. W. R. Baker of the Lawrence Berkeley Labo-
ratory-1 reported ia 1976 that toroidal 50-50 MlFe tape
sores can be used as one-turn "slubbers" to limit
fault currents. In 1977 I proposed that spark gaps and
resistors in conjunction with an STDT and reactors be
used to shunt moat of the discharge energy away from
the NBS.4 On toe bads of this proposal two prototype
circuits are being developed to protect th* NBS's of
the TFTR.

In the circuit of Fig. 1 an STDT Halts th* currant
to the acceleration (tccal.) and gradient grids of th*
NBS. During normal operation the ST will open the power
circuit in < 2 us, thereafter capacitor C^ discharges.
In case the ST falls,a crowbar short circuit* th* power
source •v 4 us after the UBS sparked to ground. Tha
energy stored in C2 Is dissipated in th* Deltamaz cores
and in resistor Hj which is connected In parallel to th*
Daltaaax cores when spark gap G is triggered by the
STDT.

In the circuit of Fig. 2 the one-turn Deltaaax core
has been replaced by multi-turn Sllectron cores.
Sllectron cores are less efficient but also vary much
less expensive than Deltamax corn. With Sllectron
cores and multi-turn windings, th* time delay and
circuit Impedance can be increased economically, thereby
eliminating the need for th* spark gap circuit.

Fault-Currant Limits. The 12 NBS's for the TFTH
are each rated 120 kV 65 A. From th* specifications'
for tb* NBS a few of the m u y requirements are statad
as follows:

Turn-off time after fault

Interrupt duration after fault
< 10 us

5 to 50 1

Fig. 1. NBS Protected by STDT, Snubber and Spark Gap.

Fig. 2. NBS Protected by STDT'a.

Maximum 1/2 CV2 energy allowed on NBS
side of protection circuit 3 J,

Maximum 1/2 CV2 energy allowed on power
supply side of protection circiut 1$ J

Maximum fault currant permitted by
protection circuit over and above
operating current 200 A

The above limits

•WorFsupportid by tha 0. S. Department of Zaergy

he above limits th* discharge to fidt < 265 A x 10 us
> < 2.65 m As and th* capacitance of 2.1 nF. The

specifications do not mention Ji2dt values. For the
NBS of th* TFTR we have Cj « 5 nF (36 J) and C2 • 2 nF
(14.4 J) which exceeds the desired value of 15 J by a
factor of 3.36. However, there should be no limit set
to th* 1/2 CTZ allowed on the power supply tide of the
protection circuit as long aa tha protection circuit
holds the fault currant to safe value*.
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ral.ure Modes. The failure aode of the src and
:'Ilanent circuit Is always the saae. Jfhen the NBS,
sparks, the capacitance to ground, C£. of the arc and
fiia-ent transformer assembly begins tc discharge. The
grid circuits can have three failure mode*. First,
jurir.g nornai operation of the protective circuit*, a
spark iown causes the ST to disconnect the HV supply
within 2 us. thereafter japaeitor Ci_ discharges. Second,
the Z~ dees not open the circuit but keeps limiting the
current. In this case the crowbar is activated within
, js. This removes the HV source and capacitor C]_
begins to discharge. The worst fault condition exists
if the 3T sparks over when the NBS sparks to ground.
The 5T no longer limits current and causes capacitor C^
to be charged to ISO kV for 4 us until the crowbar shorts
the HV source. •

fldt versus /l**dt. In the past only the peak
values of charge 'ASJ, energy {J) and current (A) have
been specified during fault conditions. For a given
spark down resistance of a NBS, the energy dissipated is
proportional to /i2dt. Therefore, discharging a given
•mount of coulombs through aa large an lapedance, con-
nected in series with the NBS, as practicable will cause
the least anount of energy to be dissipated in the NBS.
For example discharging 2 nF, charged to 120 kV into a
200 n resistor results, with RC • x • 0.4 us, In a
discharge currant of

1 * I erp (-t/t) > 600 A exp (-t/0.4 us) (1)

The total discharge is

/"idt - IpT - 600 A x 0.4 us - 240 x 10"
6 A«,(2)

o

and for i2t, we have

fl2dt I* x/2

72 a*2*.

6O02 A2 x 0.4 us/2

(3)

If we now increase the resistance by a factor 10, /idt
does not change, but the discharge will have a 4 us
tine constant and a peak current of only 60 A resulting
In a 10 tines snaller /lzdt of

• 602 x 4 u«/2 « 7.2 .A2..

Of course the energy dissipated is 14.4 J In either
case. However, the beat dissipation is 10 times saaller.
It is reccumended that the specification* for fault
currents Include values for /l2dt.

The Scubber Deslm

The Initial Current Step In Deltaaax

Without spark gap G and resistor Rj *** discharge
circuit for capacitor Cj la the snubber olreult first
proposed by V. Baker.3 It uses eddy-current losses la
Deltaaax cores to Halt the current. The equivalent
circuit is included In Fig. > . The circuit la baaed
00 a paper by Winter et el.6 Part of that paper re-
ports on Initial currant step •aaaareawnta on toroidal
cores of 50-50 MiTe tape with the remit that

The authors found that .-xst of the ;ood sores tested
were within 50J of the value given by Eq. i«). Con-
verting Oe into A/cm v« can write

,1/2
•5)

H 5.6$ £1/2. (4)

where H

5

Initial step in aeesetlc field ».t the
surface of a wrap of tape, In 0»,
gradient of the initial step voltage
around the sea* srap of tape, la V/ea.

where i, - initial step in excitation current, in A.
n « number of turns en the excitation ceil.

and

lpg • length of magnetic flux path, in en.

From Eq. (5) we obtain the initial 3tep current

i, - 4.5^^2. (6)

The average initial voltage gradient on the laminations
of a tape wound core is

(7)

where E step voltage applied to the excitation
coll, In V,

w * width of the core laminations. In cm,

and

N = total number of laminations

Combining Eqs. (6 and 7) results in

ur.ix * 3.18 (8)

The resistance value of the core, equivalent to the
Initial step response, Is

R
Fe

(9)

The resistance, equivalent to eddy-current losses,
changes with tlae.

The Initial Current Step In Sllectron

Al Scbofleld of Los Alajaos Scientific Laboratory
took experimental data on the step response of 1-ad.l
Sllectron. Frosi these aeaaureswnts a value of

H 14.8 (10)

in A/CB was determined by Vincent Cheng of Qulton
Industries, Inc. This agrees with aaasuresMnts taken
at Argonae National Laboratory (AW.) with 2 and 4-ail
cores. Therefore, for Sllectron, the equations for 1.
and R, becoae

1/2

and

Discharge Eguatlona *

(11)

(12)

ZxparUMDts at AML have stotn that the tiae re-
sponses of the in i t ia l currant can be grouped as follows:

a. The current decays approximately In a straight l ine
(Me;. 9a)

b. At higher soerglee the current decays with a l<co«
ut shape (Fig. 8a)

0. The currant rises ouch above Its Initial value
(Fir. »e).
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The las", JI" these is not lr. agreesient -o ilxit tne
current to close to Its Initial step and. therefore, not
considered any further.

The Current Decays linearly. At relatively low

energies, the current decay can be approxineted with a

straight llr.e

l i t ) * i. (1 -f-).

'.there T, > time ween current is zero.

The capacitor voltage is given by

, t 1-

U3)

(U)

uhere £ * voltage on capacitor C at t • 0.
From Zq. (14) the discharge tine, t * Tj., is, for e c

• 0,

The voltseconds (7s) the snubber nust support are

•(t) • fe, dt • E ^ t - ^ n - U - 1

which, at time t

T x

xl * 6

The beat generated is proportional to

T1 bacoats

•_ » J e- dt « £
M o C O

. , ixz fa .f.y . ij t ( i -

and at the end of the pulse we ntve

(15)

(16)

(17)

-), (18)

(19)

The above equations are plotted on a per unit basis in

Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Linear Current Decay.

The Current Decay follows (1 » eos at). For a
current snap* described by

i(t) • 0.9 l r (1 • eos «t),

the capacitor voltage tseoass

(20)

and with ec = 0 for t • Ti • -, we find

2CE.

is the sane as Eq. (15).
For the flux «e have

•(t) (t)dt = Zr,

which, at t • Tj, « J, is

Finally, we find

t

Ji2dt »
o

which at t

fa*

• i (2 sin ut • i i

0.35

2 «t)

T
/Vdt ' I i*T.

The above equations are plotted In Fig. 4.

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

H U U U U U V U M I M

Fig. 4. Current Decay Follows (1 • cos at).

The TFTH Delta—x Snubber and Spark Cap Circuit

r circuit. As shown in Fig. 1, the
h d f i l t i i

g
heavy buses of the arc and filajsent circuit*, to-
gether with the cables of toe aonitoring circuits, font
a one-turn excitation coll for the Deltanax snubber.
The snubber i s biased to -0.2 Oe with a one-turn

' winding, whan toe MBS sparks to ground, the 120 kV on
capacitor Cj • 2 nF excites the snubber cores. Snubber
details are given In Table I.

Table I: For 120-kV Slubber Core Assembly
No. Dsltaau cores 36
00 25.0 ca
H> U . 5 ea
Buildup b * ' -2 i ca
Tap* width * • 1.27 ca
Tap* thickness d • 2.54 x 10'? ca
Stacking factor • - 0.75
No. wraps In asseably M • 36 be/d • 5.57 x 10*
Average voltage gradient on wrap* C * 0.848 T/e>
Voltage between wraps 2 1 5 T2.15 T

1 t i , , liedian length of flux path »r« * 6 1-3 =f
e-(t) • E o - 4 / l d t • I. - n r ( t • i - s l a B t ) , (21) Cro«s area of asseably I • 180 ea2

c ° C 6 o 2C u Cost of 36 cores « *no/eore S11.160
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The -apes are deburred and double-coated. Each
.•ore is in a nylon case and cushioned aith dielectric
f;»L 7.1r-l}-?Z? of the Dow Corning Carp. From 2q. IZ)
the initial :urrent step is !_,. = 256 A. Fron Eq. (15),
-.he discharge :ir.e is, 7i = 1.38 us. From Eq. (23) the
jore issembly nust support a total flux of t^ * 0.067

Vs. The average voltage during the discharge is V =
;v-,T- = O.J67Vs/1.38 ys = 35.3 kV. With a flux density

change jf iE = 23 x 103 0 the cores will support 35.3
kV for

(26)

= 1.40 us.

Test Results

The Deltanax snubber -.vaa tested in the circuit of
Fig. 5. The arrangement of the circuit components is
shown in Fig. 6.

)
1/ x 168

180 x 28 x 103

35.8 x 1CJ x 10°

This falls 251 short of T, • 1.88 ps. However, as Is
shown later, the spark gap will shunt most of the dis-
charge away from the NBS and into R? In less than 100 ns
after the N3S has 3parked down.

'.Ve see from Fig. 4 that after 100 ns (0.05 T.) not much
energy r.as passed through the NBS. Because of trie quick
response of the spark-gap circuit, we can reduce the
ancunt of core material. For example, by cutting the
tape .vidth in half, we would keep the same volts/wrap.
The gradient 5 would double, causing i_ to increase by
41.4S to 362 A. With half the area, the volt-second
rating of the core assembly would be cut In half to
25 ms, which still provides a large safety margin.

The 31as Circuit. During normal operation a dc
bias current of 12 A generates 0.2 Oe on the outer wrap
of the snubber cores. This current also causes a dc
flux of 5 kG in the cores of bias choke Lgj. A short
time after the NBS sparks to ground, this bias circuit
is by transformer action, connected in parallel to the
snubber impedance. Choke Lgg ia dimensioned to keep
this additional fault current small and to absorb the
voltage across C2. The voltage divider made by Ljg,
Rgo. and the parallel connection of a diode and a metal
oxide varistor protects the bias supply from transient
voltages.

Table II: Details for 120-kV Bias Choke

Eight Silectron cores AL-1463 with
N * 8 bs/d
.Vidth of Lamination
No. of turns
Volts/turn =• 12O-kV/13
Volts/lamination • 9230/N
Voltage gradient on lamination
Length of flux path in iron
Length of flux path in air gap
DC induction

d
N
w
n

£ •
lFe '
tg >

3 i

• 5.08 x 10"3cm
• 4.45 x 103
• 3.81 cm
• 13
• 9230 V
> 2.07 V
• 0.271 V/em
• 55.6 cm
• 0.02 cm
" 5000 G

Under worst conditions (perfect coupling between
the primary and secondary turns) we would have a cur-
rent step In the bias circuit when the NBS sparks down.
From Eq. (11) the current step is ly 33.2 A. This
current adds to the 12 A bias current. Howerer, the
pulse permeability of Silectron1? Is vary w c h saaller
than the dc periaability. This causes the flux density
to Increase slow enough to stay well below saturation
during the discharge pulse. The oores war* selected on
the basis that the voUs/lanination be » 2 V. This
voltage requires double coating of the laminations (a
carlite coat followed by a •agneiiua attbalyt* coat).
The turns were wound-with HG-17 cable with the braid
removed, and the coll assesbly was vacuua impregnated
with epoxy resin.

STOT

Fig. 5. Test Circuit.

«, 0, *. e, T,

H H «i

Fig. 6 Test Circuit Components.

Tests Without Spark Gap G2. With the STDT dlscon-
nected, the 2 nF capacitor C2 was discharged through
the snubber when spark gap G^ was triggered via thyra-
tron TH^. The trigger pulse to thyratron THi was also
used to trigger the tine sweep of the oscilloscope used
to monitor the output of the current transformers
(CT's). The apark gap, especially at low voltages,
does not always break over at the same time after TH]_
is triggered. This time Jitter causes the time delay
seen in some of the pictures at the start of the dis-
charge pulses. By means of switches S^, S2, and Sj,
the effect of bias circuit parameters was investigated.

A discharge from 70 kV (4.9 J) with all switches
open, after the snubber cores had been reset, is shown
in Figs. 7a. The "NBS" fault current is measured by
CTi. The capacitor current is measured by CT2. Closing
switch S3 after the core had been reset resulted In
current pulses as shown In Fig. 7b; the LC of the bias
circuit rings at 3.3 IBz. Future operating conditions
are simulated by closing switch Si after core react and
connecting the bias winding to the primary winding.
These conditions are shown In Fig. 7c. With 84 kV on
C2 we expect a peak current of 214 A. As shown in
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flf. 3a :he current measured with C?2 is In reasonable
?.^reer.ent: this picture was taken with all switches
'.pen ai'tar ^he core had been reset. Figure ib = B S
-aiwn •.vith 3i. and 3? closed. The ourrent through *he
grounded bias circuit, oscillating at 5.6 ,\Jia, is
superimposed TO -he current shown in Fig. Sa. The cur-
rent -l.rouch "he bias circuit is shown in Fig. 3c. The
onances in current shape and nagriitude for various
levels af energy are illustrated in Fig. 9, which
.shews zhe discharge of a 7 nF capacitor charged to 30,
60. and if kV.

(a) 100 A/div (b) 0.5 us/div (c)

rig. 7. Discharges of 2 nF at 70 kV.

(a)

100 A/dlv, 200 ns/dlv

rig. 3. Discharges of
2 nF at 84 kV.

100 A/diY, 200 ns/dlv

Tig. 9. Discharges

of 7 nF.

Testa With Snubber and Spark Gap. For reference,
Fig. 10a shows tht snubbtr currant with G2 disconnected.
With tht circuit of FIf. 5, rtslstor R 2 1* ptralltl
with tht snubbtr wbtn 62 It triggered by tht STDT. As
illustrated by Fig. 10b, this happened approxiaately
170 ns after C 2 began to discharge. Tnt capacitor
current is shown In Fif. 10c; It shows tht current
attp when G-, turns on. Tht pictures In Fig. 11 illus-
trate how tht tine to trlggtr O2 fro* tot STDT
dtcrtasts as tht operating Toltagt incrtttts. This Is
also shown In Table III.

Table III: Voltage and T r i m r Delay of Gj
wltn 40 p i or HT

0

it

60

360

70

170

75

120

84

100

kV

x 10"9 s

75 kVl

CT 2 500 A/div
CT. 100 A/div, 200 ns/div

84. kV!

Fig. 10. Discharges of
2 nF at 70 kV.

Fig. 11.

Discharge
Currents
of 2 nF
Measured
on CTj.

•:C0 •V'iiv

;0C r.s/div

The STDT Design

In contrast to a snubber, an STDT limits faul*
currents with its magnetizing inductance. Eddy-current
losses, utilized by a snubber, are undesirable in an
STDT. An STDT can be designed to provide tint delays
of tens of microseconds or longer, which is impractical
for a snubber. An equivalent circuit for the STDT por-
tion of the circuit of Fig. 1 Is shown in Fig. 12. In
this circuit, it is assumed that the ST has arced over
and that 4 us will elapse before the crowbar removes
the power source. For simplicity, only the primary
winding to tht accel. grid (ni) and the secondary wind-
Ing of tht bias current (n^) of the circuit In Fig. 1
are being shown. All primed components represent cir-
cuit values of the secondary of the STDT transformed to
the primary.

MV fOWH UW0

Fig. 12. Equivalent circuits for an STDT.

the bias current i4 la
s the

During normal operation,
varger than tht load current i^; this saturates
core (wdc ^ 200). Tht powtr-iupply voltagt appears
across tht load. When tnt DBS sparks to ground, tbt
STDT coats out of saturation and magnetizing impedance
Ly and tnt eddy current resistance R, appear In tht
circuit; Hj. apptara In tht bias choke circuit. Volt-
ag« E- Is now absorbed by tht STDT. Tht copper lossts
aad tat ltakaga inductances of tht STDT art saall intn
coapartd with R,. and ly w d can, therefore, be neg-
lected. This result! In the simplified circuit of
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:'.:. '.Zi. The MBS is exposed to the sum of the cur-
refits shoim in Fig. U J , however, we will neglect the
viraeitive currents I- -snd i ^ . The total fault our-
:-e«: om .IJW :e witter.

iE

ir(t) (27

Seoause of the spark gap circuit, there is one more
step-current for the STDT shown in Fie. 1. This cur-
rent Ijy, must be added to the above currents. Under
v.-orst-fault conditions, 150 kV will be applied to the
jireuit. V/e sill now calculate the fault current for
this case.

Fault Current JZ i (t) ̂ .E.ij.^ii- Table IV

gives details of the STDT built for the circuit shown

i-T Fig. 1.

Table IV: Details for 150-kV STDT

Four Sileetron cores AL-1268 with d = 5.08 x 10 en

No. of lamination N * 4 bs/d H * 3560

:iidth of laminations
:io. of primary turns

Mo. of secondary turns

Volts/turn

Volts/lamination

Voltage gradient on laminations

Length of flux path in iron

Length of flux path in air gap

Core area

NBS operating current

Peak bias current for 5 Oe

ajiS bias current for 5 Oe,

w » 8.89 em

nj - 28

n2»n-»28, n. * 14

5357 V

1.5 V

5 • 0.085 V/cm

lFe =• 98.6 em

t ' 10"3 cm

A • 160 ear

lx • 65 A

1- • 163 A

59.4 A

From Eq. (11) and data of Table IV, the Initial current
step is 1T * 19.2 A whan the NBS ipaxJci down. A short
tine later, current step 1,L occura whan ipark gap Q
triggers. With n^ « n,, thli currant follows the
expression

*IP * 60 A t«p (-t/0.2

The magnetizing currant i-, it calculated from the
pulse magnetization euros of the core •atarial. In
our ease wa have, after 4t • 4 us, a flux change of

AB
4 ui x 150 1Q8

28 x 160 cm2

which is lass than half of the 30 kG available from _
the cores. Extrapolating froo oamufacturar1s curves,
wa find for iB • 13.4 kG a AH • 7.8 A/em. The magne-
tization currant required by the STDT can be calcu-
lated from

98.6 • g^ 0.005)/2S = 29.4 A.

Fault Current Fl-.!t).
fault cu

.!t). For the STDT to cone out
of saturation, the fault current must exceed the bias
current i^. Transformed to the primary, the bias cur-
rent is

i2 ' i2 = 163 A 14/28 = 81.5 A.

Currents ir(t) and i|jt) are determined by the
step voltage across the bias choke, which is
VB o ^
parameters given in Table V.

Table V: Details for the 75-kV Bla3 Choke t,pl

Four Silectron cores with the
dimensions of the AL-1266 cores
but wound with tape of _
thickness d = 10.16 x 10 cm

No. of laminations

Core Area

No. of turns

Volts/turn

Volts/lamination

Voltage gradient on
laminations

Length of air gap

DC magnetization

N = 1800

A • 162 cm2

n * 78

961 V

• 0.53 V

5 * 0.030 V/cm

t * 1.7 em

B. • 8.8 kG
dc

The Initial current step from Eq. (11) is
ij> • 3*25 A, which, transformed to the primary amounts
to ip * 0.5 ix " 1.63 A. During the fault duration of
At • 4 us, the change in induction in the choke is

This corresponds to AH * 1.43 A/ca. The magnetization
currant for *Fe • 98.6 cm and X. • 1.7 cm is, from
Eq. (28), in * 42,9 A. This value transformed to the
primary becomes iy • 0.5 iy * 21.4 A.

Ifcxlmum Values of Fault Current. The atap currents
will decay to insignificant valuta within 1 or 2 us
while the magnetizing currents, starting from zero,
will ba at thtlr peak after 4 us. The current shape,
therefore, has two peaks. One occurs at the tine the
NBS sparks to ground. Its value of

(29)

Is In our casa

81.5 • 15.2 * 1.6 • 60 • 158 A.

The second peak occurs at the time whan the HV source
Is crowbarred. Its value of
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•.30)

io :"jr our application

;=i us
31.5 • £9.4 * 21.4 • 132.3 A.

'.Vitr. the HV source removed, "he nagnetiiine aurrents
i:,; vind IiJi -.'.'ill 50 to lero. Their decay is determined
by •-he -,'H tine constant of the network.

The above -.vorst conditions of 150 kV, when the
37 iFsrks over, should not occur often. Normally, when
-he :1BS sparks down, only 120 kV Is applied for 2 us.
After -.hat time, the ST disconnects the HV source from
•:•_. The oscillatory discharge current of Cj. is limited
by the nagnetizing inductance of the 3TDT as described
above. ,9hen C, has discharged, the circuit energy is
stored in the STDT and in the bias choke L s l. Diode
D]_ prevents C^ from taking a negative charge and cuts
off the fault current through the NBS. The inductively
stored energies are dissipated in H^ and R ^ .

Test Results. In the circuit of Fig. 5, capaci-
tor C- was discharged by triggering spark gap Gj.. Dur-
Inc those tests we had Rj_ - 20 n, R, • 1 kfl, and C3 -
350 pF. As shown in Fig. 13a, a current of about

11.5 A flows for 26 us; this amounts to 300 uA* which
agrees with the charge on C. of 60 kV x 5 nF • 300 uAa.
The s«une agreement is found in Fig. 14, where Ci is
discharged from 84 kV; 34 kV x 5 nF * 15.6 A 1 27 m •
420 uAs. The currents of 11.5 and 15.6 A are propor-
tional to the voltagas of 60 and 84 kY. [i-E (C/L)*J.
Figures 13c and d show the circulating current through
diode Di, which discharges the STDT in 800 vs. At

60 JcV, the Initial current spike of i • ir * i-HJ was
expected to be I «1S.2 A (60/150)* * 60 kV/1 kQ -
69.6 A. Figure 13b shows an oscillatory peak of 190 A.
These large Initial oscillations laat for about 500 ns
and are attributed to the capacitance between windings
n, and' n,. With n 4 grounded, the interwinding capaci-
tance is charged to 60 kV and discharges with little
series inductance when i\ is triggered. In the TFTH
circuit (Fig. 1), both ni and n 4 are at the sane poten-
tial when the NBS sparks down; this should eliminate
the initial large oscillations.

Ik) 40 UH*. 0.) M/W*

Fl«. 13.

Discharge of 5 nF at 60 kV.

Fig. 14.

Discharge of 5 nF at 34 kV.

STDT'a For the Arc and Filament Circuits. The
fllaaents of the N B S operate at b kA. wita a duty
factor of 0.133, the rai current It 2.2 kA. For the
arc supply, the peak current 1* 3 kA, the duty factor
0.033, and the rms currant 545 A. It appears to be

nore economical ar.s .•nore reliable to replace the
Deltaraax snubber and the jpark-gap fl^r-euit of Fig. 1
•.rtth f.vo STDT'3. as shown in Fig. 2. V.'e are presently
investigating this possibility. Data for a preliminary
design for STDT2 are given ir. Table VI.

Table VI: Details for the 130-kV CTT2

10 Silectron cores AL-1145 »ith

No. of laminations

'iVIdth of laminations

Ho. of bifllar turns

Volts per turn

Volts per lamination

Length of flux path in iron

Length of flux path in air

Core area 10 x 9.28 x 6.45 x
0.89

• - nA AB X 10" 8

Initial current step

Coll resistance

Heat dissipation

Cost of core material

d = 5.03 x I0"3

H = 15,000

« = 6.99 cm

n • 4

30 kV

2.0 V

lfe ' 121.4 sm

1 O x 10"3 en

A = 573 CD2

• 0.69 Vs

î  * 170 A

W102 uQ

*500 W

S57&0

For the arc leads and the coaxial monitoring
cables, another smaller core assembly is visualized
for STDT 3.
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R«ii«tiYlty, Hyittraslt, and Mtgnatlzatloa of 9f Cr Stalnlaia Stttl
if a Function of Ttaparatura and It« Elactroaagnatlc

Shlaldlng Effaeta In Cylindrical Structural"

». F. Praag
Argonna National Laboratory

Argonna, IL 60439

Su—ary

Farroaagnatlc stalnlaaa ataala may offar aignlfl-
cantly graatar wall Ufa-tlaa* for f l n t wall/blankat
and racuua raaaal atructuraa than conwonly uaad non-
nagnatlc atainlaaa ataala. CRa s t t t l und»r
considaratlon hat tba following coapoaltion, In Might
parcant.

F» Cr Va Vh SI Kb
9.0 2.0 1.0 0.79 0.90 0.30 0.15 073 0730"

Thara appaara to b* no llttraturt on tha alactroaagnatlc
propartlaa of thla oatarlal. Tharafora, tba raalativtty,
tha hyatartala loopa, and oafnatlaatlon «ara aaaaurad
aa a function of taaparatura up to tha Curia point.

For Tokaaak application* It la of (pacific lntaraat
to Imo* tba raalatlvlty and aaturatlon flux danaity la

- tba ranfs froa 400 to 600°C. By applying a toroidal
flald that jaturataa tba famoagnatla ataal, tha flrat
nll/blankat and vmcuun naaal atructuraa ahould
raapcnd to a suparlmpostd altarnatlng flald Ilka non-
nagnatlc atalnlaaa ataal. Tha flald of tha aqullibrium
colla, atalch givat tha flna control of tha poaltlon and
shapa of tha plaaaa, auat paoatrata tha flrat M i l /
blankat and/or neuun raaaal. Nonaalliad graphi art
glran for tha logarithmic ratio of trtaraal to lntarnal
altarnatlng fltlda (ahlaldlng) aa a function of tha
ratio of nail thlctawaa to *Jdn dapth, with n*awl
radlua, vail thlokaaaa, and paiaaablllty aa paraaatara.
Thaaa grapha ahould ba uaaful for tha daalco of faad-
back loopa for aquillbrlua-flald-coll powar auppllaa
and la the dailgnlng of alaotroaagnatlo aolaUa with
thla aatarlal, altbar da aaturatad or not.

HaalatlTlty

A 300 cm lon( win aaapla was drawn to a dlaaatar
of 0.139 «a and amaalad at 1100OC for half an hour.
Tha railrUnca of tba aajpla waa aaaaurad with a lalrtn
brldga at taaparaturaa ranflnf froa -195.8OC (Uquld
nltrofan) to «00°0. Flgura l fbowa tha rattttlrlty
oaloulatad froa thaaa amin aiaim whan tha raala-
tlvlty waa caloulatad, no oorraotlona wara atda to
aocount for tba affacta of tha ooaffloiant of tharaal
•ipanaloo of tba aatarlal. For coaparlaon, tna naanij
known raalatirlty of T7P" 304 «nd 316 atainlaaa ataal
la also ahowB.

r»i aaiaatar Utaauraaaata

A aaapla of aatarlal waa — ****** to tba iitaanafriia
1.232 x 1.232 x 2.340 oa, aad tat B-H curraa abown In
Flga. 2 tad 3 war* aaaaurad with a panaaaatar at tba
Arnold Baclnaarlng Co. In Ifcranfo, II. Bda panmattar
USM a larga alaotroaajnat to gaoarata aacnatlo flwlda
o f u p t o l 6 x l 0 * 0 a l a t h a tlpa of larga pola plaoaa
ahapad l i te tha frurtua of a circular oooa. Tht
illatanoa batwaan tba pola plaaaa la adjustabla to
aooeaaodata aaaplta of dlffarant -laoftha. A vary thin
atrt If tapad around tba alddla of tba aaapla to avrn
aa a eat t o n 4 coil . Tba atfoatle fl«U K la atamrad
with • Hall put*. Tha Utoil i l m l la upl l f l td tad
lntagratad and uaad for tha vartloal dtflaotloa of a

Flgura 1 Elactrlcal Haalitlrl'T In Stalnlaaa Staala

-ao-» +50 +100

Flgura 2 DC Hyataraal. loopa of 9J Cr Stalalaaa Staal
Saaplt for H <_ 130 0a

Am

• * -

**orlc aupportad by tha U.S. Sapartaant of fancy Flgura 3 DC Saturation of 91 Cr Stalnlaaa Staal
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racordar. Hit aapllflad H ilful la uaad for tba hori- Maaaureaanta
ratal daflactloa of till raeordar. Froa Fig. 2 the
itt«l appaara to ba ltotrople having a — -H—•- paraa-
abllltjr of ii. » 400 at 10 kO. Tha two aolid c u n u
v a n aaaaurad whan tlia aaapla waa anargizad la tba
direction of It* 2.940 ea til*. Tba two da«taad eurraa
wara aaaaurad whan tha aaapla i u anarglxad In tba
direction of a 1.232 ca axla. la th» paraiaaatar tba
ratio of tha. length of tba air gap lair to tha lanctb
of tha iron n^ili t- la largar Mian tba aaapla la
aatnatlsad alone a 1.232 ca azla u eoaparad to aagna-
tlslag alonf tba 2.54 OB axla; tbla largar ratio of
l,lr/»y# eauaaa tba tlopa of tba daabad eurva to ba
laiUar u coaparad to tba alopa of tba aolld curva.
Froa riff. 2 and 3 wa aaa that tha ataal aaturataa at

rooa taasar&tura at <, 20 kO.

Haaaunawita on a Toroidal Saapla

Saapla Prapratlco
A toroidal aaapla a u aiiMnH to an outalda

dlaattar of 10.16 ea and a oroaa aaetlon of 1.11 x 1.11
oa and lta dlaanaloaa aaaaurad with an accuracy of
±0.0029 ca. A 0.01 oa thick seating of aluatnua ozida
aaa plaaaa-aprayad on tha torold for Inaolatlon. Haxt
a B coll a u wound on tha oora by uniformly apaelng
103 tuna of Ho. 26 AM Mlohroaa wlra. Tha B ooll a u
oortrad with hlgh-ttaparatura earaalc oaaant
(SJUIIBIISDI Mo. 6). in axeltatlca ooll of 354 tuma of
bara No. 18 AM$ coppar wlra waa aousd orar tba 6 coll
In thraa layara. Caraale oaaant waa appllad aftar aaeh
layar and tha ataaably waa bakad la an ovan. Turn-to-
torn laaulatlco waa prorldad by plaolac a flaaa-quarti
ftrlng of 0.1 ea dlaattar batwaao tumt.

Maaauriat, Clreulta

Ltura.

Hyataraala Laopt. A aagnatlzatlon c u m (aolld)
and a hyatarasla loop (dottad) togathar with aoaa
laportant nagnatlc quantltlaa ara ihowo for definition
In Fig. 4. Flgura 5 Jhowa a faw of tba hyataraala loop*
aaaturad. In thai* pleturti, tba axeltatlca la bald
eonatant at H « HQ aln ut • 55 sin it 0a and tha
tauparatura T la chanftd. Tba ovan baa a ragulator that
bolda taaparatura wlthla a faw dagraaa of a aat point.
It took approxiaataly two hours at a » t point to raaeh
a atabla taaparatura la tha torold. Tha sanaltivity of
tba B acala waa laeraaaad to taka aaaauraaanta naar tba
Curia point; thlt It llluatratad by Fl(. 6. Tba raaulta
of tba aaaauraaanta ara tuaBarlzad In figs. 7 and 8.
Rafarrlac to Fig. 7, tha Curia point of tba aaapla la
at 705°C t iPC. Ita •axlaaa paraMbllltj u, • 67} la
raaehad around 4O0°C. At 20°C wa bara IL. • 919; thla
la largar than tha u, m 400 ahown in Fig. 2. Tha
dlffaranca la dua to tha unavoldabla air gap* whan
aaaaurlnf with tba paraaaaatar. Tba air gapa cauaa a
snallar alopa (abaarlng) of tba B-H curra.

Tba ooarelra forca, Be, daeUaaa aa tba taapara-
tura lncraaaaa. At rooa taaparatura tha valua aaaaurad
with tha paraaaaatar la H. • 11 0a. Tha ralua aaaaurad
with 0.5 Ha appllad to tha torold la He • 12.4 0a. Tba
diffaranea li dua to an lnsraaaa Is addy-ourrant loaaaa
at 0.5 Hi aa coaparad to tba alowar abaogaa of dB/dt
with tha parantar vaaurananta. At 20°C tha 0.9 Ha
•kin dapth

i/J
(1)

______ k nlekal-ehroalUB raraua nlokal-
alualmai IChroaal-Aluaal) tbaraoeoupla waa labaddad In
a aaaU Sola drlUad 2.9 ca daap into a plaoa of ataal
1.11 x l.U z J oa. Tha ataal a u than eevarad with
tba aaaa thtekataa of aaaant aa tba torold and plaoad
In tha o n e aaxt to tha torold. Two aora tharao-
couplaa wara plaoad la tha oantar of tba torold.
Inalda tha orwn, tba wlraa of tha thraa tharaoeouplaa
wara «r—<-»»* with canals tubing. Outalda tha own,
aaoh thtraoooupla w u aomaetad to a aiallar tbarao-
eoupla la aarlM oppoaltlon. In thla mf tba
tbaraooousla affaeta of tba lntaroonnactlona at root)
ttapaxatiira batwaan tha aUllrolt attar and tba tharao-
oouplaa oanoal. Tha nuabar of attllrolta produoad la
tha dlffaranoa la allllTolta batwaan tha taaparatura of
tha tharaoooupla la tba oran and tha taaparatura of tba
tbanoaoupla ea tha outalda. Tha thraa outalda thanu-
eouplaa wara plaead la an agltatad loa bath; In tbla
way tba oran tawpanturaa wara aaaaurad with rafaranea
to 000. Tat tbaraoaoupla roltafaa wara aonltorad with
a n m > digital raltattar Ifadal Mo. f600 A. Tat
tbaraoaonpla taaparatura a u raad with an aecuraoy of
10.2J.

• aln it j. Tot avftwat a u aoaltorad or aaaaiiHng
tha velta** drop on • nonlaauatlm raalator of 0.340 B.
tr "»aaa of a atabla aapllflar, tba toltafa on tha
raalator a u aaaiiflad to proeuaa on tha t o r — of an
rcaailloaanfa a aorlaoatal paafc-to-vaak daflaatloa of
tan dlYlalca*. Tha naaHioaaoiia a u a Taktronix
Hoaal 706 with a MKal 7A13 tlaa but. Tha roltaft
laaaaaa la tba I aoU w u fa* to an alaetrcoie lata-
grator to obtala /Mt • I. Tka B algflal w u uaad for
tat Tartlaal •wflaatlaa of tha aaooa. Tto lntagrator
baa a tlaa oonataW of 90 a. Tba fliif attar laatal-
latlon a u calibratad with a apjuara m— algaal to an
aaauraar of ±2*.

of tha torold aatarlal la

t I 97.3 Mftea \*
K).4w x w » a a/ca x 515 x x x 0.9 •"'!

• 2.37 ea,

which la 4.3 tlaaa tha half-thleknaaa of tha torold.
Flgura 9 ahowa tba affaot of fraquancy on tba hyatara-
ala loop of tba torold. At 20°C (< • 3.37 oa) tha
loop wldana notleaably batwaan 0.05 Hi (~ do eaaa) and
0.5 Hi. Froa Fig. 9 tba da p»rw»»blllty ean ba ealou-
latad U I L > 870, which la 69* largar than tha 0.9 Hi
paraaabllity of % • 919 ahown In Flf. 7. Abora 6pO°C
with < t 3.48 ea, tha affaet of fraquaney la awallar
and dltappwart aa wa gat oloaar to tha Curia point.
Alao abown In Fig. 7 la tba paraaablUty at 99 Oa,
"?«•' •* * function of taaparatura. Flgura 8 ahowa
tfialnductlon at 99 Oa, 8550,. and tba raaldual Induc-
tion, B-, raraua taaparaturaT Tba induction at wax
payability, «,, baa naarly tha aaaa raluta aa a,.

IAIU

Flgura 4 liagnatliatlon Curva (aolld) and Hyataraala
Loop (dottad)
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fixation. Uagnatliaxloo curres, • i n n d tt
Hud «t 60C°C er* shoan In Flf. 10. To

plot these curres, pictures w»re taken »lth aagnetlxlng
fore** of H i 1 0* after the torold tad bwi deaagn*-
tlsad by beating It abom th* Curl* point. Figures 11
end 12 show ecapoalte* of dlffmnt hy*t*r*al* loop*
taken »t 20 end 600°C, respeotlrely. Tb* tip* of th»*
loop* 11* on tb* rup*ctlv* a*fn*tlxttlon cum*.

Flcur* 10 «hsn*tlutlon CUITM »t 20PC iod «00°C

U Oe/dlr
Flgur* U Kr*t*re*l( Loop* «t 20°C for Vtrlou*

shfoltud** of Field atrtofth

n.*etro—gn*tle Shielding

In • TokaMk tta* field of tb* •quilibrlUM coll*,
which give* tb* fin* control of tb* political and abap*
of tb* plant, ouat penatrat* th* flrat sail and/or tb*
vicuua V M H I .

With tb* r*ai«tlTit7, p, and tb* p*ra*ablllty, u,
imo»n, w* can caleulat* tha *l*etroaa(n*tlc ablaldlng
•ffacta of cylindrical structure* built froa 91 Cr
•t**l. Two condition* ar* conald*r*d. First, tb*
toroidal fl*ld 1* assuaad to saturat* th* cylinder along
It* ail*. At rooa taapcratun, toroidal flalds of
i 20 kG and at 500°C fields of >. 16 itG completely aatu-
rat* tb* ateel (see Fig*. 3 end 8). Tb* equilibrlun
field, which is transverse to th* axl* of tb* cylinder,
oaueea only rotation* of the aaturated doaaln* In tb*
at**l.2 The Inonawntal persaablllty 1* u« • B4/B4
• 1 G/0*. This Is tb* **a* a* a nonaacutle cylinder.
Second, for completeness saJc* w* alto conaldtr appli-
cation* la which tb* 91 Cr st**l 1* u**d uuaturat*d a*
an al*etro*agn*tlo cylindrical shield.

As shown In Fig. 13, a hoaogasaous alternating
field Ro (tb* field of the equilibrium colls) Is
applied transrerse to tb* axis of tb* cylinder; tb*
resulting eleotrio field E 1* In tb* direction of th*
cylinder ails Z. TIM field laald* tht oyllnder Hi can
be written

Hj, • Hj sin T • QRgSl

H, • Ej ao* T • Q Ro aos 1
o i r i ro (2)

Tb* faster of *l*ctro*)*gn*tic shielding Q can be
written1

Q . J. J L - ,
Bo oosh kd • j ( I • jj) slab kd

1 | i,

* * IT k V

li0 • 0.4* x 10-* j j pmmblllty of spece,

•Ad

u • pamtablllty.

(3)

k • eddy ourrant constant

, - (-I)''1 .

Figure 12 Systereels Loop* at 600°C for T«rlou»
T ' * * of Flald Stnnfth

Figure 13 Cylinder la an Alternating Field B Trana-
reree to It* Ad* Z
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Honascnetlc Cylinder. »ith the cylinder saturated
(u4 • uo)> 1*1 • |k «ol *

 1» tnt ttr> 1/K In Eq. (3)
a m be neglected, and we have for the shielding factor

co(b kd <• i K ilnn led
(31)

The attenuation «a of the cylinder Is defined by

• in Iĝ l (4)

Froa Eqs. (3' and 4), «• obtain

10 W * cosh

•Inn - «ln

*

v)
Flfun 14 shows th* attenuation, calculated froa
Eq. (5), a« • function of d/4, which li proportional to
th* iquar* root of th* frequency, fox different para-
a*t*r* p • vJ2A. For low frequencies (d < 4) and for
hl(h frequanolee (d > 4), Eq. (5) can b* elapllfled to

• * • : 'ifi

for d < d, (6)

for d > 4. (7)

Argonne's EPH design has a 7 ca thick vacuua
vessel aade froa Type 316 stalnleae steel. With an
average radius of r * 220, we have p • rv/Zd • 15.7,
Operating at 400°C we find froa Fig. 1 a resistivity
p " 98 uft ca. For frequencies of 10 and 100 Hi, ws
have d/4 • 0.444 and 1.41, respectively. Froa Eq. (5)
or th* curves of Fig. 14 we find for 10 Hi an attenu-
ation a9 « In IHo/Hjl > 1.34 and for 100 Hi, a. • 4.16.
This corresponds to ratios of iHj/HJ « 6.3 and 64,
respectively. A total of 20 ca of stainless steel first
wall/olenket naterlal la Inside the vacuua vessel to
minimize radiation damage to the vessel. If this 20 ca
thick materiel were elso in the form of a vessel the
combined wall thickness would be d « 27 ca. For
frequencies of 10 end 100 Hz we would have d/4 • 1.71
and 5.42, respectively. From Eq. (7) the attenuation at
10 Hz would be a* > 3.31 and at 100 Hz, a, • 8.17. This
corresponds to ratloa of I Ho/%| » 27.5 and 3533,
respectively. In order to reduce eddy-current shielding
the first wall/blankst la made froa 123 block* which are
Insulated froa each other. Each block la aada froa a
20 cm thick Type 316 stainless steel flat plat*.

itlc Cylinders. With u »v0, tb* value of 1/K
In Eq. (3) la larger than 1 and can no longer be ne-
glected. Froa Eqa. (3 and 4), the general equation for
the attenuation la given by1

Figure IS shows th* attenuation aa a function of d/4
for various values of the paraastar p • v^e^vA. The
difference of thaw* surras as ooaparad to th* earn* of
Fig. 14 Is that, at low frequencies, all curves ban
constant value*. Rwsw values represent the aagnato-
statlo shielding of th* cylinders. At the llait with
4 •» » (or f - 0), Eq. (8) reduces to

(9)

At vary high frequencies, where iigrg/uf >» 1, th* field
doe* not penetrate the cylinder appreciably and aagneto-
statlc effeats dlserpear. In this oasw Eq. (Si reduces
to Eq. (5).

40(01000

'f*ct*. Ttm nouia n m l
of Arfoaaa'i ARX foiiMdc l i ^ d T froa Trp* 30* ttdn-
1*M at**l (o • 7* no »• at 20PC). It DM a ndlua of
15.2 as and a wall 0.30 aa tblek. For fraquaaslM oT
1 *nd 10 Ub, M on* < • 1.3S and I • 0.4? n*p*a-
tiT*ly, nfultiaf In ratio* of d/l • 0.22 and 0.70. Iroa
EM. (5-7), or frea Ftf. U, •* find in attmutlon of
a. « la \tUtUl • O.« at 1 Ub and a. • 7.2? at 10 kB*.
TSla eomqioada to flald ratio* IV«ll °f 2.59 and
29.3 p M t l l

40 couno

Flfur* 15 Attenuation a, of a Magnetic Cylinder
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DEVELOPMENT OF A 50 kA CRYOSTABLE
AC SUPERCONDUCTING CABLE*

S. K. Kim and S.-T. Vang
Argonne National Laboratory

Argonnc, Illinois 60439

A design of a 50 kA cable at 8 T for supercon-
ducting ohaic heating colls is presented. The cable,
vhich wlli be cryoscable with relatively low ac losses,
is composed of 24 basic cables and stainless steel
backbone. A non-metallic cryostac for the test of pan-
cake coils of the cable Is developed.

Introduction

The conceptual design studies of tokanak reactors
undertaken at Argonne National Laboratory (AND and
elsewhere over the past several years have Identified
the requirement of superconducting ohnlc heating colls.
The ohmlc heating coils will have stored energies of
the order of 1 GJ and a peak operating current of be-
tween SO and 100 kA with dB/dt of approxiaately 9 T/s.
Because of the large stored energies, the coils should
be cryogenically stable and still have tolerable low ac
losses during the high rasping rate of the magnetic
field. Recently, ANL has developed a 11 kA cable

cm 01* . MSULATCD
snnuss smi.
MULT1STHANO C M

I I OFHC COftf*
w*E or oa »• on.

and demonstrated the cryostabllity of rhe coil made
from the cable.1' * The purpose of this paper Is to
describe a 50 kA cable. The design of the cable Is
based on the design and test results of the 11 kA cable.

Design of the 50 kA Cable

The structure of the 50 kA cable is shown In Flg.l.
The cable Is assembled by twisting 24 basic cables
around an insulated stainless steel or G-10 strip with
a twisting pitch of 50.8 cm. The cabling device will
provide sufficient stranding tension and pressure to
assure a tightly packed cable assembly having aa effec-
tive cable cross section of 8.26 cm by 1.65 cm.

The basic cable, shown In the upper part of Fig. 1,
is composed of six 19-wire cables by twisting together
around an insulated multi-strands stainless steel cable
with a twisting pitch of 2.5 cm. The. stainless steel
cable is Introduced to reinforce the tensile strength
of the basic cable.

The 19-wlre cable consists of three layers of
vires with a copper wire at the center, six supercon-
ducting wires in the second layer and 12 copper wires
In the outer layer. The lay of wires is as tight as
the geometry allows with a twisting pitch of 0.8 cm for
the second layer and 1.25 cm for the outer layer. Then
the 19-wire cable Is soldered with Scaybrlte and the
surface of the cable Is weakly insulated by coating
a thin organic film. The soldering and the weak lnsu- '
lation are intended to achieve both the cryostablllty
and relatively low ac losses of the cable in pulsed
field.

Cable Test

The performance of the 50 kA cable will be tested
Initially In a form of pancake colls. For two pancake
colls, ac losses at a central field rate of 9 T/s are
estimated to be approximately 5 kW. In Table 1, para-
meters are listed for a 65 HI coil with 22 pancakes.

•.Mte.io.m«. minus* STEIL
STRIP WITH O.a«a THICK
WSIU.4TI0I*.

Fig. 1. 50 kA AC Superconducting Cable and Its
Basic Cable

Fig. 2. Inner (Left) and Outer (Right) Tanks of the

Non-Metallic Cryostat

Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy
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Pig. 3. Set-Up of the Non-Metallic Cryostat for the
Test of the Pancake Coils

A non-metallic cryostat for the test of the pan-
cake colls is developed. The cryostat consists of two
flgerglass reinforced polyester tanks (Fig. 2) and 100
layers of superinsulation between thorn. Overall
dimensions and support structures of the cryostat are
shown In Fig. 3. The cryostat support structure Is
Incorporated Into the outer tank so that the cryostat
could be supported In an upright position. To reduce
the mechanical load to the top cover of the cryostat,
an external support structure is- Introduced to sustain
the pancake colls. Heat leak of the cryostae, esti-
mated from the cryostat. developed in the past for the
1.5 HJ coll, Is approximately 8 V (11 LHe/hr).

Table 1. Pancake Coil Parameters

Stored energy (KJ)
Central field (T)
Critical current (kA) .
Inductance (mH)
Coil ID (cm)
Coil 0D (cm)
Coil axial length (cm)
number of pancakes
Total number of corns' ,
Coil current density (A/cm )
Cu/SC
Heat flux when normal (
Hysteresis loss (kJ/cycle)
Eddy currant loss at 9 T/s (kW) ,
Beat flux due to ac losses at 9 T/s (W/cm )
AC losses/stored energy (Z)

(W/cm )
)

65
7.9

46
60
100
165
200
22
316
2300

7.9
0.35
3.2

135
0.11
0.1
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CENERAL PHASE-FREQUENCY SHIFTING IN THE THREE-PHASE INDUCTOR-CONVERTER BRIDGE

M. Khmmal* R. L. (Custom, R. E. Fuja . T. J . Barnard*
Argonne Nec lone l Laboratory

Argonne, IL 60(39

Ab«tract

A fundamental aethod of shifting phase frequency
In ch« lnductor-convcrcer bridge (ICB) for che purpose
of controlling tha power in real tlae ta presented.
Tranaient switching sequences needed *...• Implement
phase-frequency shifting can be dev.»Uv-.>« by the use of
this method and tha other five systec cmKtxalnca. Two
of che constraints that have bean expressed In equation
form 90 far are presented. Finally, an alternative
algorithm for computing the frequency shifting tran-
sient sequnnces In raal tla* la suggested.

Introduction

The ICB la a solid state dc-ec-dc converter systea
for reversible energy transfer between two high Q Induc-
tors, Fig. 1. The converter SCR'3 are naturally com-
autated by a sac of y-connected capacitors on the ac
lines of the circuit. The circuit Is designed so that
In every converter cycle, a very small fraction of the
magnetic energy is stored in the capacitors and then
transferred. The inherent efficiency and real tlae
control of power In either direction sake these cir-
cuits a specially suitable power supply for pulsed
superconductive magnets. Two such applications arc che
superconductive equilibrium field coils of the pro-
jected Tokaaak fusion power reactors and superconduc-
tive magnets needed In che future particle acccleretors.
In such systems, the load constitutes one of the ICB
coils, the other coll being a storage superconductive
coil. Scored energy is supplied to and retrieved from
the load.

The detail* of operation of che ICB may ba found
in references 1 and 2. Ic has been shown analytical-
ly3 >lf that chc transferred power In ch« ICB circuit la
controlled by two parameters of tha storage and load
converters: their relative operating pbaaa and their
operating frequency. Equation (1) shows the Instanta-
neous average power delivered to the load.

to control the operating phaae, frequency, or both. A
successful transient switching should satisfy six con-
straints imposed by the ICB circuit and the controlling
system:

1. meet the operating phaae demand,

Z. meet the frequency demand,
3. should not cauae phaae ovarvoltagea,
4. should not cause SCR commutation failure,
5. should not cauae phase voltage unbalance,
6. should be as fast as possible.

Phase Shifting Transients

The relative phase of tha two convertara la altered
by delaying or advancing the relative switching events
of tha two converters. The simplest way to Induce a
phaae shifting transient and meet constraint 5 above is
a three-step transient, Fig. 2. The three steps are a
characteristic of the three-phaaa ICB. Constraints 1
and 4 can neceaaltate the phaae shift to be Induced by
more Chan the minimum three steps. In chcae caaaa, a
nultistap transient Is produced by superposition of
several three-step fundamental transients In tandem.

In general, an n-atep tranalent switching sequence
can be constructed from the sum of n switching sequence
components.5 The sequence may be defined aa follows:

[S<"!j T 4 it;,'"' 3<"> «/"' «„<")]
«.[

1

[•

1 0

I -1 1

Sin2 f Sinn*
n *' uC

ft k <ls> <1^> (1)

where n • Fourier harmonic number of the phaae
currents

C - capacitance par phase

and tha other variables are defined In the appendix.
Varying the controlling paramatera * and u In raal time
requires inducing caraful tranalent switchings on the
converters as described In this paper.

Tranalent Switching in tha ICB

A britije transient switching Is defined as a
porary Increase or dacreaaa of tha time Intervals be-

SCE firings. Switching transients may be induced

*Wbrk supported by tha U.S. Department at Energy.
+Also at the university of Wisconsin, Madison, HI.
Ulso at Oakland University, Rochestar, HI.

V (2)

where tha variables ara defined In the appendix. Baaed
on Eq. (2), a general n-step transient switching se-
quence will be

s(n) „ . . . + s
(n)

•V
(It)

» 4tj • i t j • 0 • 0 * . . . - 0

* 0 - ttj • 4t4 • 0 • . . . • 0

4t, • 4tj • 4tj - 4tt • i t , • 0 • • 0

4tg • Stj • 4t3 • 4t, - 4t$ • Atf • 0... • 0

Atg* 0 * 0 * . * 4 tn-2 " 4tit-l * 4t(i
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A Frequency Shifting Algorithm

The next best way Co the analytical calculation of
the transient Intervals Is choosing the Intervals in a
reasonable way and then testing them against the cir-
cuit constraints. The following Is an example algo-
rithm for computing the Intervals of a frequency
shifting transient.

(n) (n-1) (8)

This is an Iterative formula that computes the inter-
vals of an n-step transient from those of an (n-1)-step

(•) transient. The Iteration starts from the fundamental
or three-step transient.

The matrixN is called the characteristic transient
(3) (9)

"•mrlx of the three-phaae ICB. Other multiphase ICB
circuits will have their own unique characteristic
tranrient matrix.

Frequency Shifting Transients

The frequency of operation of the ICB circuit is
altered by Increasing or decreasing the tlae Intervals
between the SCR firings oo both converters. The sim-
plest way of changing frequency, while observing con-
straint 5, Is a three-step transient. Fig. 3. Hoc*
that the fundamental transient for frequency shifting,
S 2

( n ), Is different froe that for phase shifting,
Sjl"). It can be seen, from Inspection of Fig. 3, that
a pure frequency shift will altar the ICB operating
phase. To correct for this, a three-step compensating
phase shift may be superimposed on the frequency shift-
Ing transient. The resulting transient sequence, from
Eq. (3) will be

• S (3) (3)
+ S

(3)
(5)

If more transient steps are necessary to meet the con-
straints, the gancral Iqs. (2), (3) sad (4) arc used.

It Is possible to control both pass* sad frequency
In one transient sequence. A phase-frequency shifting
transient sequence Is produced exactly as a frequency
shifting sequence. However, the phase compensating
sequence Is adjusted to produce a new phase rather Chan
maintain the original phase.

The Constraint Equations

The fastest way of computing the Intervals of a
phase-frequency shifting transient, la real tlae. Is to
solve the circuit constraint seuatloms simultaneously.
For example, constraints 1 sol 2 may be formulated,
respectively, as follows:

(6)

" 2 "

Constraint S Is represented by Zq. (4). Constraints 3,
4, and 6 may similarly be translated Co equation font.

This algorithm produces snoocher transition frois one
frequency to the next as the number of transient steps
are Increased. Thus, the chances of meeting con-
straints 3 and 4 are inproved. The commutation thres-
hold curves (constraint 4) of the three-step transient
have been computed by a digital computer and shown in
Figs. 4 and 5.

Conclusion

The Instantaneous equation of the load average
power In the ICB circuit shows that this system varia-
ble can be controlled by the frequency and relative
phase of the converters. Real time control of phase
frequency requires inducing transient switching se-
quences on the converters. These sequences must comply
with the six constraints for successful and optimal
operation of the system.

This peper presented a fundamental technique for
shifting phase frequency while maintaining phase volt-
age balance. The technique produces (n-1) unknown tlae
increments where n is the number of transient Inter-
vals. These unknowns are to be calculated from the
other constraint equations, two of which are presented.

As an alternative, a method of "picking" reasonable
transient Intervals and then checking Khan against the
constraints Is suggested.
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Appendix

Definition of Sybols

<ts> - average storage coll currant.

<lf> • average load coll current.

JJ - operating bridge frequency In radians.

u. • operating bridge frequency before tranalenti.

ui. - operating bridge frequency after transients.

lead angle of the load bridge over the stor-
age bridge in degreea. One bridge cycle Is
360°.

lead angle of the load bridge before transi-
ent a.

• , • lead angle of the load bridge after tranai-
enta.

A* - Increment of lead angle of the load bridge.

Atfl - firing Interval before transients.

Atx > firing Interval after transients.

At, > Increment of u;a* Interval to change the
operating freer.ency.

At* • lead time of the load bridge over the storsge
bridge in seconds.

s&c*l " Incraswat of lead tlae of the load bridge.

At*. - lead tiae of the load bridge before tran-
sients.

At«. - lead tiae of the load bridge after tran-
sients.

(n)
IS

1 £t̂  Interval of an n-step transient on
the storage bridge.

1 tli Interval cf an n-step transient on
th« load bridge.

At • increment of time Interval corresponding
to the 1 tli sequence component.

jit] - vector of tiae Increments.

0(n)

Cn) _

(n)

(n) .

M •
T -

sequence vector of the intervals of an n-
step transient switching.

1 tji sequence component of an n-step tran-
sient.

sequence vector of the transient intervals
on the storage bridge.

sequence vector of the transient Intervale
on the load bridge.

characteristic transient matrix of a J-
phaac bridge.

the period of one bridge cycle la seconds,

bridge period before transients,

bridge period after trtaaients.

•
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